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SOUNDTRAX RECORDING

and

POLK AUDIO MONITORS

SOUNDTRAX
RADIO, TELEVISION, PRODUCTION SUITE

...THE PERFECT COMBINATION!!!
Polk Audio has given my company
unsurpassed service! It's nice to
know you have a compcmy that is

behind you and their product
instead of credit card first, or cash
then service.

.

When you want the very best ... choose Soundtrax
Recording! Located in the mountains of East Tennessee,
Soundtrax is the premier, one -stop shop for 24 Track
Digital Recording and Music Publishing (Affiliated with
BMI & ASCAP).

Utilizing the latest in studio technology, our clients love
using our Sony, Lexicon, Eventide, T.C. Electronics, Neotek,
Crown. Yamaha and Neumann products. Time after time,
we get raves about our Polk Monitors. The dynamic
Hinchman
ff capability, detailed midrange and the ability to handle any
amplifier makes it a favorite!
Polk Audio Monitors, like Soundtrax, can provide you
with the perfect, state -of- the -art combination for your next
production. Call or write us today for
more information.

! want to thank all those at Polk
Audio for their superior speakers!
"Ybu too Matthew"

Richard

SOUNDTRAX RECORDING
Croaky Frog BMI
Cameroon Records
Sunshine Productions
Route 2, Box 435
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800 -776-7402
615 -929 -0402

Johnson City, TN 37601

SOUNDTRAX INC. COMPANY
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Spending years on end cooped up
in small, dark rooms with a bunch of

engineers takes certain special qualities.
Durability, for one. We've always been

known for that. Of course, incredibly
clear, uncolored sound quality doesn't

hurt, either. Or hand-assembled components, with gap precision to plus or minus

one -millionth of an inch.

These features got TAD speakers
into studios like Record Plant, NONIIS

and Masterfonics. And the same features
are now getting us out of them.

See, we had this funny idea that
if TAD could make music sound terrific
in a small room. we could make music

sound terrific in a huge arena. And every
outing we've had with Maryland Sound
has proved us right.

Not that we won't still work our
woofers off in studios from London to

L.A. all day. But, at night, we'd like to
get out and jam more often.
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PRETHETINGLEXICON

digital effects processor with analog and digital
inputs and outputs, time code
automation, and magnificent
sound.
A unique

There may be digital effects processors that rival some of the
300's features, but you'll never
find one with them all. The 300
delivers precise delay and stereo
pitch shifting, as well as stunning

Connectivity redefined
The 300 redefines connectivity
standards for digital signal processors. Unique analog and
digital circuits accept analog
signals or digital signals in the
consumer SPDIF or professional

PII V111I '1:1
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where time code synchronization
is essential. And in digital video
editing, the 300 ensures that
scene changes are handled
smoothly
in the digital domain.
Because the 300 has digital inputs and outputs, it's the perfect
choice for RDAT and CD mastering. And for music production
there is an incomparable set of
sounds, as you would expect
from Lexicon.

IHflI

Total MIDI control

HI'

revert and ambience. It automates sound changes with
SMPTE /EBU time code. And it
inputs and outputs analog, as well
as consumer and professional digital formats
in any combination.
All with magnificent Lexicon Sound.
The 300 is a powerful tool in
audio for video applications

300

AES /EBU formats. Whether the
source is a CD player, RDAT
recorder, or open reel digital
the 300 identifies and
deck
locks onto the incoming format.
You can then select between
analog and consumer or
professional output formats,
regardless of the
input format.

-

With the 300's real time MIDI automation you can record parameter
changes on most any sequencer.
The 300 also includes Lexicon's
Dynamic MIDI® allowing you to
control the 300's effects parameters from any MIDI controller.
And of course, the sound is

superb. The 300 delivers nearly unmeasurable distortion and
exceptional phase linearity
through the use of state -of- the -art
converters.
They're so advanced you
can use their outputs as a
system reference.
The 300 joins the
Lexicon family of digital
effects processors. From
the economical LXP -1 to the
world renowned 480L, they all
share the Lexicon Sound.
For more information about the
300 or any of Lexicon's products, call
(617) 736 -0300, FAX (617) 891 -0340,
or write Lexicon, Inc., 100 Beaver St.,
Waltham, MA 02154.

-

Consumer in, professional out,
analog in, digital out. The 300
handles them all. You can even
mix analog and digital signals.
This kind of connectivity just
isn't available anywhere else.
Circle (6) on Rapid Facts Card
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MORE ENGINEERS GO GOLD
ON AMPEX THAN ON ALL OTHER TAPES
PUT TOGETHER.
Event engineer listed here has earned the prestigious Ampex Golden Reel Award for creating a gold album
exclusively on Ampex audio tape. Find out what makes Ampex tape right for your sound. Just call or write

for a copy of our new 456 Technical Brochure, and see why Grand Master '456 is engineered like no other tape in the world.

AMPEX
A MASTER OF ENGINEERING
Am;rs Recording :\ledla Corporation

401 Broadway. A1. S. 22-01E1

Redass.d City. California 941,4)3
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In 1970. when Recording Engineer/Producer hit the streets of Hollywood. there
was indeed a sound reinforcement industry. Hanley Sound on the East Coast had
already done Woodstock. Goose Lake and
a handful of other pop festivals. On the
Left Coast, Harry McCune Sound Services had fielded the system for the Monterey
Pop Festival and others. United covered
the Doors and more in L.A. Many smart
bands were trucking their own
the only
way to insure that quality sound would be
there at all. usually. sorta.
Early boxes were crude. often shells
chopped out of 4x8 sheets of a/t -ply.
with 2x4 bracing. stuffed with .1B1. DSeries wools .IBL or Altec phenolic drivers
on a resonant metal sectoral horn. Amps
were usually D-300s, or for the high rollers
(with strong backs). Macintosh tubes.
Off- the -shelf systems.' Altec. with their
various Voice -of- theTheaters. WEM. with
its English column -based smaller pack ages..IBI, with theater systems similar to
Altec. Few others.
What the systems all lacked in subtlety.
they made up for in SPI. although maybe a little distorted, they were almost always way -loud. But in a time when most
sound companies were building there own
rotary -potted mixers out of electrical utility panel boxes. loud was an important primary objective. This was especially true
in light of the ever -growing masses of people. evoked by a cultural and demographic
expediency, to drop out. tune in and dig
the vibes.
Even though that pre -REP/Recording
Engineer/Producer was an L.A. audio production book, the articles on sound reinforcement snuck in early and connected
with a thud. They covered all the things
you'd expect: system design, grounding
schemes, distribution, and cutting edge
stuff like using a second hoard on stage
to mix monitors. Product reviews appeared on hoards. mics and amplifiers.
The early editors acknowledged that audio engineering for live performance was
first cousin to studio work. and deserved
full and complete coverage.
Some 21 years later, those early insights
have proven themselves true. Our own recent random survey of readers. entitled
"Moonlighting in Professional Audio;" fills
in the blanks: Of the audio production and
technical readers polled. 44% had an additional audio -related income separate

-

-

from their main job. Of this number, the
largest group
44.1%
did live sound.
Mobile recording came in second at
18.6"i'. and outside tech work was third
at 15.3 %. Among all of our readers. including management and non- production staff,
live sound accounted for 34.5% of their
extra -vocational activities
more than
double the next catagory. And this doesn't
even include the large number of individuals who do sound reinforcement full time!
Whether due to: 1) broad and wide ranging interests on the part of audio production people: 2) the necessity of making a
living in a world where most markets
don't have enough studio work to sustain
a lifestyle: or 3) the coercing and cajoling
influences of projects and artists ( "Hey
man. nice job on the demo. wanna mix
sound for the showcase gig on Friday ? "),
a large number of people who do studio
work also do live work.
And yes, we acknowledge that. even as
some engineers are splitting their lives between large space and small space acoustics on a per- project basis, so too are the
players in major markets becoming more
and more specialized. In L.A. or N.Y., it
seems that you either do music. editing,
FX. looping. ADR or live sound exclusively. But in the B markets on down, if you
know sound and can mix. you do audio.
Wherever it takes you. On whatever
projects.
In this. there is an important consideration for manufacturers: take note! The guy
who does the studio work during the
weekday and nights. takes his favorite digital rack goody, several compressors, a favored hand -held Inic and the porta -DAT,
and hits the club or concert hall. Gear
leaks over. getting into areas not originally
called for in the design engineering spec.
Why? Because it works. Because it's available. Because it does a good job. Especially in light of the cleaner and clearer sound
systems in evidence around the country

-

Live Ain't Jive

-

-

in 1991.
So with all of this in mind, enjoy the May
sound reinforcement issue. Although on
the surface it may seem strange to cover
S.R. in an audio production book, we are
merely mirroring the reality of what you,
our readers. are doing for livelihood, on
a regular basis. Enough so that we will
continue to grow our sound reinforcement
section. allowing David Scheirman and
Mark Herman to get into even more trouble out there in the Land of Live.

Mike .loseph
Studio Rat /Live Sound Guy

May 1991
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AES Changes Fall Dates
If you're planning to attend the fall AES Convention, remark your calendars: the dates have changed.

AUDIO

The new dates are Oct. 4 -8 in
New York. The original date, in
the middle of October, left only
a week between the AES and the
SMPTE

conventions, hardly

enough time for exhibitors that
attend both events to move
equipment across the continent.
According to Don Plunkett, execu-

tive director of the AES,
papers and workshops are
scheduled for Friday, Oct. 4;
the equipment exhibition will
start on Saturday, Oct. 5. This
year, the convention will be in
the expanded New York Hilton
rather than split between the
Hilton and Sheraton Centre hotels.
® For more information on the
convention, contact AES at 60 E.
42nd St., New York, NY 10165; 212661 -8528; fax 212 -682 -0477.

PRODUCT UPDATES:
In the February Live & Direct column,
the price of the Radio Shack SPL meter
was quoted as $65. The 1991 product catalog lists an even better price: $31.95.
Tim Sadler of ABC Watermark, author
of "Modern Digital Broadcast Production'
in the April issue, has located two additional vendors that have committed to

stock the Dataport Flyaway hard disk enclosure, a zero footprint. 3.5 -inch hard
drive enclosure with 40W power supply
and removable drive carriage.
The vendors are MacZone, Redmond.
WA (800-248 -0800) and Alliance Peripheral Systems, Independence, MO (800-2337550). According to Tim, both companies

#

are mainstream Mac mail order vendors
with excellent records in service and

support.
ABC Watermark is using the drives in
the creation of "American Top 40" and
other weekly countdown shows. See his
sidebar "Keeping Up With Technology" for
details on their application.

AnniverSarY

CAS MarksNoted director Robert Altman, whose

that keeps a low profile, yet does enormous good for the audio industry: The Cinema Audio Society
celebrated its 25th Anniversary in February with its annual awards ceremony.
Here's a society

8
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latest movie was "Vincent and Theo,"
received the society's Lifetime Achievement Award, its highest tribute. CAS noted
his use of 8 -track field recording, and his
pioneering use of "overlapping sound" in
the 1970s film "M*A*S*H." Altman has
used this technique in all of his subsequent films.
Also recognized was Richard Topham
Sr., chairman emeritus of Audio Services
Corporation. He received a Lifetime Honorary Membership and Special Recognition Award for his longtime support and
dedication to the industry.

PEOPLE
Quad Eight Electronics has formed a
new management team. Chuck Kelley, formerly director of operations,
has been promoted to vice president
and general manager. Mark Fleming
has been named chief engineer, and
Buddy Frisbee has been named
director of sales and marketing ...
BASF Audio Video Professional Products has restructured its staff to incorporate the recently acquired Agfa
Magnetic Tape Division, and has announced the following appointments:
Terry O'Kelly, director of national
sales; Joe Tibensky, key account
manager, audio duplication tape products; Bob Zamoscianyk, eastern
regional manager; Joe Ryan, western
regional manager; John Matarazzo
and Peter Piotrowski, technical
services managers; Jeff Brown, marketing manager, professional audio
video products; Joanne Aliber, manager, professional audio video products; Teri Sosa, communications
manager; and Dean Pellegrini, manager of sales and marketing support
... Bob Haigler, chief electronics engineer at Renkus- Heinz, died Feb. 5.
A memorial service was held on
March 2 ... Lloyd W. Dunn, a cofounder of NARAS, died March 8.

TwRaEtflc D h
Home Video: If your facility is doing audio -for -video
work, you're contributing to the growth of a hot market.
Recent estimates of home video sales and rentals in 1990
range from $9.75 billion to $17.43 billion.

Broadcast Audio: The radio industry continues to discuss
how much processing should be added to its audio signal before it's transmitted. At the recent Country Radio
Seminar, according to Billboard, most audience members
favored natural processing. However, one consultant favored making stations as loud as possible, saying, "They
don't put ugly girls on the cover of Cosmo and Vogue."

Whitney Houston's
"The Star Spangled Banner" has caused some controversy because of its cover labeling. Although the cover
says the song is "as performed at Super Bowl XXV," the
single is a combination of live and pre- recorded vocals,
according to press reports. A taped version is routinely
made, with the decision on whether to use it depending
on gametime conditions. For the Super Bowl, Houston
sang along with the taped version, which was fed to the
audience. The heightened awareness of lip- syncing is in
response to the Milli Vanilli flap. It seems to us that the
question is not whether lip- syncing should be allowed at
all, but rather in what situations is it permissible.
Lip- Syncing: The cassette single of

"It's becoming more obvious that the wonderful technology that was developed to make pop music
easier to record and clearer to the ears has tricked us. Instead of enriching our collective musical
palette, it is controlling that palette. Who could deny that the synthetic sound of the latest studio
instrumentation
at least the way it is used in the bulk of commercial pop
is not as human
as the sound of an acoustic orchestra or ensemble? Who could deny that oppressively ear -shattering
music has spread, from rock concerts to clubs, movie theaters and even to Broadway?"

-

-

- Stephen Holden, New

York Times music columnist.

May 1991
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STUDIO UPDATE
Facility/Location
NORTHEAST
Oz Recording Studios /Baltimore

Details
New 24 -track facility for album projects; equip-

ment includes a Studer A827, an automated
TAC /Amek Matchless console and a Macintosh
llx with 1.2GBytes storage. Located at 310 E.
Biddle St., Baltimore, MD 21202; 301 -234 -0046;
fax 301 -539 -2835.
SOUTHEAST
Disc Mastering /Nashville

Reelsound Recording
Company /Manchaca, TX

Newly remodeled digital mastering and editing
suite features a Neve DTC -1 digital console and
Tannoy System 15 DMT monitors.

Facility's remote truck has installed a Panasonic
SV -3700 DAT recorder, two API 525 limiters, two
B &K 4006 mics and a pair of Meyer Sound Labs
HD-1 monitors.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
El'X Systems /Burbank

Lindsey Productions /Huntington
Beach

NRG Recording

Services /North

Hollywood

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
Soma Sync Studios /San Francisco

Jordan S. Friedberg has joined the digital audio
post -production facility as controller. He will supervise accounting and financial departments.
Now operating a full MIDI pre -production and
audio -for -film and -video suite; equipment ineludes a Roland S -770 sampling system. Located
at 16761 Viewpoint Lane, Suite 83, Huntington
Beach, CA 92647 -4757; 714 -842-3684.
Expanded at new 7222 Hinds Ave. location to inelude a pre -production /rehearsal sound stage.
The Neve- equipped room has been upgraded
with an Otari 100A, two Avalon E5 equalizers,
two Tannoy System DMT monitors and Klaus
Hein- modified U67, M49 and C12 mics.

OR
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Audio Kinetics

Sounds Interchange (Toronto) has ordered 16
ES.Lock 1.11 units.
Future Sound Studios (Soest, Holland) has purchased a Hill Concept 8400 series mixing console fitted with Audio Kinetics Reflex automation.
Sales of the X -880 digital recorder: T&R Trilogy
(Somerville, NJ); Javelina (Nashville) and Crystal
Sound Recording (Hollywood). Sales of the X850: New River Studios (Fort Lauderdale, FL);
Advanced Audio (North Hollywood); Mockingbird
(Burbank, CA) and Urban Sounds of America
(Los Angeles). Sales of the X -800: Axis Studios
(New York). Sales of the X -86E editing and master recorder: Eastman School of Music (Rochester, NY) and 321 Studios (New York).

P
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vision as part of its strategic plan to develop products for the professional indus tries. Curtis Chan was named general
manager of the division.

Digidesign's DECK software was recognized as the "Best Music Product" of 1990
by MacUser magazine, the third consecutive year the company has been recognized. The previous product winners were
Sound Accelerator and Audiomedia.

Audient Marketing Services, which pro-

Added a second Studer Editech Dyaxis DAW.

E

Roland has formed a pro audio /video di-

Acquired an Apple Mac 11 with Digidesign Sound
Designer II software; a Demeter stereo tube preamp; two Demeter tube direct boxes; a Lexicon
LXP-15; two Summit EQF-100s, 4 -band tube EQs;
and an Adams -Smith Zeta-Three synchronizer.
Announced an arrangement with Sosumi
Productions in which Sosumi will market Spectrum's studios to the local, regional and national
music communities. Sosumi will continue to perform artist management and record production
duties.

Wellesley Sound /Toronto
MANUFACTURERS

Mitsubishi

vironment and the sound system.

Drive, Palo Alto, CA 94306; 415 -855 -0400;
fax 415 -855 -0410.

CANADA

Hill Audio

More awards news: Panasonic Pro Audio underwrote an Oscar -night celebrity
benefit for the Childrens AIDS Center at
Childrens Hospital, Los Angeles. The cornpany
an provided a large-screen
ge screen video en-

Euphonix has relocated to 220 Portage

NORTHWEST

Spectrum Sound Studios/Portland,

in

broadcasting this year's Grammy Awards,
marking the third straight year that the
surround sound system was used for the
awards broadcast.

Kyle Johnson has assumed the duties of man-

agement and booking.
Sage Arts /Arlington, WA

Shure's Stereosurround was used

vides public relations and marketing to the
audio industry, has relocated to 5525 San
Fernando Road W, Los Angeles,
CA
g
90039; 818-547-1952; fax 818-240-1915.

Mitsubishi has delivered the 200th X -86
2- channel digital mastering
321 Studios, New York.

recorder to

Sales of Digital Audio Research's
SoundStation 11 reached 90 during the first
quarter of the year.
NI/181°n has installed the first NV2000
High Definition Audio System at KSLTV
in Salt Lake City.

Allen & Heath USA presented a number
of sales awards at Winter NAMM. GMI
New England was named "Rep Firm of the
Year:' Audio Video Research was named
"Dealer of the Year:' "Most Improved Ter ritory" went to Starin Marketing and Lopp-

now and Associates.

"The Beta 58 delivers maximum SPL, to keep the vocals
above screaming fans in a loud rock club without feedback.
Yet it has the sensitivity to reproduce the most subtle, breathy
whisper for 80,000 people at an outdoor festival. And for
guitar amps, the Beta 57 gives me the isolation I need without
sacrificing the warmth and tone 1 want.
For live sound, Shure Beta mics are the state of the art."

-

Steve Folsom, Sound Engineer for Melissa Etheridge and John Hiatt.

Shure Beta Microphones.
Buy Them OnWord Of Mouth Alone.
Before you select a microphone, listen to the leading pros who use the Shure Beta Series on stage. They'll tell you about
the benefits of Shure Beta's advanced transducer design, extraordinary gain -before- feedback, and true supercardioid polar pattern, as well as its outstanding sensitivity and low handling noise. But most important, they'll tell you that nothing beats a
Beta for live performance. And that's not just talk. Try Shure Beta today and get the final word for yourself. Or call us for
more information at 1- 800- 25-SHURE. The Sound Of The Professionals...Worldwide.

SHURE
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MANUFACTURERS (Cont.)
Winfield Sound Recording Studios (Toronto) has
installed an SL 4000 console with G Series computer and electronics in its new Diffracta) control
room.
Rose Studios (Lemont, IL) has installed a 32channel 3200 console.
Musicon Recording Studios (Portland, OR) has installed two System 215 DMT monitors.
Sales of Lynx KCU keyboard control units and
Lynx time code modules: Lillie Yard, Select
Sound, Matrix and Air Edel (U.K.); Television
South (England); the French Police (Alfortville);
the French Navy (Brest); Telfrance and Tele Europe (France); Radio France; FR3 (Toulouse,
France); and Teletota (France). Other sales: Image Express (Southfield, MI), Lynx VSI video systern interface modules; and TelFrance and Tele
Europe, Lynx film modules.

Solid State Logic

Soundcraft
Tannoy

Timeline

DESIGNERS

Harris, Grant Associates /London

Frank Hubach Associates /Richmond,
CA

Munro Associates /London
Walters /Storyk Design Group /New
York

DEALERS
Gand Music

&

Sound/Northfield,

IL

Contracts: Dierks Studios (Stommein, Germany),
acoustic consultancy and specification for the
refurbishment of Control Room 3, and supply
RPG Flutter Free acoustic treatments to the side
walls of the control room area; Sound Studio 'N'
(Koln, Germany), deliver Boxer 5 monitoring systern; Red Rooster (Munich, Germany), acoustic
consultancy for control room, studio and ancilliary areas, and supply Boxer 4 monitors, ceilingmounted RPG Diffusor clouds and Triffusor treatments for control room and main studio areas;
RBS (Rotterdam, Netherlands), redesign The Producers Workshop 24 -track studio, and supply
RPG Diffusors to control room and recording
areas.
Chips Davis has joined the staff as a coordinator
of services.
Completed Logic West (Milan, Italy), a digital audio post -production facility centered on a NED
Direct -to -Disk system.
Designing a multisuite production /recording facility for JSM Music (New York), equipped with
an SSL 6056 E console with G computer and a
DDA AMR 24 console. Completed renovation of
DK Studios (New York), which includes Neve
consoles and Sony 3324 digital 24 -track
recorders.
Taken delivery of the first Soundcraft Delta
40x12 monitor console in the United States.

Sonic Solutions has delivered the 100th
Sonic System to Abbey Road Studios in
London.

JL Cooper Electronics posted a record
year in 1990, with a 22% compound
growth rate.

dom. Sponsored by the Association of
Professional Recording Services, the convention is scheduled for June 5 -7.

Renkus-Heinz's System Design Seminar,
held just after the Winter NAMM show was
attended by more than 125 people from
15

countries.

Gand Pro Audio held its first Digital
Organizers for the APRS 1991 exhibition
expect an increase in international attendance from 1990, when 14% of attendance was from outside the United King-
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Audio Recording Expo in February. The
2 -day event featured equipment displays
from major digital audio manufacturers
and was designed to give hands -on experience to the attendees. More than 200

Chicago -area audio professionals attended. Gand plans to make the expo an annual event.

people attended the 25th
annual SMPTE Television Conference,
held Feb. 1 -2 in Detroit. The event was
notable for the first SMPTE /AES session,
which was attended by 175 people. The
associations are discussing future joint
events.
A total of 359

The University of Iowa will host its annual summer audio recording seminar
from June 10 -21, with Jerry Bruck, Bob
Ludwig and Lowell Cross as the principal
instructors. Special guests will include Russell Hamm, president of Gotham Audio,
and Stephan Peus, head of microphone development at Neumann. For more information, contact Professor Lowell Cross,
Recording Studios, School of Music, the
University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242;
319 -336-1664; fax 319 -335 -2777.

JL Cooper Electronics has appointed
Midwest Audio to represent its product line
in northern Illinois, Michigan, North and

South Dakota, Wisconsin and Minnesota.

Symetrix has appointed Pro Tech Market
as its Rocky Mountain regional representative.

Essential Marketing will represent Lexiin Nebraska, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas and southern Illinois.

con's products

Audio-Technica's "Rep of the Year
Award" was presented to Crescendo Associates during Winter NAMM. Rep firms
receiving a "Quota Busters Award" were
David H. Brothers Co., Cambridge Marketing, On The Road Marketing, Signal Marketing, C.M. Sales, Hanoud Associates,
Northshore Marketing, Tenicki & Associates, New West Audio, Ludwig Marketing
and Jamm Distributing.

It Takes
Real Guts
To Face
A Crowd

Concert Series
They want it all. They expect it.
They deserve it. And, frankly, you
wouldn't have made it this far
if you had delivered anything
but your absolute best. Night
after night, show after show.
At 1BL we share your dedication
and desire to take
your music to
the top. That's
precisely why we
invested the time
and energy we
did into the development of
Concert Series
loudspeaker systems. Just as every
note and word
must work together in perfect
harmony, every
component in a professional
sound system must integrate and
function perfectly with each other.

Like This.

Concert Series has the "guts" to
face the most demanding audiences. This fact is underscored
by the major tours and concert
venues that have selected Concert
Series. From reggae and rock to solo and symphonic performances, Concert Series is helping
artists the world over to give their fans the calibre
of performance they demand and deserve, night
after night, show after show.
We encourage you to audition Concert Series. Do
it for your fans. Do it for yourself Visit yourJBL

Professional dealer and discover for yourself why
Concert Series is hanging around with some of
the biggest names in the music business.

JBL
.1BL

Professional

8500 Balboa Boulevard, Northridge, CA 91329
H A Harman

International Company
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Gloria Estefan:

"Into The Light"

Bobby Short: "Bobby Short is
K-Ra -Zy For Gershwin"
Label: Atlantic
Produced by:

Roger McGuinn:
"Back From Rio"

Lew Hahn, Nesuhi Ertegun

and Bob Porter

Recorded at: Atlantic Studios (New York)
Engineered by: Lew Hahn
SPARS Code: AAD
Comments: This two -disc set approaches near perfection. The music lover in you will undoubtedly be impressed
by Short's performances on each of the 33
selections. You'll doubtlessly regard this as
the definitive and elegant statement from
one of America's most gifted composers.
The audio expert in you will appropriately be surprised with the equal care that
went into producing this recording.

Label: Epic
Produced by: Emilio

Label: Arista
Produced by: David

Estefan Jr., Jorge Ca-

and

Roger

McGuinn

Engineered and mixed by: Eric Shilling,

Engineered by: Peter Doell and David Cole
Mixed by: David Cole and Roger McGuinn,

Phil Ramone, Pablo Flores, Mike Couzzi, Keith
Cohen and Patrice Levinsohn, assisted by Doug
Grover and Charles Dye
Recorded and mixed at: Crescent Moon
Studios (Miami)
Mastered by: Bob Ludwig, Masterdisk (New
York)
SPARS Code: DDD

Comments: Although the compositions
may not live up to your expectations of
Ms. Estefan's hiatus from the entertainment field, you will be pleasantly surprised at the technical depth of her new
recording. Whether your fancy is tickled
by enterprising Synclavier samples; fast pace, stereosonic FX; or multi- ambient
laced soundscapes, "Into The Light" fills
the sonic abyss acquired as a result of Estefan's near -tragic touring accident.
Of special interest: The all-digital nature of this outing features too many tricks
to list here; however, one would be hard
pressed to miss the DMP/Tom Jungian influence of the broad dynamic range of this
recording. Tracks like "What Goes Around
Comes Around" illustrate just about how
far you can push this domain before your
MSB to LSB readout indicates all Is. But
when you're dancing to this stuff, who
really cares about bytes anyway?
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assisted by Jesse Kanner
Recorded at: Capitol Recording Studios (Los

Angeles)

Mixed at: Lion

Share Recording

(Los

Angeles)

Mastered by: Wally Traugoff, Capitol Recording Studios
SPARS Code: N/A

Comments: Delightful collection of

Of special interest: Save for the obvious vocal overdub on a 1957 recording entitled "Here's A Kiss For Cinderella,' the
clarity, ambience and above all depth
of space is something sorely missing even

-

-

in today's most sparsely recorded jazz trio
sessions. The room is left to breathe rather
than be cluttered with DSP and synchrosonic delays. Dig the music and k -ra -zy
about the sound. Highly recommended.

tunes updates the now-classic Byrds sound
with a '90s sheen. All of the elements are
in place
guitars d plenty, McGuinn s nasal inflections and that electric 12- string.
At first, we thought the drums were mixed
too low, but could it be that we've heard
too many records where the drums were

-

inappropriately prominent?
Of special interest: As would be expected, the guitars are well- recorded, the
sonic textures interesting and varied. The
use of SFX on "Car Phone" is effective
without calling attention to itself. "If We
Never Meet Again" is a great example of
building a mix: start simply, build gradually and keep the mix full but not cluttered.

ACHIEVING
EXCELLE CE
IS

SO M ET

`ì

1ES

SIMPLE

PUSHING
-ILHE RIG

f

t Peavey Audio

Media Researchr', the search for excellence
is a satisfying, yet ongoing, quest. For over two decades we've
developed innovative products that have literally changed the
face of professional audio. We've also championed research
into the refinement and reliability of every product associated
with the recording market. That's why we can say with confidence that the desire for excellence is, and always has been,
the main ingredient in the story of our success.

Visit us at booths
#120 and 121
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FOCUS:

The Rembrandts:
"The Rembrandts"

DANNY WILDE, Co- Producer/Engineer, "The Rembrandts"

REP:

This was done in what is basically a demo studio?
DW: Yes. We recorded everything on a Fostex '/2 -inch 16 -track at 30ips. Four of
the songs we started off on 8 -track and dumped them over to the 16-track.

REP:

And this is literally a garage studio?

DW: Yeah.

REP:

What equipment do you have?
have the Fostex console that goes with the machine. I have two AKG 414s
which we used for vocals and drum overheads; we used Shure 57s for guitars
and snare, and that's it. And we have Yamaha SPX -90s and Alesis Quadraverbs
basically the stuff that any kid has in his house.
DW:

I

-

REP:
Label: Atco

Produced by: The Rembrandts
Engineered by: Danny Wilde
Mixed by:

Danny Wilde

Recorded at: Dan's Garage
Mastered by: Stephen Marcussen, Precision
Lacquer (Los Angeles)

SPARS Code: ADD
Comments: The Rembrandts sound like
this year's Elvis Costello, without Elvis' annoying tendency toward self- reference.
This year's model pumps it up with
Beatles -like harmonies and clever guitar
hooks, surrounding fine and well- crafted
songs. The production is vested with
enough nice little touches to make repeated listenings rewarding.
Of special interest: "Just The Way It Is,
Baby" is as catchy and tight a pop song
as you'll find anywhere. The voices are immediately likable; the guitar playing is economical and fresh. What really knocks us
out is the recording: it easily competes
with stuff from the high -priced spreads but
was done at home on standard Fostex
equipment. We can't decide: "The Rem brandts" either shows that Fostex equipment is not just the home -studio stuff
some people think, or it shows that in the
hands of an Ansel Adams, even a Kodak
Brownie can produce art.

But this really sounds like a record.
DW: We wanted it to. We're hip to compression and so on. The magic guitar
sound is the Vox AC30. We used a lot of old vintage gear. I collect a lot of old
tube stuff, Fender Bandmaster heads, things like that. My garage is soundproofed,
but it's only one room. So we'd be running the tape about five feet from where
the drums were and we used mattresses to hide the machine's motor noise.

REP:

What kind of compressors do you have?
DW: The dbx 163s. I rented some ADA noise gate /compressors and a couple of
Drawmers. Most of it was fairly low-end, consumer-type stuff.

REP:

Did Atco finance the tracks?
DW: What actually happened was that we got the money from the publishing

company, Warner /Chappell, before there was any record company interest. The
only overhead we had was the cost of the machine itself and the 414s.

REP:

Have you and Phil [Solem, co- Rembrandt and co-producer] had
engineering experience before this?
DW: My dream, other than being a rock star, is to be a producer. And I've always
played an integral part in the recording of anything I've done. had three solo
albums out [on Island and Geffen] and I learned a lot from them and from asking
a lot of questions. The producer/engineer on the first album was Peter Coleman,
the second one was Pat Moran and the third one was Peter again. I learned a lot
from both of them.
I

REP:

How did you record the drums?
DW: We used a Radio Shack PZM on the kick and a 57 on the snare, which also
picked up the hi -hat, and then the two 414s as overheads, and maybe an ambient
mic. We spent a couple of days getting the sound right and sent them to four or
five tracks on the tape machine. The bass was played through a Vox AC30.

REP:

There's so much layering, of guitars and background vocals on the album,
drums there wouldn't be

it seems that if you took up five of your 15 tracks for

enough left over.

-

we were masters of the fly -in. We'd take a little snippet of a section
and dump it onto the DAT machine, then send that over to two tracks of a blank
we did that on
piece of 16 -track tape. Then we'd put on 14 tracks of vocals
and send them over the DAT and fly them into
"Everyday People;' for instance
two tracks on the 16- track. Record companies were always saying, "Just make the
record sound like the demos;' so this time did.
-Interviewed by Dan Levitin
DW: Right

-

-

I
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3M
996

dio
Mastering
AL

e

Introducing 3N1 9_-r3 Analog Audio Mastering Tape. It's the first tape that lets yx)u
'word as hot as you want (level +9), capturing the highest highs and lowest lows w_th
virtually no distorion or print through. From its consistently clear sound, to its protectve
TapeCare Unary Box, 3M 996 audio tape takes analog recording where it's never been
before. Call l-8Xi-245-8332 for more information. We won't be satisfied until you are.
3M Professional Audio/VA.( PT-duets Enr.
3M Center, SL Paul, MN 5-5114
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"Voices: A Compilation of the
World's Greatest Choirs"
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JOACHIM -ERNST BERENDT, Producer, "Voices"

REP:

On "Voices," you combine recordings from a number of different sources,
including recordings you made in remote locations. When you put this together,
how did you decide what you were going to record new and whatnot?
JB: The idea overall was not to record things new, but to build this recording
altogether like a big suite, and each track is like the movement of a suite.
Wherever it came from, I didn't care. If I had something in my own collection,
I used that. In some other cases, I knew what I wanted, but it didn't make any
sense to record it new, because any record company would have had it in its
catalog. For example, "The Messiah" by Handel, which opens the first disc
I listened to dozens of different versions. It was very difficult listening to all of
them to find the one version that builds up to what I had in mind, artistically
and spiritually.

-
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REP:
Label: Mesa /Bluemoon Recordings /Rhino
Produced by: Joachim -Ernst Berendt
SPARS Code: AAD
Comments: "Voices" is a choir lover's
field day, a collection of vocal performances that span cultures, musical styles
and the world. The recording quality
varies (some of the tracks were recorded
in the field on a Nagra) but the package
works as a whole. A hugely ambitious
project that is a great addition to any
library.
Of special interest: Some of the performances are rare visits to musical worlds
we don't usually experience; for example,
the Bona Singers and Dancers of Bali.
More traditional, although no less engaging, performances from the London Symphony Chorus and the Choir of Vienna
State Opera are delicately interwoven
with the exotic, such as Ladysmith Black
Mambazo, or Japanese and Tibetian
Monks.

What equipment did you use in the field for the tracks you recorded
yourself?
JB: I used a Nagra. This was in the 1960s and 1970s, before the time of modern,
portable equipment. At that time, the Nagra, to my knowledge, was the best. I
had a Neumann stereo microphone, and that was it. Sometimes I was travelling
six months at a time; I needed to keep down my equipment list as much as I
could.

REP:

You've produced many, many jazz records, and received international
awards for best production
such as European Producer of the Year and being
was it frustrating dealing
named No. 3 on a list of the world's best producers
with just one stereo mic?
JB: In all my recordings, I always tended to use as few mics as possible. f was in
strict opposition to recording every instrument with a separate mic. Eric Dolphy
once told me an engineer put three mics on the bass clarinet: one at the bell,
one in the middle and one up near the top. I always tried to use the fewest
number of mics in order to avoid too much mixing; to have as much of a natural
sound as possible.

-

-

REP:

What were the technical problems in assembling this?
had an excellent studio, Audio Fidelity, in Frankfurt. There were no
problems. We stayed about a week in the studio. The only problems I had were
musical ones. This is not so much a compilation, but, in the latent sense of the
word, a composition; putting together the different movements of a suite. The
keys of the different tracks are in a relation to each other. I did exactly what a
composer does in this regard. Also, the distances [in time] between the tracks
was carefully planned, to get this ideal of a great musical dream across
continents and cultures and times.

JB:

I

- Interviewed
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by Dan Levitin

RAISING

THE

STANDARD FOR ENGINEERING SOPHISTICATION

EX SERIES
From the beginning we wanted

it all:

massive

only to the degree necessary. This eliminates harsh clipping,

power, high efficiency and performance combined with

false triggering chatter, shut down, and other forms of

unmatched flexibility cnd reliability. Together they

protection distortion.

represented the ultimate statement

- amplifiers far more

OPEN INPUT ARCHITECTURE.

sophisticated than any available today. Our engineers

Open Input Architecture provides

accepted the challenge The result

the ability to interface with

is

the

EX

Series.

MASSIVE OUTPUT POWER. The EX 4000 supplies 1,100 watts

per channel at 4 ohms, enough power to drive today's most

demanding speaker systems. No duty cycle
lightweights, each model will deliver
massive output power under high

HIGH EFFICIENCY. QSC engineers

developed an advanced high efficiency
stepped linear output circuit to dramatically lower waste

can operate on a normal
amplifier in

its

15

As a result,

amp AC plug.

It's

the

EX

4000

the only

It

also allows you to incorporate

signal processing capabilities within the amp. No matter

what your needs will be, on

EX

Series

amp has the

flexibility to meet your requirements.

of quality and value have remained the same for over

two decades. We have also earned a legendary reputation for reliability And we've done

it

the hard way, by

performing flawlessly in the world's most demanding
sound systems. Now, with the

EX

Series, we have raised the

standard for engineering sophistication.

power class to do so!

CLOSED LOOP PROTECTION. A sophisticated

fiber optic systems.

YOU CAN HAVE IT ALL. At QSC, our high standards

duty cycle conditions.

heat and AC current consumption.

computers, digital audio, and

closed

It

will change

what you think

loop thermal management and protection system measures

a power amplifier

actual operation and smoothly and progressively intervenes

should be.
A

U

D

I

learn more about the EX Series, contact an authorized
QSC dealer for the EX Series Wh'te Paper.
To
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QSC Audio Products, Inc., 1926 Placentia Avenue. Costa Mesa. CA 92627 (714) 645 -2540
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The Middle
Echelon Shrinks

.SPARS Perspectives

mand "more bang for the buck" The quality of the equipment has also improved,
so now it is less expensive to get to the
mastering room or layback facility for
minimum cost with "acceptable" quality.

By Chris Stone

FILL A NICHE

remain a player today, the cutting
edge multi-room facility should consider
becoming a "Mothership" to its clients, and
fill a particular niche in our diverse marketplace to service, service, service those
clients. As I look around at this industrywide shakedown, I see several methods
by which to accomplish this new form of
survival and success.
Size: One studio complex know of
has 12 rooms available, with an awesome
collection of equipment and low prices.
You might call it the one -stop supermarket approach.
Specialization: One hot studio with
three rooms does only records for superstars. Another facility does only audio for
video with two recording rooms and four
hard disk editing rooms.
These are examples that indicate a key
factor: a change in marketing philosophy
and the crying need for more sophisticated niche marketing and purchasing analysis. There will be fewer, better run and
well-equipped multi -room studios that will
be the magnet to service the growing
number of project studios, boutique visual sound operations, and other specialists
who need a major audio complex to furnish them the services they either cannot
afford or have no knowledge of how to
provide.
The manufacturers have already
responded to this new vision by providing us with an unheard of number of
choices to make. As an example, there
were more than 50 hard disk editing systems at the last AES Convention. In the
latest buying guide from a major trade
publication, there were 24 manufacturers
of recording consoles listed, each with a
full line of model choices. Those manufacturers that are planning to continue to
service the middle echelon must understand the changes taking place throughout the audio industry.
There are now simpler, less expensive
ways to accomplish the same tasks with
comparable end results. Digital is in, and
suddenly many masters are being presented for CD mastering or layback in DAT.
The result? Less need for reel -to-reel 2track digital in many studios. You can edit
in a Mothership location if it is necessary.
The pressure in the console market is
To

How times have changed in 20 -odd
years!
When we built the first Record Plant in
1968, the total cost of construction, equipment and peripherals for our studio in
New York was $85,000. The day we
opened, we were booked for three months
at $85 an hour for 12 -track recording.
There was no such thing as a lockout. It
was assumed that after a day of tracking,
the setup would be torn down to make
way for the evening sessions, and then set
up again the following morning. We averaged six days a week, 16 hours a day. It
was quite profitable!
As the years passed and we built many
more studios, the cost of construction and
operations went up almost logarithmically. However, the hourly rates rose marginally. In 1986, when we opened the new
Los Angeles operation, the cost was $1.5
million per room; we were getting $200
per hour. The math did not compute.
Also during this period, analog moved
toward digital, audio and visual merged
with an increased emphasis on sound -forpicture, and recording budgets went down.
Suddenly, it was not profitable at all. In
fact, following our own axiom of "diversify or die" we entered into equipment rentals, pro -audio equipment sales, increased
remote recording and film /television scoring. It was the only way we stayed alive.
Profound change in the audio industry
has led to problems for the middle echelon recording studio. The 2- or 3 -room
complex just can't stay profitable like it
used to, which means there will be fewer
and fewer studio complexes like Record
Plant. This does not mean that the multiroom facility has become a dinosaur; it
only means that our inescapable free
economy is shaking the tree as it always
does to get rid of the weaker entities.
It also means fewer studios can afford
new top-of-the-line equipment, more lower
priced and used equipment will become
available, and that the retrenching which
is the result of this has forced us all to deChris Stone is the former president of SPARS, the founder
of the Record Plant and president of Filmsonix, Los
Angeles.
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really on. Why spend a half million on a
traditional battleship console when there
are new cost -effective and streamlined alternatives? I'm not saying the new smart
consoles are better or equal, but I am saying that they will do the job in a manner
in which the end user will be hard pressed
to determine the difference between the
more expensive and the mid-range
consoles.
THE EQUIPMENT QUESTION

The question facing facility owners, producers and artists is: How to buy a major
piece of equipment for the minimum
amount necessary to get the job properly
done? And, if that well- considered compromise is not good enough for your client, you must develop a relationship with
a Mothership studio, which can provide
you with the more expensive equipment
necessary to give you the bells and whistles your client demands.
Of course, there will be differences in
hourly rates between the sensibly and
more expensively equipped studios. Isn't
It time to learn that if you don't need it
to keep your clients, and /or you cannot
justify that it will pay for itself by providing additional revenue to your studio, then
you no longer can afford to buy it?
The smart studio operators of the 1990s
will be those who recognize the difference
between style and success. What is important is that you provide your client with
a finished product that you are proud of
and, at the same time, doing your best to
maximize the bottom line of your financial statement. This means you can no
longer afford to keep up with those
Joneses who have to be the first on the
block with the newest toy. Let someone
else prove how it will pay for itself.
The end of one era is only the beginning of a new, more exciting, more demanding one. We must accept the problems of the middle echelon and the
opportunities for the Motherships and the
satellites of today's recording studio industry. This will always be a business with
risks
it goes with the territory and its
creative opportunities and chances for entrepreneurial gain. But, these risks can be
minimized by affiliating with an organization like SPARS, which reflects the changing profile of the industry through networking, education, seminars, conferences
and friendship.
If you don't bet, you can't win. Today's
smart bet demands an accurate assessment of the odds and a new determination at the gaming tables of your future.

-

Like no other.
other system matches the flexibility and productivity of

- Our Mixing Desk includes a broad array
of filters, dynamics, and full automation. You can

the Sonic System.

change filter settings and audition your EQ in real time.

No other digital workstation fits this picture because no

The Sonic System offers

a

series

of "firsts." The first

MIXING

NoNOISET

a

add any NoNOISE "tool" for de- clicking

compact disc. The first to offer background

and noise reduction to the Sonic System.

loading and unloading to hard disk. And no other system gives you from 16 to 24 hit audio at such

a

reason-

The NoNOISE system has restored

thousands of recordings. Now you can

(and only) digital audio workstation that can record

directly to

-

Whether you edit or mix music, dialog and sound

able price.

effects, or multi -track recordings, chances are there is

The Sonic System offers unprecedented ease, speed, and

Sonic System package that could enhance your produc-

power. All editing and mixing can be previewed

tivity without breaking your budget.

in real time, so there's no waiting for the system to com-

pute edits and write them to the hard disk.

Call us for more information:

OWING - We surrender complete control over

Sonic Solutions

crossfades, allowing you to make smooth edits which

1902 Van Ness Avenue

are impossible on other systems. All editing is "non-

San Francisco, California 94109

destructive," so you can make changes quickly and

Tel (415) 394 -8100

save multiple versions for those finicky producers.

Fax (415) 394 -8099
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Neoett DonAii4t
Building a Better
(Digital) Mousetrap
By Rick Schwartz

WHAT'S THE PROBLEM?
Real -world tests have shown not

only
that tapeless production is cost -effective
compared to traditional analog techniques. but that it's also potentially faster
(in the hands of an experienced operator).
Some of you are probably thinking that
if digital audio workstations are really so
great. why doesn't every studio own one?
Good question. I'm sure some manufacturers are asking themselves the same
thing. Others are probably asking themselves what it will take to make this new
technology so irresistible that everyone
will make the switch.
There are many reasons why workstations haven't yet achieved the same market penetration as 2 -track analog recorders. Most of them have been widely
discussed: Things like the lack of a universal interchangeable storage media and
steep learning curves. Let's not forget that
digital technology is still relatively young.
Analog methods have been proven for
many years. Digital is still evolving at a
rapid pace. As products continue to mature. users will find it harder to resist the
temptation. We've given thought to some
of the things that we see as potential areas
of development, items which have not
been widely discussed.
ONE SIZE FITS ALL

Workstations have made very limited
penetration into industries like film because not all users are willing to change
the way they work to learn a new system.
even if the new system has certain advantages. Although some software designers
would like to believe that all audio engineers have the same needs, engineers
come in many different varieties: music
mixers, audio -for -video people. sound
designers, film sound editors, mastering
engineers and broadcasters. All speak a
slightly different language and have
unique needs.
If software companies can port their
products over for French and Spanish
Rick Schwartz is a contributing editor to REP and director of post -production at Music Animals. Los Angeles.
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users. why can't they make their software

speak post or film? In the future, expect

to see more application- specific software
like SoundDroid from LucasArts. By purchasing additional software, NED users
working on film can greatly expand the
functionality of their current hardware.
Another good example of a vertical
market application is Master List from
Digidesign, which is specifically targeted
for CD pre -mastering. Because digital
workstations are software- based, many of
the changes could be cosmetic in nature.
This could allow programmers to reuse
much of the same code in different versions of the same program. The user interface is obviously a key issue for many
users. Although software is capable of
much of the user's visual needs, hardware
is a very important and often overlooked
part of the user interface.
THE IDEAL INTERFACE

Many of the workstations on the market provide nothing more than a keyboard, monitor and a mouse, which are
unsuitable for many audio applications
like mixing. Audio engineers need multiple faders, user -defined knobs, jog wheels
and good external metering to properly
do their jobs. Users should not be expected to memorize special key commands in
order to operate a system, or fudge with
a sloppy mouse -driven scrub emulation.
Lexicon, AMS, AKG and Otari are good
examples of companies that have thought
seriously about their user interfaces. with
excellent results. Good interface design
can do wonders to improve productivity.
On the other hand, instead of just emulating analog paradigms, why not go beyond
the tape transport mentality to create new
features not possible with traditional analog methods?
A HELPING HAND

Computers don't get bored. which
makes them ideal for performing repetitive tasks. Why not have the computer assist you with some of the busy work, so
you can concentrate on more creative
things. This area is virtually ignored by
every workstation manufacturer.
For example, if you are a sound recordist, the computer could tag individual
sounds so that you could later delete the
space in between them to reclaim disk
space. Because this auto- truncation process is totally non -destructive, even if the
computer makes a wrong guess, you can
still change it.
Computer algorithms also make it pos-

sible to include features like noise reduction, de- glitching and de- hissing. In addition, software is capable of precise level
matching and can maximize gain to optimize the signal -to -noise ratio without
clipping. The computer could even help
an editor sync sounds to picture by sliding one sound against another until they
phase, a la Digital Audio Research's Word fit program. This could be an incredible
time -saver.
BACK TO SCHOOL

Workstation manufacturers need to
think seriously about training and instruction. Few, if any, of the products on the
market are what I would describe as easyto- operate. If manufacturers can't make
their products more intuitive, they need
to think seriously about providing better
training and support. Perhaps basic training could be included in the purchase
price. After -hour phone support is another badly needed area. What about offering a hypertext program to assist in training and debugging?
THE BIG SQUEEZE

If you ask most people what the biggest
problem with digital audio workstations
is. they will probably respond with one
word: backup. The reason for this is the
large amounts of data required to store
high quality digital sound. Although
600Mbytes is an incredible amount of storage for speadsheets and letters, it holds
only about an hour of high quality stereo
audio. What if you need to edit a
documentary with 10 hours of audio?
Because hard disks seem to have
reached a performance and storage plateau, we need to look elsewhere for solutions. Some think data compression is the
answer. Data compression effectively doubles or triples the size of your hard disk
and cuts load times in half. Data compression has come a long way from the early
experiments in the 1970s and could be instrumental in solving storage and backup
problems.
MULTI -USER MAKES SENSE

One of the main reasons that the entry

of digital workstations into film environments has been limited to specialized
areas like sound design is because it takes
many editors working simultaneously to
cut all of the sounds that go into a feature
film. The solution is simple
either the
cost of workstations needs to decrease to
the price of a Moviola, or multiple users
Continued on page 72
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We built

our woofer

and tweeter a
better home.

-

DMT AND TRANSDUCER HOUSINGS
All Cabinets used m the new Tannoy Monitor Series represent

is used. the redundan: energy from the rear of the bass unit and frame
cause endless resonance problems within the cabinet. Differential

Material Technology provides the answers by using a variety of different
considerably more thought and design than the average 'chipboard
adhesives between the rear of the drive unit and brace. the cabinet
cabinet of the correct volume'.
walls and the brace and within the layers of the MDF laminate.
Cabinets are constructed from a high density space -frame TAN,1\73Y
The lossy couplings effectively :ransmit and absorb energy in
with rounded corners and edges. supporting MDF/high
a frequency selective way. Put more simply. at low frequencies
pressure twin laminated walls
the drive unit sees the cabinet as a rigid structure and at higher
Rounded corners and edges greatly inhibit sound reflecfrequencies as a resonance absorbing /damping structure.
tions and diffractions from cabinet boundaries. These can be
DMT provides an ideal cabinet solution for the complete
major sources of irregularities in the reproduced sound.
frequency range. eliminating unwanted loudspeaker biases.
particularly in terms of the perceived placement of instruments
The overall result is a true representation of the mix. unwithin the sound stage. For the high frequency unit to make an
equaled referencing capability, guaranteeing what you hear is what
effective job of launching all the detail that it can generate into
you get
every time.
the listening space, it must be held rigidly in the cabinet
300 (:age A%e.. Unit 1.
c/o Bill Calma
Tannoy / T61 North America Inc.
throughout its operational frequencies.
Fax )519) 745 -2364
Kitchener. Ontario, Canada N251 2CR x.519) 745.1158
This is the key to the Tannoy cabinets. If a 'rigid' cabinet

-

Not your average woofer and tweeter.
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By David Scheirman

Photo 1. The center overhead speaker array included three of Apogee's 3x3 full-range enclosures, and three Apogee AE-5s, for down -

throw coverage.

THE 1991

GRAMMY AWARDS
Burns Audio and Apogee Sound's CORRECT!'
guarantee success for the greatest
music awards ceremony ever.
The main mixing position, showing Steve Kibbons (left), Leslie Ann Jones (center) and Patrick
Baltzell (right), at Gamble consoles.

The 33rd Annual Grammy Awards
Show was staged on Feb. 20 at
New York's renowned Radio City
Music Hall. The world- famous
facility, declared a national landmark
in 1979, has hosted this prestigious music
industry event twice before. But never in
history has the telecast (produced by
Pierre Cossette Productions and aired live
on CBS -TV) been seen by so many viewers: a record 60 different foreign country

licensing agreements were arranged.
With such a wide -ranging audience, the
National Academy of Recording Arts &
David Scheirman is 1.1-E -P's live performance consulting
editor and president of Concert Sound Consultants, Julian,
CA.
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Sciences was intent on fully realizing its
goal of having the best possible sound for
this year's production.
"We of course are always extremely concerned about the broadcast of the event;'
says Murray Allen, chairman of the
NARAS Technical Education Committee,
who has taken a personal interest in improving the sound production of the Grammy Awards during the past few years.
"But, we have to remember that our audience is made up of recording artists, producers and industry executives. We want
the live audience to experience the best
possible sound for the show that we can
give them:'
The sound reinforcement contract for
this year's Grammy Awards was let to

T

Burns Audio of Sun Valley, CA.
"We've had the pleasure of working on
this event before;" says owner Bruce
Burns. "But this year, we've seen a real
commitment to making the show the best
ever:' Burns Audio technicians Robert
Brogden and Alan Henning, working under the direction of Patrick Baltzell, installed a custom system designed especially for the event.
SOUND SYSTEM DESIGN CONCEPTS

Upon doing a site survey and determining possible loudspeaker array locations,
Burns Audio project manager Baltzell
decided to incorporate a central overhead
loudspeaker array in addition to the stagelevel Apogee Sound 3x3 tri- amped, full range enclosures used for the left and right
speaker stacks. The overhead array would
feature three 3x 3s with three additional

Apogee Sound AE-5 speakers splayed underneath, the former enclosed by a unique
sound-deadening structure to control the
sound radiated toward the critical podium
microphones. (See Photo 1.)
"We first used this array technique for
the Kennedy Center Honors show in December 1990;' says Baltzell. "It's based on
measurements that I did in our shop,
trying to come up with a way to prevent
the podium mics from picking up reflected energy from the overhead speaker
array.
'A central array gives you a really good
point source, which can be good for system vocal intelligibility. However, it can
also create problems for the podium mic
sound, depending on its placement. Because the broadcast audio truck depends
on the podium mic for important parts of
the show, we have to be very careful about

how our temporary sound reinforcement
system affects their efforts:'
Baltzell used an IQS FFT spectrum
analyzer to examine the effects of 4 -inch
Sonex sound -deadening panels on the
triple- cabinet array's output. "We measured the room reflections that enter a typical podium mic with and without the Sonex treatment:' he says. "There was a
considerable difference. With the Sonex
in place, I found that we had to notch out
much less of the usual 200Hz, 300Hz and
400Hz low -mid frequencies to make the
podium mic sound natural. We actually
get a 10dB or 12dB advantage with the
Sonex panels:'
The Sonex was held in place by a specially constructed housing made of a composite building material. The resulting baffle was assembled onsite once the Apogee
3x3 enclosures were hooked up to a pair
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of one -ton C/M Loadstar chain hoists. A
trio of compact Apogee AE-5 enclosures,
used for center downfill, completed the
center array. Apogee's MARS (Modular Array Rigging System) supported the 3x3 enclosures. Unlike other rigging systems that
use a heavy, rigid bar or frame, the MARS
system gives each speaker enclosure its
own integral clip -on frame.
The left and right side stacks each included four of Apogee's 3x3 full -range enclosures stacked and splayed in pairs on
scaffolding sections. Each side of the stage
also featured a subwoofer array consisting of four Apogee AE -12s, each of which
housed a pair of fluid -cooled 18 -inch
drivers.
Compact AE-5s were
placed on the deck
and used as frontfill
speakers. A ring of six
unobtrusive AE-5s and
smaller AE -1s made an

prising 15 of Apogee's AE-2 specialty
wide- dispersion speaker systems was
installed.
The AE -2 speaker system complement
with associated rigging apparatus was supplied to Burns Audio through an arrangement with Pro-Mix, New Rochelle, NY.
Each AE -2 offers an exceptionally wide
horizontal coverage angle (165° as stated
by the manufacturer), and comprises a
pair of 8-inch high-power, long- excursion
cone drivers with two 1- inch -throat high
frequency horn /driver combinations.
Within each enclosure, the drivers are
splayed to provide the widest coverage
pattern.

other, Kibbons, along with Leslie Ann
Jones (an engineer for Capitol Records)
and Patrick Baltzell of Burns Audio structured the console area so that each person was responsible for mixing specific
aspects of the show.
Kibbons, who has worked on the Grammy Awards Show for 15 of the past 16
years, has seen the sound reinforcement
aspects of the event improve dramatically.
"We're trying to give the viewer at home
the best possible audio;" he says. But the
sound has to be right in the room first. If
what we do with the live sound has a
negative effect on the broadcast sound, it
doesn't work for anybody. You can't have
the best -quality broadcast audio if the sound
reinforcement is getting in the way. There
is
a
tremendous
amount of technical
support on this show,
arc that provided
and the entire audio
front -row coverage
team has put out a
across Radio City Mureally dedicated effort
sic Hall's broad prosto get things to sound
cenium stage.
as good as possible.
The all- important
NARAS has really gotpodium microphone,
ten interested in
used mainly by host
featuring world -class
Gary Shandling, was a
audio:'
hypercardioid Schoeps
Starting on the far
condenser unit. (See
right, Patrick Baltzell
Photo 2.) For the show
commanded a pair of
introduction, including
Gamble EX-56 mixing
the first dialogue
consoles for music
heard by broadcast
mixing, along with a
viewers, a Tram omnitotal of nine Yamaha
directional lavalier R.F.
M -406 submixers. This
system was used, from
Photo 2. The podium, used by host Gary Shandling, featured a Schoeps hypercardioid
gave a total of 166 inmicrophone.
a position directly beputs just for live music
neath the central clusthat were laid out durter.
ing the various sound At other times during the program, a
SOUND REINFORCEMENT MIXING
checks to enable music mix pre -sets for
pair of special hydraulic lifts raised two
With the primary loudspeaker sub- the different acts that would perform. ArSchoeps microphones up to pre -set, adsystems mapped out and in place, attentists like Aerosmith, Bob Dylan and Mari justable heights to accommodate various
tion was paid to organizing the dialogue
ah Carey did pre -production sound checks
presenters. For example, if two people of
and music inputs, consoles and board
with a full band. Other entertainers
varying height stepped up to the micro- operators into a coherent system that worked with presentations featuring minphones, the two mic stands could immediwould enable the show to flow smoothly. imal inputs (Tracy Chapman, playing a
ately be raised by a remote lift operator
grand piano) to Tony Bennett (accompato match each presenter's height.
nied by a full stage orchestra).
"This situation is where the Sonex
"I laid things out so that we could do
panels really cleaned things up," says Balta soundcheck a day or two early, and then
A
zell. "Even though the lavalier and other
have things ready to go for the show, even
presenter mics were right below the arthough the stage sets were changing everay, we got no complaints from the broadry few minutes :' says Baltzell. "For examevery
cast truck. There was no low- frequency
ple, I took all trumpet, trombone and
style
music.
'boxiness: the typical sound that you
French horn inputs for Tony Bennett's ormight expect in this situation. I'm pleased
chestra and sub -mixed them through Mwith how this idea has solved a specific
406 mixers to a single channel on one of
problem that plagues most system users :'
the Gamble boards that was marked "BenTo provide high -quality, present sound
nett Brass :' The soundchecks were comA front -of-house mixing team headed by
to audience members seated in Radio City
plicated, but that made the live show run
Steve Kibbons (Steve Kibbons & AssociMusic Hall's multi- tiered balconies, a
as smoothly as possible:'
ates, North Hollywood) divided up input
sophisticated and effective fill system comIn the center, Leslie Ann Jones handled
chores. Working in close proximity to each

diverse musical
program, the Grammy
Awards featured

of
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The Alesis 3630...

a compressor that sounds great,
does everything and is affordable
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When we blueprinted the new
Alesis 3630 Compressor limiter
we had a hard time cutting out features.
So we left them all in.
Threshold, attack and release controls.
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Hard knee or soft knee, and peak or RMS
compression. All the options you need to
custom configure the 3630 for any recording application... especially necessary for
digital recording.

great metering system tells you
exactly what's happening to the signal,
with separate meters fo- gain reduction
and input or output. The 3630 uses the
industry standard VCA for low noise and
great sound. There's a
;.
2'
side chain for keying and
ducking, adjustable noise
gate, -10 or +4 dB opera ion. All this for a
price that's like getting one channel free.
Retail price of the 3630 is $299.*
Read the headline again. Then go hear
the 3630 at your Alesis dealer today.
A

'Slightly higher in Canada

LOS ANGELES:

Alesis Corporation

3630 Holdrege Avenue

Los Angeles CA 90016

LONDON: 17 Letchworth Point
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all performance vocal microphones (including 16 different wireless microphone
systems) on one half of a Ramsa WR -S840,
which functioned as the primary sound
reinforcement production console. All music mix outputs from the Gamble consoles,
podium and lavalier mics, as well as taped
music playback feeds from the production
truck were inputted to the Ramsa.
APOGEE'S CORREQT EO PROCESS
High -profile special events like the
Grammy Awards feature both live music
and playback presentations to a very discriminating audience. In recent years,

has developed a method of acoustical
analysis and system equalization that has
been given the name CORREQT (Computer Optimized Room Resonant Equalization
Technique) [see "Computerized EQ Systems" by Ken DeLoria, in the June 1990
issue -Ed.] DeLoria was present at Radio
City Music Hall to implement Apogee's
CORREQT EQ process for the Grammy
Awards.
"Most of the major shows that are using our gear are starting to request CORREQT EQ," says DeLoria. "Whether it's a
Broadway show, an important live music
concert or an awards show like this one,

equalized separately. Ken has been able
to optimize this complex system's performance in a relatively short amount of time:'
Apogee's CORREQT EQ system combines three essential elements: a specific
type of spectrum analyzer, narrow -band
tuneable parametric equalizers for each
output zone of the sound system, and a
sophisticated digital switching router designed specifically for the CORREQT EQ
system. "A sophisticated EQ system like
this should function in a supportive role
for the system operators and soundmixers, as opposed to trying to use the analyzer for a strict, rigid 'by the book' tool :'
explains DeLoria. "We
have found that a very
crucial part of making
this type of technique
work really well for
live shows is to base
our room observations
on signals input from a
high number of measurement microphone
positions. It may take
a

dozen or more

calibrated mics set in
various parts of the
room to give you the
type of realistic data
you need, so that EQ
changes actually work
for the better in the
many different audience listening areas:'

DeLoria

used

a

Hewlett- Packard

Photo 3. Ken DeLoria, president of Apogee Sound, was present at the event to implement the
analysis and equalization system.

28

sound reinforcement specialists have seen
a need to custom -tailor a temporary sound
system installation to the acoustical space
in which it will be used. Requiring more
than just careful loudspeaker placement,

sound reinforcement operators want to be
able to work with the greatest possible advantages for their major clients. A sophisticated room analysis and implementation
of high -resolution equalization makes a

this usually will entail the delicate equalization of the various speaker systems so
that optimum sound is created for each
different zoned audience area throughout
the room.
This requires the careful design of the
system, with proper signal path controls
available to the system operator. More importantly, it requires sophisticated analyzers and signal processing so that the room
in question can be examined with the
sound system in place, and adjustments
made that can be documented.
Apogee Sound President Ken DeLoria

big difference :'
Steve Kibbons commented that DeLoria's efforts made an important difference
in the sound of the Apogee system installed for the Grammy Awards. "What
Ken is doing is working out great :' he says.
"It's a good feeling to have someone paying close attention to the various parts of
the sound reinforcement system and
how it is working out in different parts of
the room. We have the main floor area,
the far sides, the under -balcony zone, and
the upper balconies. Each has its own
dedicated speaker units, which can be
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3582A dual -channel
FFT spectrum analyzer to identify room response non -linearities
in the different sound
system zones.
"What this means is
CORREQT room
that we can quickly
identify room resonance modes, zeroing
in on the exact center frequencies, and
then use high-resolution parametric EQ inserted into that signal path to effectively
cancel out the acoustical environment's response irregularities as it is being energized by that portion of the sound system :'

DeLoria says.
Apogee's custom switching matrix router enabled the CORREQT system operator to select room analysis input from various microphone locations. A brand -new,
prototype 35665 -A dynamic signal processor FFT analyzer from H -P, with
built -in floppy disk drive, was also linked
into DeLorias system. This was set up in
tandem with the 3582A, as he did in -thefield evaluation of the new product, observing how it might be applicable to the
measurement/equalization system already

In an age of disk and digital,

why buy analog?
We

know there are some

applications where our
. 32- channel digital machine, the
. DTR -900. is the only answer. But
if your business is such that you
can do anything you want to do in
the analog domain, and at the
same time do less damage to your
budget, then our brand new analog 24-channel MTR -100A may be
the perfect machine for you.
When you consider that the
MIR-100 will literally change
forever the way engineers inter-

'

face with audio machines, and

CPI SELECT
>eEI.1

ITEM

ULM

PRESS STERT KEY
EQ.L

RIND

The MTR -Kiss auto-allgnment

saws you hours
of time by eliminating constant l ur aking and
re-tweaking between sessions.

that this new way will save you
hours spent in non -productive
time. the analog choice begins to
make even more sense. You see,
the MIR-100 features full Auto -

Alignment that allows total recalibration of the record and
reproduce electronics. This means
you can compensate for different
tapes in a fraction of the time that
it previously took. and your studio
is not bogged down with constant
tweaking and re- tweaking be-

transport is pinchrollerless to
.
MTR -100's sonic performance will
give you the legendary tape han.
rival, or beat any digital machine
dling ballistics of our
in the world.
MTR -90.
So there you have
What's more. with
it. With these powerful
its optional EC -103 chase
benefits available in
sychronizer. the MIR-100
analog, does it make
maintains frame-lock in
sense to go digital?
forward and reverse from
Sure. for some applica0.2X to 2.5X play speed,
tions. But analyze your
Reel motors than approach
and will typically park
needs carefully before
um horsepower are drill,,
with zero frame error.
you buy. For many
In pulse u Nth modulation
amplifiers to tape speeds
Then. there's the
applications, a hot
up to 474 ips.
sound. New cylindrical analog tape machine like the
contour heads built by Otari
MTR -100 is the right choice.
especially for the MIR-100 result
And because we can see
in remarkably low crosstalk and
both sides of the question, put us
outstanding low- frequency
to work. We have information that
performance. Pre-amps are locan help you make the right decicated directly beneath the heads
sion. Call Otari at (415) 341 -5900
to further improve frequency
for the "7bchnology You Can Must".
response, and HX-Pro* is built -in
for enhanced high frequency
headroom. (An optional internal
noise reduction package houses
Dolby* SR/A.) Add all these features to gapless, seamless,
punch -in, punch -out, which is
also built -in, and your

tween sessions.
And if you think digital machines have a corner on high

performance transports, think
again! The MTR -100's new transport incorporates reel motors that
approach one horsepower -you'll
get fast wind speeds of up to 474
inches per second! Of course, the
7FaMInark I)dby I.sorab/rks Licensing Corporation
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assembled. (See Photo 3.)

DeLuria advised that a typical CORREQT setup for a temporary system installation might employ as many as 50 or 60
filter points when all of the different loudspeaker zones are taken into consideration. For the Grammy Awards, a total of
17

KlarkTeknik UN -410 parametric

equalizers was available for the
ent loudspeaker zones
in use.
Some of these zones
differ only in terms of
their delay time, or their
EQ requirements :" says

12

differ-

available as submixers, to allow pre -set
channels that could be engaged at the flip
of a switch on the main console. Crest amplifiers powered a multitude of highpowered stage monitors, including Apogee
AE -3Ms and Electro-Voice DeltaMax
wedges.

Smaller, compact stage monitors were
available at the downstage edge to be

the Judds' and Garth Brooks' country laments to Aerosmith's Lennon -tribute rocker, "Come Together"). Program transitions
were smooth, and audience response was
positive. Throughout the course of the program, Ken DeLoria made repeated room
response measurements and implemented
subtle EQ adjustments.
"A few years ago, it would have been

DeLoria. "The Ramsa
consoles eight matrix outputs are driving the different loudspeaker tones.
with multi- output digital
delay units (six KlarkTeknik UN-716s) giving us
an even dozen zones to
work with for equalization adjustments"
STAGE MONITOR
SYST EMS

Operated by independent engineers Mike Abbott and Kevin Wapner, a
complex stage monitoring
control system was hidden away from audience
view behind theatrical
draperies. (See Photo 4.)

"We've found that
things work out well
when there are pre -set inPhoto 4. Engineers Michael Abbott (seated, in dark sweater) and Kevin Wapner were responsible for the stage monputs for each artist's set
itor system ut the Grammy Awards Show.
that will be a part of this
show;" says Abbott, who
has handled stage monitors for the Gramused whenever monitor coverage was
pretty difficult to set up and work with this
type of sophisticated system in a live formy Awards for the past several years.
needed; other units were pre -positioned
"While it takes up a lot of real estate, you on risers for different live music acts, and mat:' says Bruce Burns. "The gear wasn't
there yet, and neither was the budget. The
just can't chance using a single console
rolled into position with the different stage
and trying to re -set everything ... the show
sets.
different pro audio manufacturers like
Ramsa, Crest and Apogee have really
goes by too fast. 'There is no room for
been giving us some good tools to work
error:'
SHOWTIME
This was nu "one- nighter." An entire with. Apogee's modular enclosures and
week was spent before show day loading dedicated signal processing units let us
spec out and then implement a special in, setting up, adjusting and checking the
event sound design that works as well dursound reinforcement system with all arever,
ing the show as it does on paper. And, our
tists who would appear on the program.
Although the pre-telecast awards portion systems give us the ability to knock the
socks off a live audience while not getting
of the show meant that the sound crew
in the way of the broadcast needs.
had already been working for hours bein
'As live sound reinforcement has imfore to the broadcast program, the detailed
proved, so has the televised sound that the
pre -planning by Burets Audio and the careviewer is treated to. I'm really happy with
ful crew selection process paid off. Not
the way things have turned out here, and
only was the televised audio production
proud that we could help participate in
(handled by trucks from Green, Crowe &
making this year's production the best it's
Co., Record Plant and Effanel Music)
ever been :'
smooth, but the live sound sparkled.
Burns Audio supplied a Ramsa WR-S840
A diverse musical program, the Gram40x18 mixing console as the primary
my Awards featured every conceivable
monitor control board. Two more Ramsa style of music (spanning the range from
desks and a smaller Soundcraft were
M.C. Hammer's rap-dance extravaganza to

For the first time
the Grammy Awards
were seen behind the
Iron Curtain,
Poland, Hungary and
Czechoslovakia.
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See the new

Apogee

processor /amplifier
Pick up your invitation
to experience
an innovative breakthrough
in sound reinforcement systems
at NSCA booth 744

SOUND INC
1150

Industrial I)ri%e l'clalllma, ('.\ 94952
lei 7117.778.8887

fax 707.778.6923
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By Mark Herman

COHERENT TRANSFER
Clair Bros.' proprietary new crossover/limiter design stretches
the envelope of large sound system performance.

Clair Bros.

Each of the CTS units
has three bands: high,
mid and low. There is a
size reduction advantage
gained with the CTS sys-

Audio

Enterprises

is

well known for
its distinct sound
reinforcement achievements, such as the S-4 full range loudspeakers, the
Clair 32-channel folding
mixing console and the

Electronic /Clair

T.C.

TC6032 Remote Controller system, based on
the TC1128 programmable equalizer. Never one
to stand still, Clair has recently implemented its
new Coherent Transfer
System (CTS) analog drive
rack into many of its
large concert touring

CO

systems.

The CTS is a proprietary 37- pound, 3rack space crossover /limiter system designed to complement the S-4 Series II 4way loudspeakers. The first production
CTS system debuted on Robert Plant's
1990 fall tour. CTS -equipped systems are
currently on the road with Sting and Paul
Simon.
The company's engineering department
spent several years and a good deal of
money designing the CTS. Project leader
Greg Oshiro had responsibility for all of
the filter sections, the input stage, the output stage, much of the circuit layout.
mechanics, and most of the testing and
quality assurance. Ron Borthwick, Clair
chief engineer, mainly dealt with the limiters and helped with the overall scheme.
Rick Lehman designed the power supply.
Mark Herman is president of HiTech Audio Systems, a
sound reinforcement equipment rental company based in
South San Francisco.
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The company's

engineering
department spent
several years and a
good deal of money
designing the CTS.
According to Clair, the CTS provides a
dynamic range of more than 121dB and
exceeds 130dB over most of the audio
spectrum (the performance equivalent of
a 22 -bit digital system). With all limiting
circuits engaged, the CTS has harmonic
distortion specs of less than 0.003 %, from
20Hz to 20kHz, measured from the device
input to the transformer isolated output.
System bandwidth is more than 100kHz.

tem because Clair formerly used one unit this size
that just drove three RM
160 limiters. Now the
limiters are included internally with the CTS. Each
CTS frame has seven
modules: three crossover
sections, three limiters
and a power supply. Because the CTS is modular,
it is possible to move
modules around in the
case of a failure. Every
module is gain trimmed
so that one module can be replaced with
another without the overall frame changing gain.
The CTS is designed specifically for
Clair's S -4 Series 11 -F short throw and the
S-4 Series II -P long throw cabinets. The
two systems are configured differently and
therefore require alternate filter shapes in
the crossover. Clair carries four CTS controllers for each touring system: there are
separate left and right units for both types
of S -4 cabinets.
Oshiro says, "A loudspeaker system really starts at the input to the crossover. Because the loudspeakers aren't perfectly
flat, they have magnitude and phase variations. We have accounted for those magnitude and phase variations in our own
speaker systems and in designing the overall system.
"We had to invent some circuits for the
CTS. The time delay circuit is interesting
in that we managed to get close to 130dB

ROGER MASTERED DIGITAL TEN YEARS AGO,
AND THE DD1000 OVERNIGHT.
Roger Nichols has been a premier proponent
of digital recording since engineering his
first digital master in 1981. Today, Roger's
blessing on new digital technology is considered by many as the ultimate approval.
That's why he extends his blessing sparingly.
It only took an evening for Roger to
embrace the power and potential of the
DD1000 magneto -optical digital mastering
recorder. He discovered how quickly and
easily the DD1000 constructs songs, combines sound effects with music, edits dialogue
with total precision and syncs cues to video
as easily as manipulating text in a word
processor.

According to Roger, "The DD1000 combines
all of the benefits of tape with the operational advantages of a hard drive. Its removable 5'/4" optical disk holds an incredible
650Mb of digital audio information. You
get instant random access to as much as
90 minutes of stereo audio with 3 sampling
Circle (18) on Rapid Facts Card

rates, a noise -free dynamic range of 96dB

and immeasurable wow and flutter.'
Roger's word to the wise? "From music
composition and recording to audio post,
from film scoring to broadcast, the unmatched capabilities of Akai's DD1000 will
play an important role in my digital future.
And if you're as serious about the business
as I am, you will audition it for yourself."
The DD1000 is available for your personal
inspection at all authorized Akai Digital
dealers. So, what are you doing tonight?

AKAI
DIGITAL
P.O. Box 2344
(817) 336 -5114

Fort Worth, TX 76113

of dynamic range. Other people's 16 -bit
digital or bucket brigade time delay circuits deliver 96dB at best. We were able
to get much greater resolution in the analog domain. Any filter implementation can
be better done in analog than digital;
otherwise we would have gone digital. We
came up with a set of electrical filters that,

when combined with the magnitude and
phase behavior of our loudspeakers, gives
smooth superior performance.
"The most amazing thing about the CTS
is probably the limiters. We have managed
to improve the system distortion and noise
specs somewhere in the range of 30dB.
The old Clair crossover designed over 10
years ago was always very quiet and clean,
so I think most of the improvement is due
to the limiter:'

The CTS's input stage
is a true

instrumentation
amplifier.
Oshiro commented more on the CelS's
dynamic range. "Noise is sort of evenly
spread out over the audio band, if you
measure from that noise level at a particular frequency to the point where the circuit clips. The 130dB comes from a measurement taken at 5kHz; it is a convenient
number and that is roughly where the ear
is most sensitive. We take a 1/3- octave
wide bandwidth noise level measurement
at 5kHz and then measure the clipping
point of the circuit at 5kHz. The difference
between those two is what I use as an indicator of dynamic range :'
The CTS's input stage is a true instrumentation amplifier. Oshiro says. "We
wanted a balanced input. After we
managed to make the transformer isolated output stage achieve low distortion. we
didn't want to put a transformer on the input because it would have wrecked our
distortion performances :' Oshiro put an instrumentation amplifier on the front end
in order to achieve a CMR on the order
of a good transformer. Expensive 0.01%
metal foil resistors were put in the front
end.
The outputs are transformer-isolated but
have much less less distortion than conventional transformer outputs. Clair Bros.
preferred not to elaborate on the details.
"We managed to arrange the circuitry so
that it has 20dB less distortion than any
other transformer we know of :' says Oshiro. There is another set of amplifier outputs to drive meter feeds for cases where
engineers like to use video monitors like
the Audioscope. There is also a separate
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set of buffered electronically balanced outputs that come off of the 9-pin connector
on the back panel. They are fully capable of driving an audio line in case the
main line amp were to go away.
A quick look at the CTS front panel
shows an input gain switch with -10 /5/0/+5/+10 settings. Each of the three input crossover modules have a 31- position
attenuator. Directly below the attenuator
is a big, red mute switch. Each limiter
module contains two 22-segment bar
graphs for level and limiter gain reduction.
Next to that is the threshold knob scaling
from -11 to +11. The level meter is switch-

able between the input and the output of
the limiter.
The power supply module has two large
vents that take in air. "Because we are running some heavy duty class A circuitry in
there, every square inch of front panel
space we could spare is for the air vents.
We pump a lot of air through there to
make sure we don't go thermal :' says Oshiro. According to Clair Bros., the power
supply will stay in regulation down to
about 0Vac input. There is a row of seven LEDs on the power supply module. Two
on the left indicate if the frame is switched
for the F' or P S-4 cabinets.'I'he remaining five LEDs are for the five different
power supply voltages supplied.
To quote from Paul Simons independent
FOH engineer, David Morgan, currently
on tour with the Clair CTS, ""They have
come up with a really marvelous product
ill the CTS. There is no audible distortion;
I have never even heard the unit, and it
has a tremendous amount of maximum input gain headroom.
"The step changes on the front panel are
in 1/2dB increments, and you can really
hear minute changes on the C'IS. It's working great, and I'm really happy with it;
haven't had any problems. Clair's 'problem'
of combining 18s, 10s, 2 -inch drivers and
tweeters is solved. The frequency response
gaps and the need for power compensation curves has certainly been addressed :'

INTERVIEW: RON BORTHWICK,
CLAIR BROS. HEAD ENGINEER

REP: What are some of the

audible differences between the new
and old Clair drive system?
RB: The low end is the biggest
thing that sticks out straight away,
both before and during limiting. It
is less colored. Even though the
overall system only measures about
1dB different at the low end, it
sounds a lot different than that
even with a small quantity of S-4s.
The CTS has less rolloff and fewer

-

poles on the low end because of a
minimized audio chain.
We took the approach of limiting
the number of low frequency coupling capacitors in the chain. Even
the output transformers are in a proprietary kind of feedback loop.
They have been sort of flattened out
and removed. There is cross coupling between ranges to try to keep
things more in balance for the actual protection circuits.
Before the CTS, 4dB -6dB of limiting in any range sounded terrible.
It always sounded limited and
squashed, out of balance and wierd.
Now we can get up to 20dB of limiting and it sounds a lot more natural and less artificial. In fact we are
having to re- educate some of our
engineers. Mixers are used to running into limiting, hearing it and
knowing to stop. Now the guys
sometimes find that they are into
heavy limiting before they know it.

REP: What are the designed -in advantages?
RB: The CTS is designed to minimize any thermal effects that cause
drifting and any performance deviations. It is definitely more repeatable for a given setting frame -toframe
than anything we have
ever done. The image shift stays
right; so that when the guys go
from tour A to tour B it is not something different. Our panel calibrations are all the same on our systems. By averaging tours and
mixers we are trying to come up
with settings so straight up is about
right. This way any engineer could
start the show at that setting and be
close. To adjust the CTS just click
around a little depending on what
the line voltage is that day and how
hot the air is, etc. The potentiometers are actually very accurate
stepped attenuators so that you can
repeat what you want to do.

-

-

R EP: Why did Clair Bros. choose
analog rather than digital for the
CTS?
RB: What people fail to realize with

the current digital technology is
that with the sampling rate and
number of bits being what they are,
you get a certain amount of nasties,
in terms of phase response, from
the anti -aliasing filter. It turns out
that anti-aliasing filter has more
phase errors than an analog delay
line. So you are already off and run-

.71

for years you've been using our consumer
headphones on the job. e decided it was
time you hach some professional help.

Here's the help you've been waiting for. The new Sony

audio dealer and try the new Sony MDR -7506, MDR -7504

and MDR -7502 headphones. And give your ears the

7500 Series Professional Headphones.
They give you the reliability you expect from Sony head-

protessonal Treatment they deserve. To hear more, call

phones. They're rugged, lightweight, comfortable and they

the Professional Audio Group

give you terrific sound quality. So stop by your professional

at

1

800 E35 -SONY, ext

911
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ning with analog instead of digital.
You need control of phase, time, frequency response, and some sort of
protection and limiting type function to keep parts from going away

right spot, plus make sure that you
buy it from the right source, because all polypropylene and foil
capacitors are not equal. All 1/4W
metal film resistors are not equal ei-

unnecessarily.
The problem of achieving time
delay in the analog domain is that
it takes a lot of parts, and you get

ther. Ten years ago most problems
were associated with solid state
components, but nowadays look at
the resistor.

certain amount of deviation from
ideal phase shift. It is that way with
everything. But the more sections
you use, the better you can make
it, and the more attention you must
pay to distortion and noise. This extra circuitry gets real expensive. In
one resistor, a certain amount of distortion could be negligable, but if
100 resistors are in a chain you had
better pay attention to what is going on.
The analog and digital worlds aren't as different as you might think
in terms of problems like aliasing.
You know what over -shoot in the
square wave looks like? It's ringing
on the leading edge. You can actually get it on the trailing edge if you
are not careful; which is similar to
aliasing. You have to get rid of it the
same way. Because we had to delay the lows and mids and not the
high frequencies, there is a band limiting helpfulness there too. That
is what got us off and running in the
analog domain.
The current digital technology just
doesn't justify the expense. The
sampling rate is not high enough,
and there aren't enough bits to satisfy us. It could happen sometime in
the future. It seems that the people
who set the current digital standards
did so because of finances. In the
case of CDs, if you want 20kHz
-theoretically, if everything is perfect
you need a 44kHz sampling
rate. If it was 96kHz- 100kHz and 32
bits then you'd be getting somewhere, but it is not at that level now.
a

The Society of

Professional Audio

Recording
Services (SPARS)

applies its
professional
leadership to the
issues facing the
pro audio industry,
including the
evolution of new
technologies,
studio economics,
as well as
technical and
business

practices.
For

information on
SPARS

-

membership,

contact:

Shirley Kaye
407 -641 -6648

REP:

SPARI

r
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How much did part selection play in the CTS project?
RB: We had to pay real big quantities of attention to circuit design,
circuit topology and passive parts.
Passive parts are the dominating
factor in distortion and noise. Resistors and capacitors not just types,
but their sources are very important. It is generally known that
some parts are better than others,
but beyond that they are not all
created equal. You also have to narrow it down to sources. You have to
apply the right diaelectric in the

--

REP: What

is special about the
limiter?
RB: The limiter was the biggest
area of nasties that was indentifiable. A typical limiter in no gain
reduction is 0.1% THD if you're
lucky. That's pretty nasty stuff; it
has intermod components and the
such. One of the requirements from
the road engineers out there was
that they wanted it, before limiting,
to be as much like a line amp as
possible; they didn't want to be able
to hear the limiters when they weren't in effect before limiting. Before
limiting it is only the VCA that stops
it from working right. A lot of the
nasties that come out during limiting are not understood by a lot of
people. We were able to achieve
0.002% mid-band THD and 0.003%
at the extremes with everything engaged and going. It's not that other people aren't doing good things
in the VCA world, but they are doing it for a price to mass market and
broad application, by definition. For
us the price restraints were removed, and it was a very targeted
thing. It didn't need to do gain
makeup, for example. Because of
the nature of our business we were
able to target it better and narrow
the field.

REP: What were some of the limitations you had to deal with when
designing the CTS?
RB: There was definitely some size
consideration, but mainly it was designed for what it needs to do for
a living. One of the beauties of the
CTS project is that we were not
building it for a profit. It is an integral part of the total sound system
design. Money was not a factor. A
lot of times when making an engineering decision it is: what fits,
what can you get, what is reliable,
how does it perform and how much
does it cost? Well in this case, remove how much does it cost.
It is science that we were allowed
to do right; it is not black magic.
The TEF machine was definitely involved.

Express

litourse f
Aphex Expressor Cornpressor/L imiter
TM

The "sounc" you were looking
for, but could no find! "Punch, slap,
fat, pump, or squeeze' ... now you
can get it fast ... get it clean ... and
get it at low cost with the Aphex
Expressor. It gives you greater
flexibility to express yourself without
the sonic degradation associated
with other compressor/I miters.
The exclus ve High Frequency
Expander* allows -nigher ratios
without the "dullness" of other
wideband devices Spectral Phase
Refractor res.cres bass clarity and
punch without any increase in
amplitude.
Pant
©

Penjing

Il90 Aphex Syst3ms

The Expressor works with any
system, balanced or unbalanced
because of its servo- balanced input
and output. It's loaded with other
features includirg adjustable input,
threshold, attack, release, output and
ratio, plus link, slave and hard or soft
knee compression. And, like all
Aphex products, the Expressor
features the highest quality signal path.
Express yourself! Audition the
Aphex Expressor at your authorized
Aphex dealer today.

ARHEX
SYSTEIM S
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AMPING UP:
Figuring Power Requirements
By Pat Ouilter

Whenever power amplifiers are installed in a large
sound system, the system de-

are driven into audible clipping. This value could be
considered for systems exposed to very hard service.
where distortion is tolerated.
The "1 /s- power" column
represents normal service as
determined by North American and European safety
standards (UL. CSA and IEC).

signer or operator inevitably
runs into two basic questions:
How much ac service is required?
How much cooling will be
needed?
The problem is, there is no
exact answer to these questions, because power amplifiers are variable- consumption devices whose needs
depend on the audio level.
However. we can provide a
table of typical values for the
normal range of audio loads.
DETERMINING POWER CONSUMPTION
Table shows ac current consumption
in amperes. at 120Vac, per 1,000 installed
watts, at several output levels for six differ1

ent types of amplifiers.
To use Table 1. first determine total installed watts. This is the easy part. Determine the rated power of each amplifier
channel at its actual load impedance and
add up the combined total.
Example: Four stereo amps are installed. each rated at 200W, RR or 300W.
412 per channel. Four of the eight channels are loaded at Bit for a total of ROOW
(200x4= 800W). The other four channels
are loaded at 412 for a total of 1.200W
(300x4= 1,200W). The total installed watts
is 800 +1,200= 2.000W.
Next, determine the average audio power. This step is trickier because the signal
level can vary. However, the important
thing is to estimate the maximum foreseeable power for a period of some seconds.
Pat Ouilter is vice president of engineering for OSC Audio
Products. Costa Mesa. CA
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column also corresponds to the maximum
average power you can obtain in a high -quality system
in which some attempt is
made to minimize clipping.
This should match the ac current rating shown on the
back of the amplifier, when
loaded at the minimum impedance shown
at the speaker terminals or jacks (although
some manufacturers show a higher ac rating for extra safety margin). Older amplifiers may show the 1/3 -power ac current
because 11I. and CSA tested at 1/3 -power
This

quick method for
determining the ac current
consumption and cooling
requirements of power
amplifiers.
Here's

a

until 1989.
The "idle' column shows the minimum
current at idle. which is normally much
less than the /s- or 1/3 -power currents.
This column is of interest for emergency
backup power because it shows the mini1

because ac wiring and breakers are designed to carry short overloads. Use the

following guidelines:
The "full power" column in Table I is
shown only for reference purposes. unless
the system is to he used for emergency siren or similar full -power purposes. This
column can he used to determine the
momentary peak ac power. to see if there
will he such problems as lamps dimming
at peak output.
The "1/3-power- column should represent the worst-case load for a speech or
music system. This column shows the
amount of current used when the amps

mum power required to keep the amps on
for a specified period of time.
The next step is to determine the amplifier type. Power amplifiers are available in a range of efficiencies. Therefore.
we need to determine the efficiency class
of the amplifiers installed. If you cannot
determine the type of amplifier from the
description below. contact the manufacturer.
Class A or vacuum tube outputs. This
classification is not shown in Table because ('lass A circuits are extremely inefficient and. therefore. are impractical for
1

AKG Acoustics, Inc.
Allen & Heath
Altec Lansing

Can you solve this problem?

Ampex
Analog Devices
Aphex Systems
Apogee Sound, Inc.

ART
Ashly Audio. Inc.
Atlas/Soundolier
Audio Control Industrial
Audio Precision
Audio Research Sc Technology. Pty.
Barton, Kennedy. Lyzun, & Assoc.
Bertagni Electronic Sound

You suspect a 600 ohm /600
ohm transformer is faulty,
remove it from the circuit, and
measure its impedance to be
20,000 ohms. Do you need a

Transducers
Beyerdynamic
Bose Corporation
Bruel & Kjær Instruments
BSS
Carver Corp.
Clear-Corn Intercom Systems
Community Professional Sound
J.L. Cooper Electronics
Crest Audi
Crown International
dbx
DRV Public Address Consultants
Dukane Corporation
Eastern Acoustic Works
Electro -Voice
Gauss

Gentner Electronics
Innovative Electronic Design
Industrial Research Products
!vie Technologies. Inc.
JBL Professional Products
The Joiner -Rose Group. Inc.
Klark -Teknik Electronics, Inc.
Klipsch and Associates. Inc.
Lester Audio Laboratories
Lexicon
Marshal Long Associates
Martin Audio
McCurdy Intercom
Meyer Sound Laboratories

Micro Audio
Neutrik USA. Inc.
Orban

Oxmoor Corporation
Panasonic Communications
Paoletti & Associates
Peirce -Phelps, Inc.
Pro Co Sound, Inc.
QSC Audio Products. Inc.
Quad -Eight Electronics, Inc.
Quality Sound & Video
Rane Corporation
Renkus- Heins, Inc.
Richmond Sound Design. Inc.
RPG Diffusor Systems, Inc.

RTS Systems
Samson Technologies Corp.
Sennheiser Electronic Corporation
Shure Bros.

Smith, Fause & Associates
Soundcraft USA
Soundtracs
Summit Laboratories
Symetrix
Tannoy
Technical Audio Devices
Techron Corporation
Telex Communications. Inc.
THAT Corporation
G.R. Thurmond & Associates
THX Group/Lucasfilm Ltd.
TOA Electronics, Inc.
TurboSound
University Sound
UREI Electronics Products
Vega
Video Design Pro
WesTech Marketing
Yamaha Corporation of America

new transformer?

Solving this problem requires an
nderstanding of audio technology. It's
the kind of real problem you'll find
sing microphones and other sound
equipment.

Telephone
Fax

405 -340 -3932
405 -340 -4936

or write:

Jenny Staton, registrar
P.O. Box 481

llThose who succeed professionally
work for their success. It's hard work,
d you need the right tools.

More than eighty of the most
spected audio equipment

manufacturers, acoustical consultants,
and systems contractors are sponsoring
the S& VC Continuing Education

ogram

- "Technical fundamentals of

dio."

F

This program will give you the
technical resources to solve real
problems. You'll work for two intensive
days, learning the heart of the
technology. Every student comes away
with a completely new textbook, a
Iculator, and useful skills.

Edmond, OK 73083

Join the winners. Invest in your
future, today!

Seminar Dates
New York City
July 19 -20, 1991

Chicago
August 2 -3, 1991

Los Angeles
August 16 -17, 1991

San Francisco
August 23 -24, 1991

nStart the process now by learning
ore about the seminars that will meet

I

New York, Los Angeles, Chicago
and San Francisco this summer.
"Contact us for the brochure that
explains our program and its contents.

Continuing

Education

Programs

Amplifier type

Full -power

1/3-power

1/8-power

Idle

17.5

11

7.5

2
1.5

and cooling requirements, especially at
/8- power.
3-step magnetic field. A proprietary lightweight power supply is coupled to a 3 -step
output circuit. Cooling requirements are
reduced, especially at 1/8-power. The design of the power supply may cause ac
current requirements to exceed those for
a similar -size linear-design unit. The loss es at 1/3- and full-power indicate that the
amplifier may experience heating problems if used for severe service require ments without proper attention to cooling
1

Linear
2 -step

linear

16

8.5

4.3

15.5

7.5

as

1

3 -step magnetic field

21

11

5.9

0.75

4 -step magnetic field

20

10

4.5

0.6

Class D

15

6.6

3.6

1.5

8.33

2.77

1.04

0.0

3 -step linear

Theoretical limit

Caution: These values are based on actual measurements of representative amplifiers. Amplifiers using the same
technology may vary by 10% or more because of design differences. Check actual units cr check with the specific
manufacturer for current information before using this table.

Table

1.

Amplifier current consumption per 1.000 installed watts.

large jobs. No pro-audio amplifier company supplies amps using this technology.
The same applies to vacuum tube amplifiers.
Linear. This is the familiar Class AB or
Class B type, the basis for most solid -state
designs. These amplifiers have conventional ac power transformers. (A switching
supply will reduce weight, but does not
normally reduce the ac consumption, and
therefore represent the same efficiency.)
Output stages may be quasi- comptementary or fully complementary, half bridge or full -bridge; all have comparable

efficiency. Cooling requirements and ac
current are relatively high at 1/3- and
/8- power.
2 -step linear. This technique is used by
several manufacturers to improve the efficiency of linear amplifiers, especially at
the "typical" power levels of one-third and
one-eighth. These designs are also known
as Class G or Class l-I. The results are
reduced ac current and cooling requirements for a given amount of power.
3 -step linear. This technique takes the
same principle one step further (to coin
a phrase) and further reduces ac current
1

needs.
4 -step magnetic field. An even lighter
power supply is coupled to a 4-step design.
Cooling requirements and ac current are

both somewhat reduced.
Class D. This type has long been touted
as the "technology of the future. and is,
indeed, capable of very high efficiencies.
Table 1 shows the performance of a good
available design. Cooling requirements are
dramatically reduced at 1/3- power. but
relatively high idle losses prevent much
progress at /8-power. Also, ac current
consumption is not much better than the
3 -step linear designs because the power
supply has a similar ac power factor.
Theoretical limit. This shows the limit
of performance for a perfect amplifier,
1

which has 100% efficiency (no heal loss)
and a perfect ac power factor (perfect conversion of ac energy in the power supply).
This is listed only to indicate how much
progress is still possible.
Once you know the amplifier type, you
can read across that row until you reach
the appropriate "average power" column
and note the ac current per 1,000W. We
multiply this value by the total installed
watts divided by 1,000 to find the actual
ac power.
Example: You determine that the four
amplifiers noted before are ordinary linear types and are installed for playback use,
where the signal level will be controlled
by the peak level from the playback
source. Therefore, the 1/8-power column
is appropriate. We see that ac power
shown per 1,000W is 7.5A. We multiply
by a factor of 2 (2,000 divided by 1,000)
to arrive at a total requirement of 15A.
If these amps were to be used in a rock
touring system or possibly a disco club, the
1/3 -power column might be a safer choice,
yielding an ac current of 11Ax2 =22A.
All of these numbers represent a minimum value, and you are still faced with
the problem of distributing individual ac
branch circuits to each amplifier or group
of amplifiers. The total installed power can
be determined for each amplifier group

Linear
2 -step

linear

I

+

1/8

-power

Idle

700

750

600

80

550

450

250

60

375

200

60

1,000

550

250

45

500

475

185

40

Class D

425

210

180

65

0

0

0

0

Theoretical limit
Table 2.

Amplifier cooling requirements per

1,000 installed watts.

to establish the appropriate number of amplifiers for each power branch circuit.
Almost all amps have a momentary inrush current that is much higher than the
normal current draw shown in the table.
If all of the amps are turned on simultaneously, the ac breakers will probably trip
even though they meet the requirements
listed in Table 1. Unfortunately, amplifier
in -rush currents and ac breaker sensitivity to surges vary over a wide range. Unless the amplifiers are individually or sequentially turned on, the ac current shown
under the "I/3-power" column will probably be the minimum requirement.
Table 2 shows watts of waste heat per
1,000 installed watts at several typical output levels for six different types of am-

plifiers.
The first step is to determine the total
installed watts, the average audio power
and the amplifier type as you did for Table 1. Read the watts of heat loss under
the appropriate "average power" column.
The conversion factor for converting watts
to BTU per hour is 1W -3.413 BTU per
hour.
Example: Read across from the amplifier type to the "average audio power"
column, just as you did in Table 1. At 1/8power, linear amps dissipate 600W per
1,000W total installed power. The same
four amplifiers will, therefore, produce
1,200W of heat and will require 4,095 BTU
per hour of cooling.

THE BOARD FOR PEOPLE WITH
BETTER THINGS 10 DO WITH T BR

MONEY THAN BUYA

. ÿ
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-power

500

14

.

1/3

linear
3 -step magnetic field
4 -step magnetic field
3 -step

1

IN...

Full -power

Amplifier type

.
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Let's face it.
As an electronic musician, the new board you'd really ike to
buy has keys, not faders. In fact, you probably wculdn't be
buying a new board at all if you didn't need more inputs
That's whyTascam's M -600 Input Console is the board for you.
It gives you top panel access to as many as 64 stereo or -28
mono inputs. That's capacity.
Equally accessible is the M -600's surprisingly low price. You
can put one in your studio for less than $1C.000, thanks to its
modular design. Starting with 16 channels, the M-600 expands
to a full 32 as you need them.
But despite its attractive price, the M-6(X) has that great
sound of boards costing twice as much. And when you experience its intuitive feel, the way everything is where you need
it when you need it, you'll know this is the board you've been
looking for.
Write for our free Configuration and Installation Guide. Then
get your hands on the powerful M -600 Input Console ai your

Tascam dealer.
It may be

the last board you ever have

b buy.

TASCAM.
©1989 TEAC America, Inc., 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebell3, CA 90630, 213/726 -8303.
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Tools Of The Trade
By David Scheirman

All audio professionals have their own
ideas about what belongs in a personal

toolkit.
For some, it may be just a few hand tools
and a trusty pair of stereo headphones in
a canvas gym bag. For others, it may be
a complete 400 -pound Snap -On mechanic's toolbox with eight drawers, shock mounted and housed in an Anvil -type

flight case, complete with Makita power
tools, oscilloscope, drill press and "the
works.' Some folks even approach things
with only a pair of white gloves and a
Haliburton briefcase (containing a magazine or two and maybe an address book).
It's safe to say, however, that you won't always have exactly what you need to do
your job unless you take personal responsibility for some of the simple, basic tools
needed to practice your craft on a daily
basis.

In large part, what you carry with you
will depend on your job function for a particular project. If you are a crew member
who loads trucks and lays out ac cable,
your needs are different from the person
who operates a console. If your project includes reel -to-reel decks or tape carts,
you'll do something different each day,
compared with a system repair tech in
charge of changing out compression
drivers and climbing into bass bins. Not
everyone needs specialty items like rigging belts, MIDI cable testers and Allen

wrenches. But there are some basic tools
that can make your job as an audio technician /soundmixer go more smoothly, and
enable you to work faster and with more
confidence.
SYSTEM INPUT

Nothing is more frustrating than standing around waiting for your buddy to say
"test, 1, 2!" into a microphone just because
you need to check an input channel on
your console. Having a simple, beat -up old
dynamic mic with a switch is a good idea.
Something not too expensive that you
would miss it ... and something with an
on /off switch for using as a stage talkback
device if need be. Engrave your name on
it; and use whenever you need a mic.
Don't rely on the sound company stage
David Scheirman is REP's live performance consulting
editor and president of Concert Sound Consultants. Julian.
CA.
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mic inventory to solve your own line test
problems.
For constant, reliable system input, use
a tone generator. This can be something
simple like Shure's AI5TG, which puts out
a 1kHz tone, is hardly 5- inches long and
looks like an oversized XLR connector
with a tiny mercury battery inside. There
is also the popular pocket -sized Tí-15 from
Fostex, a device that has selectable frequencies (40Hz, 400Hz, 1kHz, 10kHz and
15kHz), and three different switchable output levels, driven by a 9V battery.
MINI TEST GEAR

The most basic piece of test gear will
be your electrical meter. Depending on
your needs, you may be able to get by
with an inexpensive, plastic-cased meter
like the one from Micronta (about $15) that
measures about 2 "x3 ", yet gives fairly
reliable resistance and voltage readings.
Another compact device is made by Beckman Instruments ... The Circuitmate DM73
uses two tiny calculator -type batteries and
has both a built -in test probe and a useful
continuity beep tester.
For more critical applications, particularly if you are responsible for monitoring high -voltage ac levels, use a rugged,
digital multimeter from Simpson, Fluke or
another reliable manufacturer.
A handy device for measuring both system output and for checking audio frequencies is the TS-1 from Loftech. This
lightweight unit incorporates a sine wave
generator and a digital frequency counter in a single box; 1/4 -inch connectors allow for input and output hookup, and the
unit requires ac power. The tone generator is sweepable from 20Hz- 20kHz, while
the digital meter gives a reading of the exact frequency of the tone being generated. The counter also reads input signals,
in either frequency or decibel level.
If you need a compact oscilloscope, the
market is full of small, precise units from
a variety of manufacturers. Perhaps the
handiest 15MHz device available is made
by NLS (Non Linear Systems). Hardly larger than a paperback book (only 3- inches
high!), this mini -scope is battery -powered
and features a tiny screen, yet it's easy to
read in low -light situations. It's good for
most on -tour situations where a scope
might be needed for quick trouble- checks
(such as for high frequency oscillations)
and calibrations (such as crossover output
frequencies).
LINE MONITORING

Few things are more frustrating than

May 1991

wondering what's coming down a line.
Whether line level or mic level, it's often
important to verify what signal is present.
During troubleshooting, the isolation of
potentially bad cables may require separate line monitoring devices that are not
a part of the audio system in use.
An indispensable tool is the FP12 headphone bridging amplifier from Shure Bros
Its applications include headphone feeds,
audio line troubleshooting and musical instrument checking. It can even be used as
an instant listen -only intercom or as an
emergency direct box. It is equipped with
a mic /line switch, and a headphone level
control. The unit is 9V battery -powered.
A simpler listening device can be made
with an old, sturdy telephone handset. Install the proper value of resistor, depending on what voltage level you will be exposing the device to, and add clip -on test
leads to the coil cord. You now have a
quick, cheap, sturdy line monitoring
device.
A compact, more complex device is
Shure's FP31 field production mixer.
Powered by three 9V batteries, this small,
handy mixer has three XLR inputs and
can be carried in the palm of your hand.
Its three discrete inputs are ideal for
checking crossover outputs quickly.
An indispensable device for testing the
cables and connectors is a Cable Tester
such as the CT-1A, manufactured by Sescom. This little blue box tests both t /4inch and XLR connectors, and gives an
LED readout showing continuity and pin
configuration. Because most sound system
problems are actually caused by cables
and connectors, this is one of your first
lines of defense against the gremlins.
HEADPHONES

What's a sound mixer without headphones? Everyone has different tastes, but
Sony seems to have cornered the market
on this one. Find a set that has a resistance
level able to give you plenty of volume
from typical console and tape player outputs, yet is not so sensitive as to risk blowout from high level input. Watch out for
impedances which are too low, as they'll
load the device output down.
Many working professional music mixers carry two pairs, a high- fidelity set for
show mixing that is pampered and protected in its leather case, and an old standby utility set for line checks, etc. My personal favoriteçare a like -new pair of Sony
MDR-V6s (the Studio Monitor version), and
set of Sony DR -6Ms, which
have metal cans and real leather pads, and

Högtalarsystern För Yrkesbruk

Professionele Geluidssystemen

Professionelle Lautsprecher Systeme
A

.

t/J

are still working after all these years of line
checks.
Ideally, what you have available for onthe-job work will also do double -duty with
your own personal music system for use
in listening to live mix tapes from day to

keys for rack -mount screws will fit into a
small, zippered pouch such as is provided by microphone manufacturers. Select

Colinas do Son l'rofksional

your own needed items, and keep track
of them. They will be a true time -saver.

Profesyonel Hoparlor SistemlerÍ

day.

selection to include nut drivers, channel lock and vise -grip pliers, a rubber mallet,
and various other specialty items that may
be required from time to time as you work
with road cases, electronics racks, mixing
consoles, power amps and loudspeaker
enclosures. The Jensen Tools catalog is famous for its broad selection of tools, with
different selections available in a variety
of road -worthy carrying cases.

MEDIA SYSTEMS

It's very beneficial to record your mixing efforts for personal use only, and then
be your own worst critic. If cassette tapes
are the medium that you have access to,
use the highest- quality recording /playback deck that you can find. Once again,
Sony has some products that are hard to
beat.
The TC -D5M deck features Dolby noise
reduction, and has metal tape capability.
Easy to read level meters with a built -in
light and battery status monitor are important features. The newer, professional
version of the TC -D5M features XLR connectors at the input so that standard mic
cables can connect the deck directly to
console bus outputs. These decks use Dcell batteries, which last for several hours,
but be sure to carry an ac adaptor anyway.
For high -quality, archival recordings, select DAT as your medium of choice. The
Panasonic SV 255 portable DAT recorder
features XLR inputs, and offers performance comparable to many more expensive, rack-mounted units. Sony's TCD -D10
comes with nicad batteries and a handheld controller. DAT is replacing cassette
tape as the personal recording medium to
use for professional work whenever the
budget allows.
It's often handy to have a small mic system for input to your deck, if you want to
tape the room sound rather than the console output. Sony's small ECM -939LT electret condenser stereo mic works well with
the above deck, but more sophisticated
microphones can also be used.
There are a variety of portable, battery
powered compact disc players manufactured by companies like Sony, Toshiba and
Aiwa. One of these and a selection of favorite compact discs will give you pre show playback music and off -duty entertainment.
HAND TOOLS

Even if you are not responsible for overall sound system maintenance and repair,
it's good to have your own basic hand

tools available. This need not mean a
heavy metal toolbox; small straight blade
and Phillips screwdrivers, an adjustable
wrench, a soldering iron and a few hex

If space permits, expand your hand tool
.
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Professional Loudspeaker Systems
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Sistemas da Sonido Professional

MISCELLANEOUS AMENITIES

Although some major tour sound system
suppliers send a road package out with
everything, including the kitchen sink. it's
good to always think about what expendable supplies you may need to do your job
effectively.
Marking tape to label your console? 3M
supplies an excellent non -stick tape in
many different colors that is used by draftsmen and graphic artists. Your sound comet
pany may supply things like tape. marking pens and such, but pity the
soundmixer who is caught at a festival
with 38 bands to do and only a mangy
half -roll of masking tape left in the bottom of the drawer.
Pay close attention to your stock of batteries for your various on-tour devices; it's
wise to buy several when you buy a replacement. Some specialized batteries can
be hard to find at the local shopping mall
when you are in a hurry, so don't get
caught without spares.
Another important item that is often
overlooked is paper goods. What sort of
format will help you keep track of your
show cue changes, mic charts and other
information? Whether index cards. spiral
notebooks or pre -printed forms, make sure
that you leave for a project supplied with
whatever you need to keep track of your
own information flow.
Next time you have some off days between audio projects, take stock of your
own personal road kit. Do you have what
you need in the way of simple tools, test
devices and other items to do the best job
possible? Whether you do or not can
mean the difference between a done job,
and a job well done.

Around the
world, the
word is
EAW.

Why have EAW systems
achieved record sales worldwide? Because Virtual ArraylM
technology delivers predictably
superior performance in the real
world of live sound reinforcement... every part of it. Call or
fax for your local representative.

EAW
EASTERN ACOUSTIC WORKS
One Main Street, Whitinsville, MA O 158R
(800) 992 -5013 (508) 234 -6158
Fax (508; 234 -8251
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ing only slightly affected by the recent
slowdown.

winter and early spring. In fact, it was so
slow that many of us were wondering if
the entire sound reinforcement year was
doomed because of the recession and war.
However, things changed right about the
third week of March. Most of the leading
sound reinforcement companies reported
the phones started ringing that week. It's
as though all of the lawyers, accountants,
promoters and agents finished their winter vacations and decided that because the
war was over and the recession was leveling off, maybe it was time to make some
money. Touring is finally on the upswing,
corporate shows are down a little and no
one seems to be buying much equipment.
However, the worst appears to be over. In
fact, many smaller companies report be-

Chicago's dB Sound (Des Plaines, IL) has
been getting its share of the touring market. M.C. Hammer was out touring with
a 72 cabinet MT-4 main system (see this
month's All Access) ... George Thorogood
began the first of his three separate 8 -week
tour legs in late March ... AC /DC played
Europe with 72 MT-4s powered by Crest
8001 amplifiers. Another U.S. tour leg began in April, and the group is scheduled
to tour throughout the entire year. Engineers are Robbie McGrath (FOH) and
Paul Owen (monitor). Crew chief is Scott
Pike. Consoles are a Ramsa stage WR-S840
and a TAC SR9000 42- channel FOH with
a 20-channel extender. Monitors are E -V
DML wedges with E -V MT-2 sidefills. The
main system is flown with dB's new Super Grid rigging system.

Mark Herman is president of Hi -Tech Audio Systems, a
sound reinforcement equipment rental company based in
South San Francisco.

Both the Chicago and Orlando offices of

On Stage Audio continue to be quite
busy with large corporate shows and special events. OSA handled the sound for the
corporate party tents and the outdoor
Towne Square stage at this year's Super
Bowl. Corporate giant IBM contracted
OSA to supply a large system for a 3month run in Miami and Palm Desert, CA.
The winter season in central Florida was
full of corporate one -offs. Shows with
Prudential, Northern Telecom, IBM and
Baxter kept OSA running through the normally slow winter season.
U.K. /European Tour Update: SSE Hire
Ltd. (Birmingham, U.K.): AC /DC (U.K. /Europe), March-April; Big Dish (U.K.), Feb:

March; Iggy Pop (Europe), March; Little
Angels (Europe), March; Megadeath
(U.K. /Europe), March -April. Tasco
(Camarillo, CA /London): Poison (U.S.),
Feb.-June; Nelson (U.S.), Feb.-March; Judas
Priest (U.K. /Europe), Jan.-April. Concert
Sound (Watford, Herts): Eric Clapton

Why do Jensen Tiansformers have
Clearer Midrange and Top End?
The high frequency rolloff of a Jensen
Transformer is optimized, by computer
analysis, to fit the Bessel Low Pass Filter
response. This means minimum overshoot
and ringing and flat group delay for best time
alignment of all spectral components of the
musical waveform.

f
f-

OTHER

1E-11 P-1

other words, the harmonics arrive

at the same time as the fundamental

STEP WAVEFORM

frequency.
The result is a clear midrange and top
end without the harsh, edgy sound which
has been one of the most objectionable
sonic complaints about transformers.

There's no "midrange smear."

JE-11P-1-

Only Jensen has this benefit of hi -tech
computer optimization.

OTHER
GROUP DELAY

Visitors by appointment only Closed Fridays.

10735 BURBANK BOULEVARD NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91601
FAX (818) 763 -4574 PHONE (213) 876-0059

jensenINCORPORATED
transformers
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By Mark Herman

Business As Usual: The concert touring
market was rather bleak throughout the

In

N

(world) Feb.-March; Tom Jones (U.K.),

November and it has remained good ever
since." JSI has a 10K theater -size system
out with Canadian Juno Award winner the
Northern Pikes (see this month's All Access). Another system toured Southern
California in January and is covering the
rest of the U.S. in April -May with a theater /large club system for Gino Vannelli. JSI
is scheduled to tour Canada with the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band in May. Recent equipment purchases include a Yamaha
PM3000 FOH console and the new White
4700 programmable equalizer.

MarchApril. Encore Entertainments
Ltd. (London): Jesus Jones (U.K.), Feb:
March. Also, Encore bought the new Midas XL3 high-end mixing console and
opened a Martin F2 main system stocked
facility in Glasgow, Scotland. Audiolease
(London): Motorhead (U.K.), April. PalaCo: Saxon (U.K.), March. MHA Audio
(Hagerstown, MD /Maidstone, Kent): Gary
Numan (U.K.), March. Canegreen Ltd.
(London): Deep Purple (U.K. /Europe),
March. Nigel Kennedy (Europe), Feb:
March: Freddie Jackson (U.K.), March.
Britannia Row Productions (London):
David Lee Roth (Europe), Feb.-April, the
LAs (U.K. /Europe), Feb.-April. Gloria Estefan (U.K. /Europe), March -June.

Ram Sound (Mary Esther, FL) is now located in northwest Florida after moving
from Tuscaloosa, AL in fall 1989. Ram
started in 1973 and continues to work the
Southeast with its novel Klipsch KP 600
Series P.A. system. Owner Bob McTyeire
reports that Ram has been very busy doing a variety of block dates and one -offs,
along with a considerable amount of the ater, symphony and corporate work. The

Canad :an SR company Jason Sound In-

dustries (North Vancouver, British Columbia) is having a busy spring. Says owner
Jeff Lilly, "Business was excellent this winter. Our best month all last year was in

eke',
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company used to tour in the past but has
largely abandoned long hauls. "About 80%
of our work is repeat business with regular clients,' McTyeire says. "lt looks like we
won't be touring much anymore because
we're working hard to build up more
steady, permanent work. We're doing the
same show, in the same place, at the same
time every year. The last time I toured we
made good money, but in the process we
lost two good clients of six years, which
we were unable to cover."
Ram Sound has one main 20 -box FOH
system for coverage up to a maximum
10,000 people. Loudspeakers consist of the
lightweight, high-power Klipsch KP 600
Series enclosures, composed of composite construction KP 650 high and low -mid
boxes and KP 680 subwoofers. McTyeire
cited the superior wear and tear resistance
as well as the sonic performance of the
KP 600 Series: "They've held up extremely
Continued on page 72

POWER AMPLIFIER
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Expanding upon the su :cesstul DX Series Power Amplifiers we have
ceated an amplifier which produces 3 lull 2000 watts of sonically
transparent audio poner n a housing only one unit high.
Like its namesake Chameleon can irstinctively adapt to an altered
e,vironment. optimiEing is power to suit the workload.
A new era in professioial audio amplification has dawned
the

-

parameters have all :hanged. THERE

T)FAL PROGRAM POWER'
IRKS 10ms 100msi
S

MEWAVE POWER PER CI-ANNEL

IINS!

''rogram
a

8`.

4!!
8!!
8!!
4!!
8!!
4!!

IS NO GOING BACK!

dual channel
dual channel
brdg: mono

1200W
2000 W
2000W

sirglt
sirglt

000W
800W
400W
000W

channel
channel
both _hs driven
both :hs driven

Power Is an indisatior of Chameleon
music or speech source

s

undistorted power capability when amplilymg

Hill Audio P 0 Box 2344 Fart Worth TX 76'13
Ph. 18171336 -5114
Fax 18 "71 a70-1271
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By Mark Herman

DB SOUND, DES PLAINES, IL

p,cv'

eaó>>°e

.la

e

Dates: May 1990 -1991
Region: World Tour

.......

PERSONNEL

en-

Equalizers: Klark7'eknik DN300

Crossover:

gineer)

Monitor Mixer:

CABLING

HOUSE SIGNAL PROCESSING

House Mixer: 'l'im Colvard (band

Trey Klien (band en-

gineer)

Crew Chief: Harry Witz
System Engineer: Jim Iturietta
Technician: Bill Kurtz

Electro -Voice

MTX -4

(modified)
Gates: dbx 904

House snake: 50 -pair Belden
Multi -pair Connectors: Coaxicon
Stageboxes: dB Custom
Splitter: 3 -way with transformers

Compressor/Limiters:
Effects: Lexicon

dbx 903
PCM 70, Super Prime

Time, SPT97 and LXP -1; Yamaha REV-7 and
SPX -90

CONSOLES
House: (2) Yamaha PM3000 40-channel

(with dB patchbay)

Monitor:

Ramsa WR-S840 40x18, Midas

Pro 4 36x10

Intercom System: ClearCom MS200
DAT Machine: Panasonic SV -3500
Cassette Deck: Yamaha
Headphones: Sony V6

JASON SOUND INDUSTRIES LTD.,
NORTH VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA

p+ct'

ONSTAGE SIDEFILLS

AMPLIFIERS

Main FOH: Crest 8001
Lows /Subs: Crest 8001
Monitors: Crown MA1200, MA2400, PSA -2

Sidefills: Crest 7001

Manufacturer/Model:

(6) Electro -Voice

DeltaMax DML-1152
Crossover: Electro -Voice DeltaMax DMC

,V°e

ONSTAGE SIGNAL PROCESSING

o

et a,,re

,,e$
1

Equalizers: Klark=l'eknik DN360
FOH MAIN CABINETS

Manufacturer /Model: (36) Electro -Voice
MT-4

Yamaha SPX -90 II
904

Compressor/Limiters: dbx
Solo /Cue monitor: (2)

FOH LOW END CABINETS

Manufacturer /Model: (36) Electro-Voice
MT-4L

Support Act: The Leslie Spit
903

E-V FS212

MICROPHONES:

Dates: Feb. 15 -May 6
Region: Canada /Northeast U.S.

Vocals (wireless): Samson Standard

ONSTAGE MONITOR WEDGES

Guitar: DI

Manufacturer /Model: (22) Electro-Voice

Bass:

FS212 and CPM 1130

Keyboards: DI
Direct Boxes: Countryman, Director, BSS

REP

Treeo

Broadcast Series
Vocals: Shure Beta 58

Crossover: Electro -Voice

46

Effects: (2)
Gates: dbx

May 1991

FSEQ

DI

PERSONNEL

House Mixer: Dean Roney (band engineer)

Monitcr Mixer: Dean Friesen (band engineer)

Support House Mixer: Glen Collett
System Engineer: Glen Collett
Rigger: Tracey Ploss

Multi -pair Connectors: AMP QL
Splitter: Jensen Transformer 52- channel,

Bass: DI
Keyboards: DI
Direct Boxes: Countryman FET85

3

-way

CABLING

House snake: Blake 52 -pair, 275 -feet
CONSOLES

House: Yamaha PM3000
Monitor: Soundcraft 800B

When is 4 greater than 9?

AMPLIFIERS

Main FOH: Carver PM1200, Monobloc
Monitors: Carver PM1.5A

Nine High -Quality Dual -Driver
Vented-Box Subwoofers

FOH MAIN CABINETS

Manufacturer/Model: (6)JSI J63(4 x JBL
2202H, 3 x JBL 2445J/2380, 4 x JBL
2402/05), (6) JSI J62 (2 x JBL 2240H)
FOH SUBWOOFER CABINETS

Manufacturer/Model:

(6) JSI J61 (2

ANS-

ONSTAGE MONITOR WEDGES

Manufacturer /Model: (12) JSI J -17
Crossovers: BSS FDS320, Carver PM -CX4
ONSTAGE SIDEFILLS

Manufacturer /Model: JSI J -14
Crossovers: Carver PM -CX4
HOUSE SIGNAL PROCESSING

Equalizers: White 4700 Programmable,
Klark=l'eknik DN300
Crossover: BSS MCS200 (5 -way)
Compressor/Limiters: BSS DPR402, dbx
166

Effects: Lexicon LXP -1, Yamaha REV-7

&

DL150t)

Intercom System: ClearCom
CD Player: dbx DX -5
Cassette Machine: Technics
ONSTAGE SIGNAL PROCESSING

Equalizers: KlarkTeknik DN300
Effects: Yamaha SPX -90

Gates: BSS DPR 504
MICRO 'HONES:

Main Vocals: Shure Beta 58
Background Vocals: Shure Beta 58
Kick: Electro -Voice RE20
Rack/ Floor Toms: Sennheiser 409

Overheads:

AKG C460
High Hat: AKG C460
Guitar: Shure SM57
Mark Herman is the president of Hi -Tech Audio Systems. a
sound reinforcement equipment rental company based in
South San Francisco.
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Required Power:

x JBL

2240H)

Required Power:
5400 Watts

Four ServoDrive Bass Tech 7
Servomotor- Driven, Horn -Loaded
Subwoofers

l
i
Itii

1600 Watts

i

Mtn ÌO!t=

Only when you stack
ServoDrive subwoofers against
conventional models.
Let's say you need to produce 122 dB
in the range of 28 to 100 Hz, outdoors at 10
meters. You have a choice:
You can obtain 9 to 12

Power Cooling system. Plus, you'll get
flatter response, more low end and the
lowest harmonic distortion of any

professional subwoofer

conventional vented box subwoofers with dual
15 -inch or 18-inch
drivers.
Or you can use new
ServoDrive Bass Tech 7

on the market.
So don't waste
freight and power
amplifier dollars on
inefficient conventional
subwoofers. Not when
ServoDrive can give you
the cleanest, most
accurate bass available,
with much less bulk and
wattage. Call or write us
today for more

subwoofers. You'll get the
same SPL's using an
array of only four Bass
Tech Ts, thanks to

Intersonics' patented
servomotor-drive
concept and exclusive

information.

TM

SERVODRIVE

lIii

I

NTERSON ICS

OHPt)Ft.111t)

We're Leading the Low-Frequency Revolution
3453 Commercial Avenue Northbrook,

IL

60062 -1818. 708/272-1772 Phone 708/272-9324 FAX
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PART TWO

DAT
IN THE

REAL
WORLD

Analyzing the methods and techniques
of SCMS copy code protection
in the land of pro audio,
and who's doing what....

By Ron Streicher

From Part One: SCMS dictates that
a tape be encoded
at the time
of production
with one of three
copy protection status codes:
"Copy Free" (status "00 "), "No further digital copies allowed" (status "10 "), or "One
more digital copy allowed" (status "11 ").
This encoding is buried deep within the
digital information recorded on the tape.
specifically sub -code ID6 (byte 0, bits 6 and
7) of the Channel Status Block, and affects
direct digital copying between recorders
using the IEC (or S /PDIF) digital interface
(see Part One in the April issue).

- -

THE PROFESSIONAL APPROACH

Panasonic's professional audio products
division recently introduced the model SV
3700, an excellent new DAT machine. It
has an improved 1 -bit 64x oversampling
analog -to- digital converter and an 8x
oversampling digital -to-analog output converter. The sound quality and functional
facilities of this unit boast a significant improvement over its previous model, the
3500.
The analog inputs and outputs are the
professional XLR-type ( +4dBu, with the
outputs also switchable to -10dBu), and the
3700 also provides for both AES /EBU and
IEC -958 "consumer" digital interfaces.
Clearly, this recorder is intended to work
equally well in a wide variety of studio applications interfacing with both professional as well as semi -professional

-

equipment.
Ron Streicher is the owner of Pacific Audio-Visual Enter-

prises, Monrovia, CA.
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The Panasonic SV-3700 was the reference machine to lest other DAT players and their treatment
of the SCMS scheme.

As an added benefit to the professional
user, the Panasonic SV-3700 is conveniently provided with a series of rear -panel DIP
switches, which allow the user to determine which digital format and SCMS copy
protection status is to be placed on a recording. According to the operations manual, the switches affect only the SCMS status of recordings made via the AES /EBU
interface. However, here is where the trouble begins.
What the owner's manual doesn't tell
you is that the switch intended for selection of AES/EBU or IEC -958 digital interface (SW -1, a mini -DIP switch located on
the rear of the machine) selects not only
the format, but also the input /output con-

nectors (XLR -type or phono -type respectively) to which the machine will respond.
Thus, if you wish to use the SV3700 in the

-

IEC -958 (S /PDIF or consumer) format
for example, to connect to a unit with simi-

lar inputs or outputs

-

you must use the
phono connectors, and set the digital interface switch for that mode of operation,
both for the proper format to be implemented and for the signal to be input to
or output from the recorder.
So far, this presents no real problem.
This is merely a minor, although frustrating, omission from the manual. Unless you
need to use both digital interfaces interchangeably, it does not pose a significant
difficulty. As stated in Part One, the two
interfaces cannot be used simultaneously.
However, another fact the operations
manual does not tell you is much more significant. This same SW -1 status switch also
affects the SCMS status on recordings
made via the analog inputs. The SCMS sta-

.

ity Nos The Perfect Sound System

Comm

M4
The M4 Midrange Compression Loudspeaker goes to bat
in the big leagues. When 100,000 screaming fans pay
hard cash for a major rock concert, or a big league
baseball game, they want to hear it live, with crystal
clear dynamics, full clarity, and solid volume. That's
called getting your money's worth. And nothing delivers
like the M4 Midrange Loudspeaker from Community.
This loudspeaker system offers low distortion, precision directivity control, high sound pressure levels,
weather -proof durability, even coverage, remarkable
dynamic range, and no
crossover in the critical range
where the ear is sensitive. Best
of all, the M4 System offers
substantial cost savings at re,..,-......t.
duced power requirements.
M4's are on the job everywhere
from the U.S. Navy, which uses
e
them for non -radio communications with offshore ships, to
grand concert halls which reAbove & Cover. Cincinnati Music Hall's single
quire high intelligibility in highly
cluster array of M4 CoAx' devices
installed by
Charles Baxley of Midwest Communications Corp.
reverberant spaces.

[t1\
-

.

Above: Milwaukee's Bradley Ce nterwhere Co m m u nity's M4 is the driving
force hehind a 3-way sound
system that delivers "front
row center' to every seat
in the house.

I'..

as

Left: The Houston Astrodome was state -of- the-art
when it opened in 1965.
and thanks to a recent
revamping with a Community M4 system, its
out in front again.

The RS Series is a hit wherever it
horn loading of the RS 2:
Community achieves a leve
sensitivity and directivity th
matched by direct radiator syst(
engineers around the world fin
just plain outperforms the mor
complex systems, every single tin
The RS Series offers a seamless t1
element to the next.
The equal signal path
lengths of the components in a Wavefront
Coherent" design allows
a more synchronous signal arrival at the ear of the
listener versus the unequal signal path lengths
apparent in other loudspeaker designs.

ir Aoy JoD, AnyWhere, AnySiie, AnyTime.

RS880
orms. The full
or RS 880 from
f uniform high
simply can't be
s. Sound design
hat Community
expensive, more
sition from one

CSX CSV
Ready to get down? The CSX CSV Lines from Community will take you there. Hot nightclubs...road show reinforcement...churches... DJ's...public speaking... when it
comes to sonic accuracy, uniform wide angle dispersion,
low distortion, and vocal clarity, engineers know where to
go. The Community CSX /CSV Lines deliver sound so big

Above: RS 220 VHS 210 MicMay'
as installed by Advanced Production
Services for Tucson's City Council

Auditorium.

and so true,

you'll not only
hear a great dif-

ference, you'll
feel it.
The CSX Line
offers eight ways

Top: The grandeur ut London ta-nous Alhambra Theater
is enhanced with Community RS 220 sound dispersion
accuracy controlling longpath echos by directirg sound
to the audience, not the walls.

Above: From rock concerts to graduations the Bell
Conty Expo and Convention Center in Belton. Texas is
finding the cluster mounted Community RS1180deltven

Left: The singing at the First Baptist Church in West
Monroe, Louisiana is jubilant. and Thanks to Cam
munity's RS 220, everybody knows it.

to go, from the compact CSX 25, to the full range CSX
70. Each is built for rough handling, and the wear and
tear of the road. Out front is a heavy duty mesh grille,
fabricated from 16 gauge expanded steel and anchored
in place with a rugged aluminum extrusion. Not only
are they rattle -free, they're practically "bullet proof".
With steel corner protectors and durable black carpeted
exteriors, these enclosures are almost indestructible. And because we know what you'll be
facing out there, Community
builds these systems with high
current, quick disconnects in
the crossover, and PowerSenseTM
fuseless circuitry for instantaneous
over current and thermal protection,
with ferro-fluid cooled low and mid
frequency drivers (except the CSX 25
and CSX 28M).
The CSV Line offers the same compact
high quality sound for permanent
installation. And with its oak grained
Formica cabinetry, it looks every bit as
sharp as it sounds.

Commuiñ1t

Above. In Taiwan's Lai-in River disco, 1200
peonle gather nightly to move with 100 dB
from 40 Hz to 20 kHz of music from the
Community CSX loudspeaker system. Close
your eyes and listen hard...yo.r can a:most
hear it from here.
Below: Joe Louis. the legendary heavyweight. stards ready in the lobby of Detroit's
famous Cohn Conference/ Exhibition Center. And now. the new sound system based
on Ccmmunitys CSX 35 loudspeakers delivers with the same kind of on- target clarity
and kiockcut precision.
-1/100

""

What Are Your Souoí Revìrements!
M4
midrange compression
loudspeaker designed specifically for faithful high
power sound reproduction
in the midrange decade.
The heart of the system is
Community's M4 Midrange
Compression driver. Com-

Hz to 4 kHz)
Model PC1594M:
90 degrees x 40 degrees
Model PC1564M:
60 degrees x 40 degrees
Model PC1542M:
40 degrees x 20 degrees

munity Pattern Control

35"
except for PC1542M which
is 281/2" x 281/2" x 49í4"

A

horns feature rigid, balsa
reinforced, hand laminated

fiberglass construction,
and either exponential or
hyper -exponential flare
rates. With the appropriate
choice of horns the M4
driver can be loaded for
full power operation down
to 200 Hz for incredibly
high fidelity output at full
power.

Size:
281/2" x 281/2" x

ADDITIONAL M4
PRODUCTS
SH2064M and SH1894M
Compact Array Horns:
Designed to be used with
the M4 loudspeaker, these

horns produce high fidelity sound and the ability
to load the M4 down to as
low as 270 Hz.

M4 MIDRANGE

COMPRESSION
LOUDSPEAKER
Frequency Range:
200 Hz to 2000 Hz
Output:
Extremely high power
1100 acoustic watts)
AES Power Capacity.
200 Watts Continuous
500 Watts Program
Approximate Size:
93's" x 93'e" x 13"

New M4CoAx ": Great new
product for professional

contractors. M4CoAx'"
allows for the coaxial
mounting of any PC400
Series high frequencyhorn

in

CSX CSV

RS

a

PC1500 Series horn

with an M4 Loudspeaker
to improve polar response.

adjacent horn performance, and signal align-

ment.

Weight:

tronically controlled Wave front Coherent' system
that provides excellent
power handling capacity
with true high fidelity
reproduction.

M4 PATTERN CONTROL
HORNS
Low distortion, high power pattern control horns
that remain stable over a
wide frequency range (250

CONTROLLER:
Frequency Range:

100Hzto18kHz 3dB
Power Capacity.
200 Watts Continuous
500 Watts Program

Sensitivity:

Model PCMX
Horn mouth extension for
loading PC1500 Series
horns to 200 Hz
Size:
44" x 44" n 7"

135 lbs.. 61.3 kg.

CSX57

Cabinet Weight:

Frequency Response:
40 Hz to 18 kHz
Power Capacity:
300 Watts IRMSI
750 Watts Program
Impedance: 4 ohms
Dimensions:
33%" x 2614" x 18"
Weight:
110 lbs., 49.9 kg.

60 lbs.. 27.1 kg.

Controller Size:
One Unit EIA 19" rack
Controller Weight:
7

lbs.. 2.9 kg.

RS880 WITH 880 SYSTEM

CONTROLLER:
Frequency Range:

45Hzto18kHz -3dB
Power Capacity
400 Watts Continuous
1000 Watts Program
Sensitivity
107.5dBSPL1W

CSX52

Frequency Response:
40 Hz to 20 kHz
Power Capacity:
200 Watts IRMS)
500 Watts Program
Impedance: 8 ohms
Dimensions:
3314" x 18" x 18"
Weight:

1M

Cabinet Size-.
4914" x 30" x 2214"
Cabinet Weight:
210 lbs.. 95 kg.
Controller Size:
One Unit EIA 19" rack
7

lid.

BENELUX
RAC sprl - b1u
Eenenh000mlaan.
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Sanecore Ind.
2 E. M Queen Street
Shang wan. Hong Kong
tel K52 K55 111442

FINLAND
Has Oy
15

111932 St. Stevens Wòluwe
tel 322 720 1201

CANADA
White Radio Ltd

line

Burlington. Ontario 171 5K7
tel 416 632 0594

Hirsimetsanle 13
SF- 152311 Lahti
tel 105 IS 332 344

FRANCE
Simplex F.kctruni5ur
444. Boulevard dr Sahastoryd
75003 Paris
tel 331 42 71 5130

2F. No. 23. Section I
Chung Hsaio West Road
Taipei. Taiwan
tel 5046 2 314 3113

ty

.

ISRAEI.
R.H.X. International Co. Ltd.

lheengoff Center
Tel -Asie 61111

EAST FIFTH STREET

FLOOR MONITORS
CSX28M
Frequency Response:
70 Hz to 18 kHz
Power Capacity.
100 Watts IRMS)
250 Watts Program
Impedance: 8 ohms
Dimensions:

100 Watts IRMS)

250 Watts Program
Impedance: 8 ohms
Dimensions:

/i'x

181

15

"x131'

Weight:

14

32 Ihs., 14.5 kg.

29 lbs.. 13.2 kg.

CSX38M

Frequency Response:
60 Hz to 18 kHz
Power Capacity.
150 Watts IRMSI
375 Watts Program
Impedance: 8 ohms
Dimensions:

Power Capacity.
200 Watts IRMSI
500 Watts Program
Impedance: 8 ohms
Dimensions:
331/2" x

264"

"x15 "x22 %"

Weight:

BASS SYSTEMS
CSX5OB
Frequency Response:
35 Hz to 500 Hz

1711" x 171/2" x

x 18"

25'

Weight:

Weight:
100 lbs., 45.4 kg.

41

lbs., 18.6 kg.

l'rufrsntonale Audio

Bologna

ICELAND

JAPAN
Elector, Company Ltd.

tel 39 51 515:415

1

-19 -3 Kamunhiai

Shinjuku -ku

P.O. Box 5066
125 Kaykjavik

Tokyo 161
tel 1413 3950 6266

11351

Comm-flay
19103

SPAIN
I..H. F.Iectonica
c Cocilko No. S

Kß0.

NORW.N',

Via Miclwhnu, 95

61

KOREA
Techno Sound Company

ITALY

IMhopbm
31

Th. I)amrlswm

CHESTER, PA

43 lbs., 19.5 kg.

CSX25
Frequency Response:
70 Hz to 18 kHz
Power Capacity:

tel 972 :429 5251

411127

I

2334" x 17t4" x 1311"

Box 14511
Seoul. Korea
tel 442 2 741 1501

GREAT BRITAIN

The Sound Department lid
Askew Crescent Workshops
Askew Crescent
Dondon W12 911P
tel 44 MI 749 2124

Frequency Response:
35 Hz to 800 Hz
Power Capacity.
600 Watts IRMSI
1500 Watts Program
Impedance: 4 ohms
Dimensions:
331/2" x 331" x 22'
Weight:
150 lbs., 68.0 kg.

Sound Professional Near You.

Jakarta 10710
tel 62 21 1531111

Skulagatan

CSX6OB

CSX products can be ordered in an oak Formica finish for the following:
CSV28M, CSV25, CSV35, CSV38M, and CSV52

CERNANT
Slehlig GmbH i Traffic Mus,
Kreilkrslrasse 152
MIMMI Munchen
tel 49 99 42 4254

tel 154
R.O. CHINA
Sea Power Ltd.

82 lbs., 37.2 kg.

lbs., 2.9 kg.

INDONESIA
PT Santika Multi Jaya
Jahn Kelino Raya. No.

TWO WAY SYSTEMS
CSX35
Frequency Response:
60 Hz to 18 kHz
Power Capacity:
150 Watts IRMS)
375 Watts Program
Impedance: 8 ohms
Dimensions:

Weight:

Weight:

Controller Weight:

CHINA

11.13 Close Street
Canterbury NSW 2193
tel 612 71S 44054

333

263/4" x 3314" x 18"

105dB SPL 1W/1M
System Impedance: 8 oh ms
Cabinet Size:
263/i" x 1414" x 1414"

There's An International Commun
AUSTRALIA
Repel Audio Ply.

Gateway

THREE WAY SYSTEMS
CSX70
Frequency Response:
45 Hz to 18 kHz
Power Capacity
600 Watts (RMS)
1500 Watts Program
Impedance: 4 ohms
Dimensions:

RS220 WITH 220 SYSTEM

System Impedance: 8 ohms

41 lbs., 18.7 kg.

9411

Unparal led sonic accuracy, low distortion and high power capacity are the hallmarks of this
new line of compact loudspeaker enclosures. CSX and CSV (oak Formica veneer) are the
perfect value choice for concerts, nightclubs, churches and public speaking engagements.
Flying hardware is available for most models.

The RS Series is an elec-

PAS.

W19
tel 34

I

Madrid
1

471 5597

SAUDI ARABIA
Electrical Marketing Co

As

Nonnannagl. 15
0655 Oslo 6
tel 47 2 679313

P.O. Box 5491
Jeddah 21422
tel 95 62 6447 M1193

PORTUGAL
M&M .Americo Nogueira I.IIA
Rue Alto des Torres. 693
Mahmude 4400 Al Gaia
tel 15 24616

SWEDEN
HBI. AB

SINGAPORE
I.ingtec Pte. lid.
246 MacPherson Road
07-04 Relime Building
Singapore 1334
tel 65 7471951

SWITZERLAND
Musik Rutschmann AG
Im Chrummacher
CH-M604 Voketswil Zurich
tel 41 01 945 51509

1

(215) 876 -3400

FAX

Artilkrig

16

5-75237 Uppsala
tel 46 01/4123610

(215) 874 -0190

tus switches (SW -2 and SW-3) operate only
when SW-1 is set in the AES /EBU position.
Thus, even if SW-2 and SW -3 are set for
"copy free" operation "00," if SW-1 is set
for IEC -958 digital format mode, the recorder reverts to a default status. Any recording made via the analog inputs will
be made with a "One copy allowed" "11"
status whether you want it that way or
not!
To repeat: SW-1 must be set in the
AES /EBU position if switches SW -2 and
SW-3 are to have any effect on the SCMS
coding written to the recording, even
when using analog inputs. This seems to
be in full agreement with the aforementioned subclause of the IEC document. (So,
why didn't Panasonic tell us about it in the
owners' manual ?) Interesting, yes?
Knowing this about the SV-3700, it is
worth conducting a survey of several other

-

current DAT recorders to determine what
they do
or don't do
with regard to
SCMS. The survey was made by playing
a specially prepared test tape, containing
six tracks: three recorded at a 48kHz sampling rate with "00,' "10 :' and "11" status
codes and three recorded at a 44.1kHz
sampling rate with the same status codes.
This test tape was copied via the digital
interfaces of each of the recorders tested.
The copy tape was then read (by the Panasonic 3700) to determine the new status
codes.
To begin, I tested the Panasonic SV-3700
itself, as this was my "reference standard"
for all other tests.

-
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PANASONIC SV -3700
Via the AES /EBU interface, the program
material on all tracks was copied. Initially, as expected, no start IDs or program

numbers were transferred; once the Auto
ID mode was switched on, new start IDs
were recorded, apparently triggered by
the first sound on the program track. As
is known by anyone who has ever used
the Auto ID mode on any DAT recorder,
this is not a viable procedure, because it
frequently results in start IDs also being
written within program material when a
loud passage follows a quiet one.
These start IDs could then be numbered
using the Renumber function. All SCMS
status codes were recorded "00 :' This
means that this mode of transfer could be
used to "strip" the SCMS codes from a protected tape for further copying.
Via the IEC interface, all tracks were
copied as well; SCMS status codes were
also copied, without changing. With the
Auto ID switched on, the start IDs and program number were transferred exactly as
they had been on the original test tape,
triggered by the ID mark on the original
tape. With the Auto mode off, these IDs
were not transferred.

Circle (27) on Rapid Facts Card

Contestants in the SCMS comparison tests: I) Tascam DA -.30; 2) Sony PCM 2500;
3) Sony 7CD-DIO Pro; 9) Tascam DA -50; 5) îechnics SV-DA10; 6) Foster 020; 7) Fanasnic SV-3500.

It

seems rather ironic that this machine,

in its "consumer" mode, is capable of making a "perfect clone" of all of the da:a on
the source tape, despite the SCMS, while
in its "professional" mode, because of the
limitations inherent in the AES /EBU standard, it is unable to do so.

As mentioned above, the status of a recording made via the analog inputs depends on the settings of the mini -DIP
switches on the rear of the recorder. When
in the AES mode, any SCMS code may be
written, while when in the "consumer"
mode, only the "11" status code can be
written.
TASCAM DA -30

Via the AES /EBU interface, this unit
copied the program material on all tracks
without difficulty. As expected, no start

IDs or program numbers were recorded
with the
unless the Auto ID was on
aforementioned problem related to this
function. Unexpected, however, was the
fact that all tracks were recorded with a
"11" status code! Apparently, the designers at Tascam have decided to set this as
the default status and, nnlike the Panasonic SV -3700, it is not changeable.
Via the IEC interface (labeled "coaxial"
on the selector switch), the DA -30 would
not copy the "10" status tracks. The tracks
which had been "00" remained "00" and
the "11" tracks were upgraded to "10" status. Thus, in this mode, the DA-30 implements SCMS just like an ordinary consumer DAT recorder.
Recordings made via the analog inputs
were also recorded with an "11" status
code; this is like the IEC mode on the

-
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Panasonic 3700 in the consumer mode,
except that there is no way to change the
status to "00:'
SONY TCD -D10 PRO

The TCD -D10 Pro "will record /playback
from /to AES /EBU at all three standard
sampling rates. However, the machine as
delivered from the factory will not allow
digital dubbing from an S /PDIF source at
44.1kHz. The machine knows what you're
trying to do, even if you unbalance the
AES input and feed it from an S/PDIF
source:' Because my personal D -10 Pro has
been modified by Bob Katz, it is capable
of copying at 44.1kHz via the S/PDIF interface; this was the unit I tested.
Via this interface, it copied the test
tracks bearing the "00" SCMS status, but
would not copy start IDs or program numbers. (With regard to the latter, this is no
surprise, since it doesn't write them even
when it records from its analog inputs
in my view a serious shortcoming of this
otherwise fine recorder.)
However, the recorder would not copy
the tracks with "10" or "11" codes: it would
monitor the audio as though it were recording, and enter into record, but muted the audio and recorded only blank
tape! Despite Bob's modification, the recorder still obeys the "copyright protected" code in the S /PDIF mode.
An interesting turn of events developed
when I attempted to test the AES interface of this recorder: it would not recognize the signal from the SV-3700! The audio was fully muted, and the recorder
would not enter into the record mode. To
determine if this was just a quirk of my
modified machine, I tested a stock unit,
with the same negative results.
Apparently, there is some incompatibility in the digital "language" spoken by
these two recorders through the AES interface. (I understand from conversations
with colleagues that the D10 Pro has similar problems communicating with other
outboard processors via the AES /EBU interface. So much for standards. Hello,
Sony?)
As an experiment, I connected the SV3700's S /PDIF output to the D10 -Prós
AES /EBU input; finally, it recognized that
a signal was present. (Curiouser and curiouser.) However, the attempt to copy the
test tape was disappointing: the "00" status tracks, at both 48kHz and 44.1kHz
sampling rates copied properly, but the
tracks encoded with "11" and "10" codes
caused the D10 Pro to mute the audio,
even in the monitor, although they did
continue to record blank tape.
Finally, as a follow -up to this, I connected the AES /EBU output of the SV3700 to the S /PDIF input of the D10 Pro.
In this configuration, the program material on all six tracks was copied without

-
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problem, and each was written with a "00"
SCMS status code; however, no start IDs
or program numbers were transferred.
(Thus, there is at least one mode whereby this machine will perform a digital copy
of another DAT tape, even though it is a
rather roundabout method.)
Another interesting quirk of the D10 Pro
is that although it had no difficulty playing any of the recordings made at the
48kHz sampling rate, it would not even
play a recording made at 44.1kHz bearing a "11" status code! Apparently, Sony
felt that doing so would be looked upon
as violating someone's rights, and they are
correct. However, that someone is the

owner of the D10 Pro.
Conversations with some people at Sony
Professional Audio's Digital Products division indicate that they are aware of this
problem, and are "working on it:'
SONY PCM 2500

This was Sony's first "professional" DAT
recorder available on the U.S. market and
is essentially a "consumer" recorder (the
TC- D1000) with a supplemental package
that provides all of the digital interfaces,
balanced +4dBm inputs and outputs, and
control over some of the other parameters
of the digital recording which are not normally available on a conventional DAT recorder.

SKIMMING THE SCMS OFF DAT
It is not illegal to strip the consumer copy protection codes off of
the serial bitstream on a profession-

al DAT systems transfers. Pro audio
manufacturers who include the pro-

tection code interpretation have
chosen to do so, unbidden.
In fact, nothing about the Serial
Copy Management System itself has
anything to do with current laws,
only the threat of lawsuit by the
RIAA. Theoretically it shouldn't
even be an issue for professionals.
To get around most of these problems, you need a DAT recorder that
will do what you want, when you
want it. From the tests I conducted
of current DAT recorders, the Panasonic SV-3700 seems to offer the
best array of features and sound
quality for the price; it also provides
unequaled flexibility with regard to
writing and copying SCMS status
codes.
For these reasons (unless you
need SMPTE time code capability),
the Panasonic SV-3700 appears to
be a good machine to modify, in order to get around some of the copy
code protection schemes (for professional applications only, of course!)
And
gasp!
this technically
voids the warranty.
By installing an additional switch
on the front panel, wired in parallel with the rear panel protection
status switch SW-1, you can more
readily change setting of SW-1, and
have a switch that will physically
withstand the frequent operation to
which it will be subjected. Installation is not all that difficult either;
with simple care it can be performed in less than an hour.
First, disconnect the power cord
and remove the top cover. Locate
the almost square blank panel immediately to the left of the tape
drawer (see Figure 1). You will note
that there is a molding mark on the
inside, near the center of this panel. If you carefully locate the center of this molding mark and drill
a 1/4-inch hole there, you can then
mount a miniature toggle switch
there (such as the ALCO MTA 106D).
But before you do, solder about two
feet of single-conductor shielded cable to the wiper and one leg of the
switch.
Next, remove the five screws
holding the digital interface circuit

-

If SCMS is to be with
us for the foreseeable
future, professional
equipment

manufacturers should
more thoroughly
consider who their
users really are.

Via the AES interface, the 2500 copied
the program on all six tracks of the test
tape, writing them all with a "00" status
code. Start IDs and program numbers
were only written in the Auto mode, with
the usual problems mentioned earlier. So
far, this is exactly what I had expected
from this "professional" format DAT
machine.
Via the S/PDIF interface, however, I was
quite surprised, as the presence of the consumer TC -D1000 became quite evident. In
this mode, only the 48kHz sampled "00"
status code track could be copied. The other two 48kHz tracks ( "11" and "10 ") would
not record, and the "Copy Prohibit" indicator came on. Matters were even less

-

Continued on page 52
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productive with the 44.1kHz tracks, as
none of the tracks
not even the "00"
status code track
could be copied.
The recording made using the analog inputs on the 2500 was written with a "00"
status code, at both 48kHz and 44.1kHz
sampling rates.
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TASCAM DA -50

This was Tascam's first professional DAT
recorder marketed in the United States,
and may still be found in some stores. Because it was manufactured before the imposition of the SCMS, it pays no attention
to these codes. However, it does read the
"copyright" codes as meaning that copying is prohibited, so that it will not go into
the record mode if the source tape is so
marked. (For example, if there is a "0" in
bit 2, as previously mentioned. Apparently, this bit is automatically set to "0" for
a SCMS status of "10" or "11.") Thus, only
original recordings bearing the "00" SCMS
status code could be copied. Program
numbers and start IDs were copied as well.
Because this unit has no AES /EBU interface (only coaxial and optical S /PDIF)
it may be used only in the "consumer"
mode. As was expected. recordings made
via the analog inputs were written with
a

"00" SCMS status code.
PANASONIC SV -3500

This recorder was also manufactured before SCMS, and has only the S /PDIF interface. Two versions seem to be in circulation: the earlier version. which I tested,
is capable of recording at only a 48kHz
sampling rate, while a later issue is provid-

with an internal switch (convenient!)
that allows it to record at 44.1kHz. I did
not have an opportunity of testing the
later unit.
The machine I tested would copy only
the track of the test tape encoded with the
"00" status; the copy was coded "00:' and
the program number and start ID were
copied as well. With the tracks encoded
"10" and "11" the unit continued to record, but muted, so that there was no audio on the tape. On the recording made
via the model 3500's analog inputs, the
SCMS status code was "00:'
It seems likely that the reason for the
3500's inability to record the "11" and "10"
tracks is that, although these two bit codes
were assigned "reserved status" in the
earlier (i.e: pre-SCMS) digital interface standards, their presence in the Channel Status bits is being interpreted by the recorder as indicating a "copyright protected"
ed

status.
Thus, the recorder is simply refusing to
copy the DAT material, just as it would refuse to copy a similarly protected compact
disc. (The matter of "copyright protection"
vs. SCMS codes was referred to in Part One
of this article in the April issue.)
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Figure 1. Location for mounting the toggle switch for changing the SW-1 settings from the
front of the SV-3700, rather than the back.
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Figure 2. Schematic showing the location of the ground, DIP switch assembly and the SW1 terminal.

Continued from page 50
board onto the rear panel of the recorder and carefully remove this
circuit board from the rear panel.
Locate the mini DIP switch unit; this
module of four switches merely
switches ground to the logic circuitry on the main circuit board.
Turn the circuit board over and notice that the switch pins closest to
the edge of the circuit board are
switch ground, and the pins directly opposite carry the appropriately
switched ground back to the main
circuit board via a four-conductor
ribbon cable.
Locate the pins associated with
SW-1 (see Figure 2). Next, using the
shielded single-conductor cable,
connect the newly installed toggle
switch in parallel with SW-1. Remember to connect the shield to
the ground side, and the center conductor to the other leg of SW-1. The
space is crowded, so be careful not
to create any solder bridges.
Dress the cable carefully away
from the ac power supply circuitry
and secure it with a couple of cable ties so it won't interfere with the
transport mechanism. Check your
work and then reassemble the recorder. The mod is complete.
Leave the rear panel SW-1 switch
in the off (down) position, and use
the new toggle switch to reliably se-

lect between AES /EBU and IEC -958
digital formats as needed, and from
the front panel. Unless you intend
to change the SCMS code frequently, switches SW-2 and SW -3 can be
set once and generally left alone on
the rear panel. I leave to the more
adventurous experimenter the project of adding additional switches to
remote these as well.

Although this modification
doesn't solve all of the problems associated with the SCMS scam (note
that you still cannot change the
SCMS status of recordings input via
the IEC -958 input!), it will allow you
to more readily switch between
analog and 1EC digital interfaces
and modes of operation.
Just remember: to record from an
analog source, set the switch for
AES /EBU mode and set SW-2 and
SW-3 for recording whatever status
code is desired; setting them for a
"00" status code will prevent unwanted muting problems that might
occur when copying these tapes to
another DAT or PCM recorder via
the IEC interface.
This latter setting of the SW-1 surrogate is also required for recording or playing a tape via the
AES/EBU interface. When recording or playing via the IEC -958 interface, set the switch to the IEC posi-

tion.

TECHNICS SVDA10

Although I had not intended to test any
specifically "consumer-model" DAT
recorders, this "kissing cousin" to the Panasonic SV 3700 was readily available. Plus,
I had a little extra time, so why not? Besides, it has only the S/PDIF (coaxial) interface, and admits to following the SCMS
rules, so it gave me an opportunity to test

what a truly "consumer" recorder would
do when trying to copy my test tape.
Results were identical for the 48kHz and
the 44.1kHz sample rate test tracks. As expected, the test tracks encoded "00" were
copied without problem, and written with
"00" status codes. The test tracks encoded "11" were also copied, and upgraded
(or should I say degraded ?) in status to
"10:' The test tracks coded "10" could not
be copied at all. The recorder simply muted, although it did continue to record
blank tape. The start IDs and program
numbers were all transferred properly (except on the blank recordings). The recording made via the analog inputs was written with a "11" status code.

-

FOSTEX D20

sales manager. He informed me that the
D20 does not have the S /PDIF interface.
but does have AES/EBU. Via this interface,
the recorder ignores all SCMS codes and,
as would be expected from the foregoing
discussion. does not pass start ID or Program Number information. Because the
D20 also has the capability of writing a
"copy prohibit" flag into the Channel Status Block, it will observe this flag if copy-

ing another tape so marked.
Because this machine will record
SMPTE time code (both the IEC and
Fostex's own proprietary formats), it is also
provided with a special multi-pin interface
so that when two D20's are connected together, all data on the tape can be copied: program material, start IDs and program numbers, as well as subcode and
time code information.
Thus, this appears to be the only DAT
recorder capable of making a complete
digital copy of this special information. Although this is not a "standard" interface
(such as would connect to recorders of other makes or types) this seems to be a well
thought out solution to a problem generally ignored by other manufacturers.

Although I did not have an opportunity
to test this machine personally, I discussed
its operations with the Fostex regional

REAL WORLD APPLICATIONS

Now, what does all this mean to you, the

real world user? Not much, if you always
intend to interface a DAT recorder via the
AES /EBU interface to the rest of your studio. Except for their inherent inability to
transfer start IDs or program numbers via
this interface. most professional DAT
recorders will get along just fine.
However, if you wish to make a dub in
the digital domain to or from any other
equipment that implements the IEC -958
(S /PDIF) format
such as PCM -Fl -type
processors, consumer DAT decks, CD play ers, some computer interfaces, digital edit you
ing systems or music synthesizers
might find that the recording will be
blocked by the SCMS status codes, even
with devices which were never intended
to implement SCMS (as was evident with
the earlier model DAT recorders tested)
but are nonetheless interpreting these
codes as "copyright protection" indicators.
Furthermore, if you want to use the
DAT's analog inputs for recording (i.e. for
mixdown or direct-to -2 -track recording)
you may have to deal with the fact that
deit is written with a "11" status code
pending on the recorder you are using.
Clearly, the Panasonic SV 3700 offers the
best flexibility in this regard, because it
is the only DAT recorder that allows you
to determine the SCMS codes for each re-

-

-

-

Dave "Hud" Haney
Monitor Engineer

Alabama Band
"I needed a

monitor
with a low profile,
and extremely
high output."
"The MAX 1
does it for me."

You...Only Louder
enclosures
WOODWOAX audio

'

913 S. Chapman Street P.O. Box 5485 Greensboro, N. C. 27403
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cording. Remember, however, that you will
need to change the status of SW-1, depending on the digital interface you are using
(because the default status in the IEC
mode is "II").
And, because SW -1 is a mini-DIP switch
located on the rear panel (intended, essentially, to be set and left alone), it is a physically non -robust switch, set in a very inconvenient location to access when the
recorder is installed in an equipment rack
(see the sidebar "Skimming the SCMS off
DATs" for a solution).
According to the SCMS rules, you cannot modify the SCMS status coming from
a digital source via the IEC -958 interface.
even if you want to. Therefore, you cannot even increase the level of SCMS protection (say from "00" to "11" or "10 ") in
this mode. Changes of the SCMS status can
only be accomplished when operating in
the AES /EBU format. Thus, with some of
the S /PDIF format devices listed earlier,
the status of SCMS bits may prevent further copying of recordings that were never
intended to be protected from any such
copying.
This is because some earlier S /PDIF
equipment simply set these data bits on
well before they were ever defined as
"copy prohibit" codes by the SCMS. So you

-

want to digitally transfer between older
PCM -F1 format tapes and DAT? Sorry, but
or work
you may not be able to do so
with them once you do.
The same labels in the SCMS code may
be interpreted as "copy prohibit" flags by
the PCM processor, or vice -versa. It seems,
therefore, that the semi -professional users
(whomever they are) have been treated
like mere consumer users in this regard.
Pity there are so many of them out there
in this hybrid. semi -pro world.

-

A

PARTING THOUGHT

the best of all possible worlds:'That, of course, would be too
much to ask for. But if SCMS is to be with
us for the foreseeable future, professional
equipment manufacturers should more
thoroughly consider who their users really
are and what other kinds of equipment
can be found in their studios. It's not all
Studer and Neve, by any means.
IEC -958 is not just for consumers anymore, and those professionals who do use
equipment that operates in this domain
should not have to be penalized by limiting the options available to them. If a recorder is intended for the professional
market, it should afford full, unrestricted
use in all formats, by all its users, withSadly, this is not

-

HOLDS UP

out artificially imposed technical limitations or irrelevant threats of legal action!
(RIAA, are you listening ?)
True, consumers can purchase a professional DAT recorder (there is still a free
market, after all) and use it to copy CDs
for their cars, but I rather doubt that the
expense and inconvenience of doing so
will make this a widespread practice. And,
of course, unscrupulous bootleggers will
always find a way to ply their trade. These
are the realities of the world.
The recording industry, by definition, is
comprised of a variety of professional peopie, not just songwriters or performers, but
engineers, technicians and producers, as
well. These professionals demand reliability and dependability from the equipment
they use in their daily trade. Standards are
intended to ensure some sense of this
reliability as well as interchangeability
between various elements within the studio environment.
The RIAA and the manufacturers of
DAT recorders intended for the profession al market need to remember who all of
these people are. And is it too much to ask
that future generations of "professional"
DAT recorders not plague their legitimate
users with the scam of SCMS whatever
the source or interface being used?

-
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HANDS ON:

Crown SASS

By Tom Mardikes

Two years ago, Crown debuted the
SASS -P "Stereo Ambient Sampling
System," a stereo PZM microphone system as an improvement
to what many recording engineers were
doing on their own: arraying a pair of
PZMs into a "V "- shaped wedge and recording everything from music concerts,
sound effects and outdoor ambience.
Tom Mardikes is director of recording for the Conservatory
of Music at the University of Missouri- Kansas City, the resi-

dent sound designer for the Missouri Repertory Theatre,
and the owner of City Spark. a 24 -track music production
facility in Kansas City, MO.

0101-6
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Immediate Shipment

Competitive Pricing

Ask for our Free Catalog

:

NOW! SOUND EFFECTS PACKAGES TO FIT EVERY BUDGET

"The Hollywood Edge...
the best sound effects library,
without a doubt!"
Oliver Stone, Director
(Born on the Fourth (Wull, Platoon)
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Blank Cassettes
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Albums

Tape & Reels

PolyQuick
1243 Rand Road Des Plaines IL 60016
Phone: (708) 390 -7744 Fax: (708) 390 -9886

Listen for yourselfIfyou buy sound effects for your company,
Call us for a free demo disc.
Call 800 -292 -3755 In CA 213- 466 -6723
7060 Hollywood Boulevard, Suite 700, Hollywood,CA 93028
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Crown's SASS (as in sassy) is a complete
system that reduces the size of the cumbersome homemade wedge into a much
more attractive and diminutive package.
Invented by recording engineer Michael
Billingsley, the SASS seems to emulate the
human head for hearing, much as the
dummy heads do that are available from
companies like Neumann or Sennheiser.
Without looking like a "Fritz" or an "Oscar" (no eyes, lips or nose) the SASS does
have about a 7 -inch spacing between its
two PZM elements (ear to ear ?); the space
between the elements is filled with a
dense gray foam (no difference there!). Instead of an intricate pinnae, however, the
SASS offers the ever -important PZM
prerequisite; the boundary plate. That is
where comparing the SASS to dummy
head systems ends, because, to me, the
SASS sounds so much better.

The Processor
GRAZE

CHOP

GRIND

SUR

MIX

BlENO FRAPP

L,LLL

Processed?
Processed speaker systems use a dedicated line -level electronics control unit
ahead of the power amps. Typical signal processing senses the power amp outputs,
and includes band pass filters, EQ, delay for offset transducers, and limiting for
speaker protection.
Let's examine half space axial response recordings of a typical processed
system at various input levels, beginning at 10 watts output at 300 Hz from the LF
amp, increasing in 3,5,6 and 7 dB increments, equal to 20, 30, 40 and 50 watts in

a linear system.
At 10 watts, the response was ± 4 dB from 65 Hz to 14 kHz. At

+3 dB, the
limiters reduce the low and high EQ. Above +3 dB, limiting has flattened the EQ
and is gain - reducing the LF and HF bands independently, raising the low pass,
and lowering the high pass frequencies.
At these modest levels, the LF and HF overlap, rather than cross -over. Because
the LF and HF sum coherently where they overlap, dynamic expansion results. For
a 7 dB increase in input
level, the lows increase 4
dB, highs only 2 dB, but
the raids increase 13 dB.
This non - linearity is
the result of conflicting
design objectives.
High SPLs need high
efficiency, but high
efficiency needs lots of
system "r
EQ for extended response in compact systems. The EQ improves response at low levels, but jeopardizes speaker survival at high levels. Limiting doesn't provide use protection for the speakers limiting actually operates the components closer to thermal damage risk limits.
Here, limiting sacrifices dynamic linearity and consistency of sound quality to
protect the speakers by defeating the EQ needed to make the system sound acceptable in the first place.
Slice, Dice, Mince, Chop, Grate or Puree?

`

1102.121

-

TECHNICAL SPECS

The SASS version I reviewed uses two
standard-issue PZM electret condenser elements. (Also available is the SASS -B setup
for B & K 4000 series mics.) The frequency response (as published in Crown's
specifications), runs from 20Hz up to
18kHz (see Figure 1). The polar response
for each channel operates as omnidirectional at low frequencies below 500Hz and
is directional above 4kHz (see Figure 2).
The noise level of each mic is typically
20.5dB SPL. A 150dB SPL at the diaphragm produces 3% THD.
The polarity of the mics is such that a
positive pressure on the diaphragm
produces a positive voltage on Pin 2 with
respect to Pin 3 of the output XLR connector. Powering mics can be accomplished with simplex phantom power,
12Vdc to 48Vdc, or by using two 9V alkaline batteries (one per mic).
The SASS uses two standard professional
mic cables, 2- conductor shielded. A 4position rotary switch allows you to
choose battery or phantom powering,
with either a flat frequency response or
a preset low -cut (see Figure 1).
Accessories include a swivel mount,
hand grip, a black windscreen that covers
the entire system, two auxiliary foam wind
protectors for heavy wind protection, a
mic stand thread adapter and an effective
foam -lined crush -resistant case that contains the SASS, its accessories and more.
The SASS is constructed as a near coincident stereo mic array, where the
stereo imaging is formed by time -of-arrival
and intensity differences between the two
mics. The two elements of the SASS are
spaced about 7 inches apart and angled
about 35° off -axis. This array yields good
stereo imaging with a strong mono compatibility.
The SASS improves upon the typical
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crossed cardioid near -coincident array
(ORTF) by filling the space between the
two mics with a dense foam. This foam
protrudes about five inches in front of the
mics, creating a barrier, or baffle, that
causes strong intensity differences between the two capsules. This has the net
effect of reducing phase cancellations that
can cause audible dropouts or sound
coloring when the stereo recording is
played in mono.
The tradeoff here is that anything closer
than three feet to the SASS will sound as
if there is a hole in its middle; the sound
is "blocked" and the capsules cannot
"hear" it. Crown recommends the SASS
with a working distance of three feet to
15

feet.

ion- processed.

APPLICATION: MUSIC

have used the PZM 30GPs for at least
10 years, but rarely for music events. I find
no true low end, unless something unsightly is rigged that the audience has to
watch. I love these mics for outdoor sound
effects recording and stage miking for theater. I believe that a PZM is one of the best
mics to use in a terrible acoustical environment. Being two PZM elements in stereo,
the SASS gave me some cause for concern
when recording classical music in a concert hall. I was to be surprised!
Immediately, I noticed an amazing
amount of low end and deep bass. The
SASS was smooth into the high end
smooth and flat frequency response, as opposed to the apparent rising brightness
one gets with a condenser from Neumann
or AKG. The top end sounded more like
a Sanken CU-31. Interestingly, it seemed
that wherever I put the SASS in front of
a music ensemble, the sound was good.
I could get 30-40 feet away and still have
good clarity and intelligibility.
What seemed lacking from any location
was a diffuse ambient sound; I always
heard a need for a pair of ambient mics.
The SASS uses PZM mics, and PZMs make
bad ambient mics because they produce
6dB more direct sound over ambient
sound compared to free-field microphones.
Hanging the SASS in a concert hall can
be accomplished quite easily with a nylon line extending down from the catwalk
along with two mic cables. The SASS will
hang upside -down with no difference in
its sound pickup. Its overall pickup pattern
is hemispherical and the swivel mount attachment on the bottom provides an excellent eye -hook for tying -off the nylon
line. The SASS itself (without cables, connectors or batteries) weighs just over a
pound.
A concern I have with the SASS has
nothing to do with its sound. but its aesthetic impact in the concert hall. It's not
I

-a

True Sound, on the other hand, requires a speaker system that will render an
accurate acoustic replication of its electrical input. No less, but no more.
A truly accurate speaker system does not interpret electrical signals. It has no
personality, no characteristic sound. It neither adds, nor detracts from the program
input. It doesn't compensate for anything accuracy isn't negotiable at various
sound levels. A speaker system is either accurate, or it is not.
Accuracy in a loudspeaker system calls for transducers that are manufactured to
AC.
precise tolerances, to be
...._ .gra . arc
...
sure. But it also demands
imam N
,a-.1ra.
ar.1lMii.
that the loudspeaker
2.0AMILI
MAI
systems be configured
.1.1140
so that the transducers
r
M.,. ..fra
.-.w
operate within their
..,..o
inherent electromechanicallimitations.
In the Ramsa 500
Speaker Systems,
Series
Rama WS- A500/550 system
there are no processors that compensate for frequency response deficiencies at low
levels, only to remove the compensation at high levels so that the components can
survive. Performance deficiencies have been avoided by designing within realistic

-

.

..._

capabilities of high quality transducers.
Measurements of a Ramsa WS -A500 speaker system under identical conditions
to the processed system recorded significant differences. Over the sanie range of input levels, the A -500 responses remain essentially unchanged. demonstrating linear
dynamic performance. Consistent sound quality is what the 500 Sedes is all about.
At Ramsa, we are developing product concepts that deliver outstanding performance based upon science and reality, not fashion or fantasy. But don't accept
anybody's technology as an article of faith. Audition the 500 Sedes at a local Ramsa.
Dealer's showroom. Compare the accuracy of sound quality regardless of cost
processed, or not The integrity of the Ramsa 500 Series will speak for itself.
For more information contact: Ramsa, 6550 Katella Ave., Cypress, CA 90620.
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Figure I. SASSP frequency response. Sound incidence perpendicular to boundary. Response up
to lkHz is the effective diffuse -field response with stereo listening.

as sleek, silver and low in profile as a Neumann SM69; the SASS is boxy, large and
black with cables coming out of its back.
Crown recommends a hanging height of
15 feet above the stage for a major ensemble, enough out of the way to cause no

problems with sightlines. Smaller groups
have a recommended miking of "head
height" that would let the audience see

the SASS in place of the face of the lovely
soprano giving tonight's recital.
think the mic works well with an even
lower height of several feet above the
stage floor or several feet over the performers' heads. It is a distracting appearance when it is in front of performers.
For churches, colleges/universities, and
many public concert halls, the SASS sysI

on PC/ATs with

The SASS is comparable in the amo.tnt of
width I like to hear in my recordings, but
the blend of the SASS is fixed; in MS it is
variable. The Neumann is much brighter
than the SASS, and overall I like having
the brightness there for radio or album
projects. I'd rather throw it away than have
to add it in with board EQ, which I almost
never do.
do not always use MS, and my second
choice is always the ORTF system of nearI

MTMX®N

STUDIO QUALITY
Di/ea-To-Disk Audio Editilig

tern would be a godsend to have. The
poorer the hall acoustics, the more this
mic is needed. The semi -professional or
young recording engineer can do no
wrong. Students performing concert
recordings could not ruin a recording with
bad placement and could not offer a recording out -of -phase unless handed a
polarity reversed mic cable. The SASS sells
for less than $900, so any organization can
more easily afford this system compared
to a $2,500-$4,000 stereo microphone or
a miking system.
Would the SASS replace the concert recording system I currently use? No, it
would not. I like MS recording as my first
choice and as my main pickup. I usually
use a Neumann SM69 and always use an
oscilloscope to monitor phase and mix in
the S mic or the width of the recording.
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explains
how to
meet your
audio

Hear edits using Play mark, Scrub, Audition and more
SMPTE/MIDI Chase-Lock to incoming timecode, locking and playing
within 1 second
Overdubbing optional
Ready-to -use MicroSoundTM WorkStations also available
156 Wind Chime Court

Micro Techno ogy Unlimited

Raleigh, NC 27619
Phone: (919) 870 -0344
Fax: (919) 870 -7163

Store your DAT tapes in a

AND DESIGNER FINISHES

ALSO AVAILABLE:
DAT Tape Carrying Cases
DAT Custom Flight Cases
information or to order
CALL: 1- 800 -9- DATRAX
TEL: 818-783-9133
FAX: 818 -783 -9318

For

BRYCO PRODUCTS, 13444 Moorpark St.,

Suite 23, Sherman Oaks, CA 91423

needs.
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coincident crossed cardioids a pair of
KM84s or a pair of AKG D -220s when
phantom power is unavailable. Would I use
the SASS in this case? A definite yes. It is
an excellent stereo miking system.
APPLICATION: SOUND
EFFECTS RECORDING

My favorite SEX tics are the PZM
30GPs. They have an excellent clarity. almost no bass pickup when held by hand.

little microphonic noise. and are crispy
bright. No bass means no rumble and little filtering, no handling noise means
much freedom of movement, and the
brightness makes the recordings special
because they cut through and sparkle with
clarity.
The SASS wins in only one of three categories here. The excellent low frequency response causes problems for me with
ambient sound effects; the recordings
sound dull compared to the PZM 30GPs.
But boy is the SASS easy to handle. A
sponge- rubber grip attaches to the bottom
of the system and makes holding it a
dream. The light weight of the SASS allows you to hold it forever in a fixed position without fatigue. The PZM capsules

have excellent reach and a natural sound.
Put the SASS with a portable I)Al' and you
have a great recording system.
Care must he taken when recording
sound effects with the SASS to watch the
distance from the sound source; stay more
than three feet away from the source for
a good stereo pickup without a "donut"
sound. That should be no problem for a
field of crickets. but you would need a
quiet background to record the lonely
cricket.

'Ehe lack of handling noise with the
SASS is amazing. Glide in and out of differ-

ent acoustical environments. walk along
and hear the change from indoor to outdoor. into the concert hall, racquetball
court. basketball court, small room, wherever, and you will never hear any thumping. rumbling. ticking or scraping. If the
mic is shaken violently, the spring -clips of
the XLR connectors can be heard to rattle and wil. go to tape. Consider yourself
warned.

A Sound Investment
Maximize profits with equipment that offers Audiophile quality. Enhance your image, attract repeat and referral
business.
Economical expandability.
Rugged industrial duty construction. Trouble -free operation.

Flexibility to interface with all master formats.

audiophile duplication equipment, KABA now adds
supply and production support for our customers.
A proven leader in

The KABA

'Profit Package" includes:
duplication system.

A 4- position

Shrinkwrap L- Sealer, heat gun & film.
500 custom loaded & imprinted chrome cassettes

.s

Rh

Norelco

boxes.
A supply of pre -recorded demo cassettes and imprint able sales aids

to support promotion of your business

Save Over $1,100 00

Only 5,385
$

J

(limited time offer)

For

KABA

rrore informatior

of this or larger
packages call

Research & Development
Figure 2. Left- and right-channel polar response.

24 Commercial B vd.. Novato. CA 94 )49 (415) 883 -5041
1 -800 231 -TAPE
FAX (415) 883 -5222
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Crown deserves a round of applause for
its consistent efforts to support its products and product users. The newsletter
PZMMic Memo has served as a clearinghouse for ideas and has introduced a variety of applications. It may even be par-

tially responsible for inventing the

phone, the Crown SASS is a great microphone. As a near-coincident stereo mic array, it exhibits a fine phase integrity with
a wide field of pickup. Stereo localization
and imaging are excellent. A dense foam
barrier increases the level of separation
between the two capsules.
The use of PZM elements
mounted on boundary plates
adds to the clarity of the mic
system. The SASS has excellent reach, and will render a
clear recording from almost
any distance. At distance, I do
not consider the mic to be particularly diffuse or ambient.
Because it operates from phantom power or 9V batteries, this
mic will travel and work anywhere. And with an excellent road
case, a comfortable and steady hand
grip and no microphonic noise, the SASS
is suitable for many rugged environments.
If you weigh the quality of this stereo miking system against the price one has to pay
for ownership, the SASS is truly a bargain
hard to beat.

SASS.

The packaging of the SASS is well
thought out, with its foam-lined case, and
comes with a set of instructions unlike
any other mic I have worked with.
Crown has a free CD available featuring recordings done with the SASS
by its inventor. A greatly expanded user manual is scheduled to be
published soon.
The SASS comes with a threeyear unconditional guarantee
from the date of purchase. The
acoustic system comes with a
lifetime guarantee; if you don't
abuse it, Crown will fix it.
Although it might be said that
there is no such thing as a bad microCity Spark engineer Scott Gregory shown with
a quick, clean and portable stereo recording system: the Crown SASS-P stereo microphone, a
Panasonic SV-255 portable DAT and a pair of
AKG K24O -DF headphones. Two hours of untethered fun!
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Affordable,

1/3 Octave,

Real

Time Analyzer With

Memories & SPL Display
SA -3050A
Large. easy to read display- selectable RTA or SPL

Made in USA

Discrete ANSI class II filters
Digital full screen SPL or
bar graph with peak hold

P2

rime
trave/%r
NEW

0000,
III

vm.ar,P, Recorde,

T

Oat

.,m.....,,

LO

I°
sSs

3 display speeds
Six nonvolatile
memories, can
be averaged
& weighted

Balanced XL R.
balanced 4 "&
1

BNC

Freeze frame

\

92 dB range plus fine sensitivity
1.

2. 3. & 4 dB resolution

Pink Noise

Peak hold
on RTA

Printer interface,
internal battery, rack
mount, case optional

Also available: Plug -in A & C Weighting Filter. Prosonus SRD Test
Compact Disc. Accurate measuring devices

Audio Control Industrial:
(206)775 -8461
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$595.00

Generates SMPTE time code
SYNCED TO VIDEO

Converts SMPTE to MIDI time code
for your sequencer
Window dub
Many other features
Call

Fast Forward Video

1- 800-755 -TIME (8463)

Call today for more information!

22313 70th Ave West Mountlake Terrace. WA 98043

Everything you need
in one compact, portable unit

FAX (206)778 -3166

for a dealer

near you, or to order with
VISA /MasterCard
Dealer mguiries invited.
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NEW
FROM
liii OMNICRAFT

HEARD BY MILLIONS
BUT SELDOM SEEN

...

EDITORIAL INQUIRIES

Direct all editorial inquiries to Mike
Joseph, editor, Box 12901, Overland
Park, KS 66212; 913-888 -4664; fax
913 -541-6697.
BUSINESS INQUIRIES

Direct all subscription, advertising and
circulation inquiries to Box 12901,
Overland Park, KS 66212; 913 -8884664; fax 913 -541 -6697.

(CiucerStudio Quality Contact
Condenser Microphones

SUPERB CLARITY
TRUE ACOUSTIC SOUND
COMPLETE ISOLATION
EASY TO USE, NO HOLES TO DRILL, CAN
BE MOVED TO OTHER INSTRUMENTS
MORE THAN 10,000 USED WORLDWIDE
LOWER COST AND BETTER PERFORMANCE THAN CONVENTIONAL MICROPHONES

has enabled us to design a noisegate

with the lowest levels of noise,
coloration of any noisegate on the
market!! The GTS also features:
24dB /Octave hi & to -pass filters

Balanced inputs & outputs (on
XLR -type connectors)
Duckling, Keying and 2 modes

RE P editorial

staff through these services:
1.

Performing Arts Network (PAN):

of triggering

REPMAG.
2. CompuServe: 73477,2467 (Dan Tor -

2 seperate channels can be
ganged for stereo
Low Cost
...and many more features.

chia, managing editor).
SUBSCRIPTIONS
REP is free to qualified professionals.
Others may subscribe for $26 a year.
To receive REP, fill out the subscrip-

Call 1-800-CT-AUDIO

tion card included in the back of every issue. For more information, contact
the Customer Service Department.

In Canada call 6C4 -688 -2444

CT-AUDIO SYSTEMS, INC.
3050 SW 14th Place, Suite 3, Boynton Beach, FL 33426
Te1.407- 738 -0622 Fax 738 -0319

BACK ISSUES

A limited supply of back issues is available for $4 each; contact the Customer Service Department.
WRITING FOR

Noisegate

Onmicraft's unique optical system

ELECTRONIC MAIL

You can contact the

GTS Stereo

OMNICRAFT
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If you have an article idea, please submit a written query; do not send a finished article. A set of writer's guidelines is available; contact Mike Joseph,
editor, or Dan Torchia, managing
editor.
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MICROPHONE PREAMPLIFIER
RE- DISCOVER

SUPERIOR SOUND QUALITY.
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We welcome letters to the editor on
any topic of importance to the industry. Letters must be signed, and we reserve the right to edit for length and
clarity. Unless otherwise stated, all letters received will be considered for
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CORRECTIONS

We make every effort to ensure accuracy in our articles. However, errors occasionally occur. Corrections are published for the record in News Notes.
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RAPID FACTS CARD
The Rapid Facts Card, published in every issue, is the most convenient way to

get more information on the products
advertised and written about. REP
forwards these reader requests to the
manufacturers, which are responsible
for sending more information. If you
have a problem receiving material,
contact the manufacturer directly.

+45V

THE BEST JENSEN INPUT
THE BEST OP -AMP: THE
DC -SERVO

TRANSFORMER

990 DISCRETE

THE JE -16-B.
OP

-AIP.

ELIMINATES ALL COUPLING CAPACITORS.

THE BEST JENSEN OUTPUT TRANSFORMER OPTION:

JE- 11 -B1.

THE

XLF CONN=CTOAS. GOLD OPTDNAL.

ILLUMINATED SWITCH BUTTONS.
TOROIDAL POWER TRANSFORMER.
UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY.

TWC

METER OFTIONS.

CUETOM KVOB &

RJSH

VU-1 3-10WN.

BUT'O3.

THE JOHN HARDY COMPANY
Box AA631
60204
Evanston, IL
P.O.

(708) 864 -8060

Telex:

910- 3m-467)

(JOHN HAFOY COI
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UPGRADING
THE DOLBY 363 SR
Modifying Dolby's stereo noise reduction package
to match the performance of its
24- channel big brother.

By Jim

Williams

Jim Williams is the owner of Audio Upgrades. a componentlevel upgrade design and consulting service based in Los
Angeles.
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Anyone who has had the chance
to use Dolby SR-type noise reduction units has to admit that they
are one of the greatest advancements in analog recording in the past 10
years. The capability to get digital signal to -noise specs while retaining the sound
of analog has warmed the hearts of many
analog devotees, as well as extended the
usable life of analog tape well into the next
century. Dolby SR's 24 -track version, the
XP24, is a first -class engineering marvel,
with high -quality components, dc servos
and a tight, compact package.
However, the 363 2 -track is not. In its
stereo mastering version, the SR package
is mounted in a standard 111 package, and
has provisions for fitting Dolby's SR, A and
combination SR +A noise reduction cards.
Although the SR circuitry itself is the same
on both the XP24 and the 363, the interfacing circuitry is not. Modifying the latter is the subject of this article.
First, a little background. When I originally had the opportunity to install a 363
to a Studer 2- track, I was quite disappointed. Expecting the same crisp, clear sound
I had experienced using the XP24, it
seemed instead as though someone had
put too many layers of tissue paper over
the monitors. This was noticed monitoring the 2- track's straight- through return,
even with the SR process switched off.
Checking with other users in other studios confirmed my suspicions
there was

-

something in the interface electronics
sucking out the sparkle in my mix. After
reviewing the schematic diagrams, I discovered why: Dolby had elected to use
what I consider lower quality op -amps instead of the higher -quality chips used in
the XP24. Never one to leave well enough
alone, I modified the motherboard with
low- noise, high -speed op-amps and added
some extra stabilizing capacitors. The result was this: I had a 363 that sounded as
good as the XP24, if not better.

The result is a clearer

transient response and
a more open "airy"
quality.

Before dealing with the modifications,
you should note two items. First, any
modifications will void your warranty with
Dolby Labs, as the company doesn't take
lightly to people turning in modified
equipment for warranty service. You may
want to wait until the factory warranty has
expired before attempting any work.
Second, this work involves de-soldering
and removing parts from a double-sided
circuit board. This is not easy work, as it
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Figure

1.

Modified Dolby 363 schematic.

requires considerable finesse. It should not
be attempted by anyone unless they have
lots of experience in the removal and replacement of components from double sided circuit boards. A good test bench is
helpful in case you might have any difficulty. A decent scope will help in locating any potential soldering errors, bad l.C.s
or oscillations.
This mod is for Dolby 363 units with a
serial number of 650 or higher, although
it may work with the few earlier units
around (just be sure you review the
schematics carefully before beginning). In
addition to the parts, you will need the 363
user's manual. It contains directions on disassembly and the schematic diagrams
themselves.

PARTS LIST
National No. LM833N dual low-

noise op -amps: I.C.s 101/501,
102/502, 103/503, 301/701,
201/601,202/602,402 /802.
Signetics *NE5532N: I.C.s

203/603,403/803.
16 8 -pin I.C. sockets.
12

10pF "NPO -type" disc

capacitors.
4 22pF NPO disc capacitors.
2 to 38 0.11AF monolithic
ceramic capacitors (to be
installed in case of unstable
op- amps).

GETTING STARTED

First, remove the SR cards by sliding
them out the front of the unit. Remove the
power cord before following the manual's
instructions for disassembly. With the
motherboard out, you will notice several
I.C.s soldered in place beneath where the
SR cards are slid in. These op-amps will

be removed first. Because the plated through holes are small, l've found it easiest to cut the pins of the I.C.s as close to
the chip as possible with narrow dykes.
While heating the pins from the bottom,
pull the pins out from the top using needle nosed pliers. Referring to the schematic,
(see Figure 1 here, Figure 6.2 in the Dolby manual), remove I.C.s 101, 102, 103,
301, 201, 202, 402, 203 and 403. These
part designators are for the left channel;
the right channel numbers have 400
added to the part number designators. (For
example, I.C. 101 of the left channel is
numbered I.C. 501 on the right channel.)
Once the I.C. pins are removed, you
must remove the leftover solder using a
de-soldering vacuum pump, or "solder
sucker:' Use the least amount of heat possible to suck the solder up, as excessive
heat can damage the pads on the

motherboard.
INSERTING THE CHIPS

Once all the pads are clear of solder, the
I.C. sockets can be fitted into place. Before soldering the sockets, check the
orientation of the parts, so that the "notch"

is oriented as marked on the motherboard. An incorrectly installed I.C. will
burn and smoke, and may damage the
socket and power supply regulators, so it
is worth the time to carefully check your
work. After soldering the sockets into
place, the replacement I.C.s can be installed. I.C.s 101, 102, 103, 301, 201, 202
and 402 are replaced with LM 833 opamps. I.C.s 203 and 403 are replaced with
the NE5532N op-amps.
Now it's time to install the small disc
caps. Again, although only the left channel numbers will be described, don't forget the right side. Fortunately, the left and
right side layouts are similar, so once
you've done the left, you will have a model for the right channel.
Solder a 10pF cap across resistor R108.
l've found it easier to solder the cap on
the bottom side of the motherboard, as
long as the capacitor is thin. You might
check the clearance by placing the
motherboard back onto the chassis and
viewing the amount of clearance with a
flashlight. Solder the remaining 10pF disc
caps across resistors R308, R206, R209,
R406 and R409. Solder the 22pF caps
across R229 and R402. The last remaining cap, the 0.1µF, is soldered where Dolby had intended C209 to go. It is not
marked on the motherboard, but the holes
for it are there. It is located below the row
where I.C. 203 is mounted. Just to check,
the holes are located along the traces that
carry the + and - 15 volt power buses to
pins 4 and 8 on the op-amps. It is intend-
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DOLBY 363 SR

Un- modified THD vs Frequency

1

-40.0
0.03879

1-68.37

1+21.02
1
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< -49.4
-58.9

0.1

-68.3

-77. 7

0.010

oscillations. The scope sensitivity can be
around 50mV or so, and the op-amp's outputs are pins 1 and 7. You should see virtually no output (high-frequency component), with the exception of a little fuzzy
noise at higher sensitivities. If all the opamps check out, re- assemble the rack.
If oscillations do show up, try substituting another op-amp. If that doesn't work,
solder a 0.1µF mono cap between pin 4
and a close ground, and solder another
0.1µF mono cap from pin 8 to ground. I've
never had to resort to these measures on
a 363, but I've included them in case Mr.
Murphy makes a visit.
TIME TO LISTEN

-87.2

r--96.6
0.001

i
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-10.0
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bigure 2. MD plus noise vs. amplitude of an unmodified Dolby 363, console out to recorder in.
The bottom trace is 1kHz; the top trace is 10kHz.

DOLBY 363 SR
1.

Modified THD vs Frequency
-40.0

0.00145

1

1-99.57

I

1+10.22

-49.4

After assembly, re- install the rack and
re -check the alignment to your tape machine. You may notice some improvement
playing back pre- recorded tapes; however, to fully hear the improvements, encode
a new mix and then play it back through
the modified 363. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate
the performance (before and after) of a
typical 363.
Although the modified unit's noise is
lower, it really doesn't matter much because the encode -decode process makes
the unit so quiet anyway. The real improvement is in distortion and speed. The
stock 363 has a slew rate of 1V per
microsecond, but once modified, the slew rate increases to about 8V per microsecond. The result is a clearer transient response and a more open "airy" quality.

,- -58.9

0.1

-68.3

t -77.

0.010

7

--87.2

A very large
improvement can be
seen in the distortion
vs. amplitude chart.

0.001

-

.0005

-40.0

-30.0

-20.0

-10.0

0.0

10.00

-106

20.00

Figure 3. THD plus noise vs. amplitude of a modified Dolby 363, console out to recorder in, measured
at /kHz and 20kHz. The dotted line is the right channel.

ed to filter the power lines to the op -amps,
and is necessary to keep the 5532s stable.
After the last steps are completed for
both channels, it is time to recheck all solder connections and part locations. As
tempting as it is to fire it up, double-check
all of your work first; this is an expensive
piece of gear, and it's worth taking your
time to look it over once more. If everything checks out, re- install the motherboard into the chassis and re- connect the
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fan and power connectors.
Don't tighten the XLR screws or install
the cover plate until the board is checked
out. Apply power and test the voltage
from pins 4 to ground. You should get
15Vdc. Test the voltage from pins 8 and
ground. You should read +15Vdc. Now

-

take the scope probes and put the ground
probe on a convenient ground trace. Place
the "hot" probe on the op- amps's output
pins and look for low level, high- frequency

A very large improvement can be seen
in the distortion vs. amplitude chart. Although there is a significant reduction in
THD at 1kHz, there is almost a 20dB
reduction in THD at 20kHz compared
with a stock 363. This can be attributed
to that increase in slew rate over the origi-

nal op-amps.
Remember, work carefully and re -check
the parts placement thoroughly. Once the
unit is modified, Dolby will be less than
enthusiastic about repairs, especially if it
is under warranty. Here's hoping your next
mix has all the sparkle you've always

wanted.

Fz44 too4
By Laurel Cash -Jones and Fred Jones

ARE YOU A "MOD"
OR A "ROCKER "?

Designed as a DIY alternative, the SB2300 can be mounted to various types of
surfaces, or placed on the floor, and can
be connected to any power amplifier. Input to this box is via two f/4 -inch mono
speaker cables; you can daisy-chain several of these headphone boxes using a standard mic cable.

Now you can be both!

How? By installing a pre -built modular studio in your
home or facility. RMS (Results in the Management of Sound), a North Hollywood-

based acoustical consulting company, has
introduced its line of modular prefabricated studios. This new design allows
you to build a complete studio in the space
of a 2 -car garage that can be assembled
from pre- fabricated sections. This can then
be disassembled at any time and moved
to a new location.
You might think that this type of construction would have to skimp somewhere.
Oh contraire! Although each unit can be
modified (at additional cost), the basic design has soffits for speakers and video
monitors, front and rear bass soak dampeners, floating floor, carpet and wood
flooring, and all the cable runs and air plenum hookups that you could need. Plus,
if you need something special, the basic
design can be modified at a moderate additional cost.
This design would be ideal for media recording studios and in -house advertising
or corporate facilities that are located in
high-rise office buildings. Due to the fact
that it is not a permanent fixture, it may
be considered for tax purposes as an
equipment purchase instead of a leasehold
improvement. See your accountant for further details.
What makes this all the more interesting is that RMS claims that the pricing is
very competitive with fixed installations.
Circle (101) on Rapid Facts Card

A "CUTE" SOLUTION
Hey, give us a break; not all the head-

lines can be as good as the products they
introduce. For example, take the new SB2300 Studio Headphone System Controller
from Artefx. Until now, if you wanted a
headphone distribution system of very
high quality, you probably had to build it
yourself.
REP's editor al consultant and a Los
Angeles -based free -lance writer. Fred Jones is an audio industry observer and a Los Angeles-based free-lance writer.
Laurel Cash-Jones is

Each SB -2300 has connectors for four
headphones, a mode selector switch (stereo, mono left, mono right and mix mono),
and left and right high wattage wire
wound level controls.
Heavy-duty -type isolation resistors and
user replaceable internal fuses help protect the headphones in use, regardless of
how many boxes or headphones are connected.
Each SB -2300 is built on a solid -steel
chassis with integrated handles to protect
the jacks and controls from breakage, and
a mounting bracket is supplied to attach
it to a mic stand without disassembling the
box.
Circle (102) on Rapid Facts Card

RACK 'EM UP
Of all of the rack -mountable mixers

that
we've come across, the Mackie Designs
CR -1604 is one of the slickest. First, the
mixer can be rack -mounted, or used as a
table -top mixer, depending on how you
adjust the rear panel. This panel can be
turned at a 90° angle, which allows the
versatility of mounting options. The rear
panel contains all of the connectors for the
mixer.
The unit is a 16 -line input, stereo bus
output mixer with six built -in mic pre amps. An additional option. It has a stereo output and a second set of alternate or
"preview" outputs that you can switch between by utilizing the dual function mute
switch.
In one mode, this mute switch is used
to route the signal to the preview stereo
bus, while in the other, it is a standard
mute switch. It also sports seven auxiliary
sends per channel, and 4 stereo auxiliary
returns. It also has an in -place solo system

and what Mackie calls a "constant power
pan pot:' This is said to produce the same
signal level in the center position as when
it is panned to any position. Plus, it has
a very unique gain structure: Each line input is adjustable from -20dB to +4dB and
the mic inputs are adjustable from -60dB
to +4dB.

Here is where things get interesting.
Each fader has a center detent position,
which (if you have set the correct input
level) is unity gain. You might think that
a detent in the fader path would be a little annoying while you are mixing, but remember, you only go past the detent if
you need to really push the signal past a
unity setting. (You can go another 20dB
above the detent.)
As you can see, if you are a little clever
in the use of the signal flow of this seemingly 16x2 mixer, you could do some pretty interesting things. From a sonic point
of view, this thing shines. The dynamic
range is a reported 112dB, with 90dB S/N
ratio. The maximum output of this unit is
+28dBu. The mic pre -amps are studio grade, 48V phantom powered, 4- transistor
op -amp combination and are extremely
clean. The 3 -band EQ is set up as follows:
high end, +15dB shelving at 12kHz; mid,
+12dB peaking at 2.5kHz; low, +15dB
shelving at 80Hz. All have a very wide and
musical Q.
It is also nice to see that someone has
finally put high quality components in this
type of product. All of the potentiometers
are of a third generation, precision, high technology sealed design. You will appreciate this after you have used it for a
few years in an environment where there
is a lot of smoke or dust. You'll also appreciate the fact that every CR -1604 is
hand -made in the USA.
Never have we seen so many features
with so much quality in one compact little mixer for less than $1,100. Check this
Bt
one out.
Circle (103) on Rapid Facts Card
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ESE interface
The ES-244 is a bidirectional IHF -to -PRO
level /impedance interface. The unit features four independent amplifiers, which
provide full stereo input and output interfacing, RF shielding and output level adjustments. List price is $179. A single or
dual rack -mount panel option is $35.

eight audio groups, pan pot switches out
of circuit, a high -power headphone amp
and 12 VU meters. List price for the 40input model is $59,500.
Circle

(111)

JBL SR4700 loudspeakers

Soundcraft Spirit consoles

Circle (110) on Rapid Facts Card
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The Datum series consists of a range of
4- and 8-bus consoles available in three
configurations: studio recording, sound
reinforcement and stage monitoring; four
frame sizes are available in each. Other
features include up to 48 inputs on most
configurations, inputs with sweep EQ and
up to eight aux sends, separate tape input
sockets on all inputs, and EQ and aux
sends on all tape monitors. The recording
console features a meter bridge; the sound
reinforcement and monitor consoles have
metering on modules with meter bridge
optional. An FX return module provides
two mono returns and one stereo.
Circle (112) on Rapid Facts Card

Amek /TAC console
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Circle (106) on Rapid Facts Card

Hill Audio mixing consoles
The six models of the SR4700 series of
loudspeakers feature titanium diaphragm
compression drivers with diamond surround, Bi- Radial horns and Vented Gap

The TAC SR6000 sound reinforcement
console is electronically balanced and incorporates parametric EQ, input metering,
stereo effects returns and a 10x8 output
matrix. It features 4 -band EQ with variable high -pass filter, eight VCA /mute
groups, an auxiliary send system from
eight to 16 sends and input metering on
every channel. Other features include

are available.

on Rapid Facts Card

Circle (109) on Rapid Facts Card

The Spirit Studio console is designed for
multitrack recording from 8- to 24- track,
and is available in 16x8x2 or 24x8x2
configurations. The Spirit Live console, for
sound reinforcement applications, is available in 8x3, 16x3 and 24x3 frame sizes;
an 8-channel expander is optional. Other
features include an integrated armrest /carrying handle, clear panel graphics and LED bar -graph metering.

tight grouping to form arced arrays when
used in multiples. Optional speaker covers

Renkus -Heinz C -1A loudspeaker

Cooling LF transducers. A 2- position toggle switch on the back of the cabinet permits 2dB of HF attenuation. Its passive
crossover networks contain switching
jacks, which permit bi- amplification. The
trapezoidal shape of the cabinets allows

The C -lA coaxial point source speaker system is designed for easy rigging in large
concert sound applications. It can be flown
in large, multiple column arrays. The CIA provides controlled dispersion and a
high output level, often reducing the number of cabinets required for smooth coverage throughout entire seating areas.
Circle (113) on Rapid Facts Card

Shure WA400
distribution system
The WA400 amplified antenna distribution
system is a 2- input /8-output system that
uses two antennas with as many as four
diversity wireless mic systems or eight
non -diversity systems. It removes the interference associated with multiple antennas in applications where several wireless
mics are required. Its critical components
are tightly specified so distortion and noise
are kept to a minimum, and intermodulation effects are eliminated. It operates with
all Shure wireless systems and most other wireless systems. It is rack -mountable,
and is supplied with connecting cables.
Net price is $583.50.
Circle (114) on Rapid Facts Card

power. The mic features a sensitivity of
13.5mV/Pa and an impedance of 1509
(balanced). A strain relief can be used to
securely clamp the unit's cable at the
desired length. Electronics attach to a rectangular or circular electrical plate for installation into any ceiling electrical box;
the electronics /plate assembly can be
mounted to an electrical handy box for
non-hanging applications. Suggested retail

price is $215.

ble with the CD format, the D740 has a
built -in PQ Editor that automatically
generates a table of contents, including
track numbers and exact running times.
It can be calibrated for all commonly operated audio levels, and features a dynamic
range of about 98dB and a frequency response of 20Hz to 20kHz.

Circle (115) on Rapid Facts Card

Audio-Technica mic
The PRO 101IE features a neodymium
magnet for high -energy output. A double dome diaphragm provides extended HF
response and a floating diaphragm
minimizes handling noise. A voice coil
wound with copper clad aluminum wire
offers low mass with high output. Its hypercardioid polar pattern ensures optimum
gain before feedback, and provides isola-

Circle (107) on Rapid Facts Card

Studer CD recorder
The D740 CD -R is a self -contained, singlepackage rack -mount digital recorder using Write Once optical media. Compati-

Crown mini condenser mic
The CM -30 miniature, supercardioid electret unit operates with 12V-48V phantom
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30005 & B T.C. ELECTRONICS DEALER FEATURING THE T.C. 2290
AKG ADR 68K DIGITAL REVERB ROLAND R-880 DIGITAL REVERB &
1660 DIGITAL E.Q.
CONDENSOR MICS BY JOSEPHSON, AKG,
GROWN, NEUMANN, SONY & SENNHEISER APPLE MACINTOSH
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SALES

AKAI A.D.A.M. 12 -TRACK
DIGITAL AUDIO RECORDER
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AUDIO INVENTORY

PRO

XI( ()N, DUX,
PROCESSORS BY FVENTIDI,
SYMETRIX, VALLEY PEOPLE, ALESIS, T.C. ELECTRONICS & AUDIO LOGIC D.A.T. FEATURING
SONY, TASCAM, CASIO AND OTHER LEADING
PROFESSIONAL BRANDS SAMPLERS FEATURING THE AKAIS -1000 & S1000HD, THE ROLAND
S -770, S -550, & S -330, THE EMU EMAX II, EllI &
INTRODUCING D.A.R. DIGITAL
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TASCAM ATR -80 JAPAN'S FINEST 2" 24 -TRACK

723 SEVENTH AVENUE (THIRD FLOOR)
NEW YORK CITY 10036 (212) 719 -2640
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between artists during performances
and while recording. It offers a 50Hz -to15,000Hz frequency response and a sensitivity of -56.4dBm.
Lion

Circle (116) on Rapid Facts Card

through connectors; all inputs and outputs
use 1/4 -inch phone jacks. The P120 is ULlisted, and is housed in an all- metal, rack mount chassis occupying two standard
spaces.
Circle (119) on Rapid Facts Card

Electro-Voice cardioid mic
The RE27N /D dynamic mic is intended
for broadcast applications with digital
source material and for studio miking applications. Using E -V's N /DYM and
Variable -D technologies, the RE27N /D
features internal shock-mounting and multifrequency equalization. The mic is an update of the RE20, and provides a crisper
high -end sound while retaining the advantages of the RE20.

Sony compressor/limiter

and parametric EQ
The MU -L021 compressor/limiter restricts
dynamic range to facilitate the processing
signals with wide level variations. Its 2-

Circle (117) on Rapid Facts Card

speaker cabinets. Built -in heat sinks provide high heat dissipation without a fan based cooling system.
Circle (134) on Rapid Facts Card

Tripp Lite line conditioner
The LC -1200 regulates voltage and conditions power lines for operating sensitive
electronic equipment. It provides up to
1,200W of power from four Isobar spike protected ac output receptacles. Two isolated filter banks provide protection and
guard against interference. It features a
12A circuit breaker and a heavy -duty ac
power cord. Complete spike, line noise
and RFI /EMI filtering are built -in; external surge suppression is unnecessary. Suggested retail price is $249.
Circle (132) on Rapid Facts Card

Roland MIDI cuing box
The SBX-1000 provides SMPTE-based synchronization of MIDI events for film and
video editing; a built-in sequencer controls
external MIDI devices. A Cue Sheet function stores data at a resolution of 1/4frame for up to 30,000 events, with a name
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for each event. Data can be entered by
step input or in real time. The sequencer
offers 16 tracks and a capacity of 100,000
notes. Tempo Control provides several
methods of tempo data programming;
tempo data for up to 32 songs can be
stored internally.
Circle (108) on Rapid Facts Card

Yamaha P120 amp
The P120 is a single -channel, 200W (411
rating) amp featuring a 7 -band graphic
equalizer for feedback control and tonal
shaping. A limiter is included to prevent
clipping. Forced air cooling is used to reduce component deterioration. It provides
-20dBm and +4dBm inputs with loop-
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channel design makes it possible to have
independent or linked processing of both
channels. A noise-gate section can be triggered by feeding an external control signal to the Gate In jack. Frequency response is 20Hz to 20kHz, ± ldB, and the
S/N ratio is 95dB. The MU -E041 parametric equalizer is a 4 -band with variable center frequencies. The boost /cut range can
be switched between ±6dB and ±12dß.
The reference output level is fixed at
+4dB; the maximum output level is
+20dB. Suggested retail price of the MUL021 is $799; the MU -E041 is $699.

Milab condenser mic
Designed for live sound applications, the
LSR-2000 mic provides a maximum SPL
of 133dB before saturation, and operates
at 12V-52V phantom power. A silicone

Circle (129) on Rapid Facts Card

ESE

distribution amp

The ES-246 quad 1x6 features balanced
I /Os via terminal block connectors; an
XLR connector rear panel is optional.
Specs include +20dB maximum gain;
60011 or 100kí1, +21dBm maximum input
level; 6000 balanced or unbalanced,
+23dBm maximum output level; and a
frequency response of 20Hz- 20,000Hz,
±0.25dB. Suggested list price is $395; the
XLR option is $200.
Circle (130) on Rapid Facts Card

Alesis compressor,
reference amp
The 3630 is a dual -channel compressor/limiter equipped with switchable
RMS /peak and hard knee /soft knee styles.
Dual 12- segment LED meters display gain
reduction and I/O levels. The RA-100 reference 100W/channel power amplifier features an electronically delayed turn -on and
rapid turn-off circuitry to prevent transient
signals from damaging monitors or other

rubber capsule cradle cuts out hand noise;
its transformerless circuitry provides consistently detailed sound. Primarily designed as a hand-held vocal microphone,
it may also be used in instrumental applications.
Circle (123) on Rapid Facts Card

Yorkville Sound enclosures
The Pulse 153 3 -way speaker system is an
updated version of the 250W, 8ít HP-150.

HEAVY
DEALS
x15-inch Eminence woofer,
a 7 -inch zoned conical horn with -inch
titanium driver, and a Leson tweeter. The
Pulse 253 is a larger 500W enclosure with
two 15 -inch speakers, one horn and two
tweeters. The Pulse 283 300W enclosure
features two 8-inch Eminence speakers, an
RCF horn and a Leson tweeter. All enclosures offer advanced crossover designs
and 3/i -inch plywood construction.
It features a

1

1

Circle (120) on Rapid Facts Card

Community CSX57 loudspeaker
The 3 -way CSX57 has a power capacity
of 300Wr,s and 750W program. and a
frequency response of 40Hz to 18kHz. At
the midrange level, it is horn -loaded to enhance directivity, and uses a -inch ferrofluid compression driver with a titanium
1

Several I /Os for connecting tape machines. and auxiliary send and monitoring capabilities make the consoles suitable for studio applications. A separate
19 -inch power supply unit is included.

r

Circle (121) on Rapid Facts Card

Comprehensive mic mixer
The MM -3100 electronic field production
mixer combines three balanced input signals and permits these combinations to be
changed regardless of the differences in
the signal generator. Each signal has individual volume control with calibrated
scales. The one balanced mic output is
switchable +4/ -20dBu output level. Other features include Master gain control, a
battery check switch, a headphone amp
with separate volume control and an external ac /dc power socket. A padded carrying case with Velcro closures is made
of waterproof Cordura. List price of the
MM -3100 is less than $400; the case is $59.
Circle (122) on Rapid Facts Card

Crown Macro -Reference amp
The Macro- Reference amp is a 20 -bit digital unit that features a standard analog input augmented by a plug -in input that will
accept modules capable of working with
many digital formats. It is operable in
bridged /mono or parallel /mono modes,
and can drive roads rated as low as a single ohm. An internal bandwidth of 3Hz100,000Hz, ± 1.5dB, eliminates the possibility of transient intermodulation or
slewing- induced distortion. Other specs include a power rating of 760W/channel at
89, 0.02% THD and a S/N ratio of 120dB.
Suggested retail price is $3,500.

diaphragm to withstand constant high
SPLs. High frequencies are directed to a
horn -loaded PZT driver that receives signals from the passive crossover beginning
at 10kHz. Maximum SPL is 128dB; sensitivity measures 102dB SPL /1W /]m.
PowerSense fuseless circuitry protects
against system overload. Suggested retail
price is $695.
Circle (118) on Rapid Facts Card

Dynacord MCX series consoles
l'he 4800 live and recording mix consoles
are available in 16. 24 and 32 channels
with eight submixes down to two channels. The 32x8x2 is especially suited for
recording applications. The 4800 has a
steel design and retrofit multicore system;
all consoles feature a modular design.

wowt

Circle (125) on Rapid Facts Card

light
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JLCooper synchronizer
The PPS-2 is an updated version of the
PPS-1 synchronizer. It reads and generates
SMPTE time code and converts SMPTE
into MTC or Direct 'l'ime Lock. It also
reads and generates JLCooper's Smart FSK
sync, and converts it into MIDI clock with
song position pointer. New features include jam sync, which provides SMPTE
regeneration capability for tape duplication and time code repair; flywheeling,
which protects against tape dropouts; and
Auto -Merge. Optional PPS -2 Remote Software lets the user enter a start time for
striping SMPTE. Suggested list price of the
PPS-2 is $169.95; the software is $14.95.
Circle (128) on Rapid Facts Card
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MEDIA
APRS reference book

Magic Boxes catalog

duction and control room interfaces and
a brief review of log editing and system
configuration.

The 1991 catalog contains products such
as Digital Flicker generators; miniature
2,000W, 5,000W and 10,000W Dimmers;
Shadowmaster Plus, a flicker /dimmer unit
with chaser/tracer functions; Lampdog, an
hour timer and key-switch unit; and the
Batt-laster, a unit that discharges, tests and
maintains nicad, lead -acid and other bat tery packs.

Circle (137) on Rapid Facts Card

The Association of Professional Recording
Services has published the 1991 edition of
the "Guide to Recording in the U.K" The
book provides details of more than 100
sound recording and post -production facilities and mobiles, and pressing and
duplicating facilities. A biography section
of leading music producers is included. Entries feature a photo and list of services,
equipment and charges. Edge -of -page
symbols highlight key features.

Shure has published a 25 -page catalog of
sound reinforcement, recording and
broadcast products, featuring information
and specifications on Shure's product lines
including the VP88 stereo mic, Beta series
mics and L series wireless systems. It is
free of charge.
Circle (136) on Rapid Facts Card

Pearson Technologies

Circle (135) on Rapid Facts Card

Magna-Tech data sheet
A 2 -page data sheet on the Series 10,000
Electronic Interlock Magnetic film recorders and reproducers for motion picture
post -production lists basic features and information on the film drive system, the
reel spindle drive, magnetic heads and
other parameters.

A catalog describes the 15 fiber -optic
workshops and seminars available from
Pearson. The workshops cover the aspects
of using fiber optics for data transmission.
Theoretical knowledge and hands -on
training are stressed. All courses include
extensive note packages of reference
materials.

Circle (139) on Rapid Facts Card

Circle (140) on Rapid Facts Card

Computer Concepts demo disk
The DCS demo disk for the Digital Commercial System is available in IBMcompatible format on 5.25- or 3.5 -inch diskettes. It simulates a walk through the DCS
production studio and control room. It also
includes an overview of the product, pro-

Shure products catalog

seminar catalog
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for more information
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Stewart amplifiers

a parameter in steps over a given range
and generates a family of curves. List price
is $195.
Circle (131) on Rapid Facts Card

against sweat and spray, and a 3 -layer
windscreen. It measures 4mmx16.1mm
and contains a specially designed clip to
avoid mechanical /surface noise. A line of
accessories is also available.
Circle (142) on Rapid Facts Card

Electro -Voice floor monitor

The PA -1200 and PA-1500 are dual monaural amps featuring Switch Mode Power
Supply, which recharges at 120,000 times
per second; capacitors must supply only
3% -5
of the total output power. Each
chassis contains two independent amps,
each with its own power supply, sharing
the ac power cord and cooling fan. If a
fault condition shuts down one channel,
the remaining channel continues to operate unaffected. A circuit monitors the current drawn from the power supply, but
does not affect the amp's output until the
load impedance falls below 1/2t1.

The FM-12C is a 2 -way coaxial system designed to provide live stage monitoring in
areas with limited space. It delivers 200W
long-term power with 800W peaks. It features a 12 -inch cast-frame woofer, coupled
to a Super Dome HF driver, which provides
controlled response to 18kHz. The sealed
enclosure is made of roto- molded polyethylene; its shape allows for 35 °, 45° and
50° orientations to the floor. Full -range
monitoring is provided in a package that
weighs less than 30 pounds.

Tascam CD player

The CD -301 features balanced and unbalanced outputs, hard-wired 10 -key remote control and a 20- program memory.
Two CD -301s can be joined together and
pre -programmed by a Link function,
which allows each unit to be started and
stopped by the other for continuous playback. It features a center -drawer design
and built -in rack -mounts. Retail price is

Circle (126) on Rapid Facts Card

$549.
Circle (133) on Rapid Facts Card

Soundtracs console lines
The Megas Mix is a general -purpose console for applications where a maximum
of four group buses is sufficient. The Megas Stage is a dedicated sound reinforcement console with moving coil VU meters
and group mutes. The Megas Studio is a
dedicated recording console with 16 or 24
group buses, with or without patchbays;
it is fitted with MIDI mute automation. The
Quartz production console offers 104 real
inputs, integral MIDI muting and 24 buses.
The Sequel sound reinforcement console
features a 4-band parametric EQ with
high -pass filter.
Circle (127) on Rapid Facts Card

SpeakEasy loudspeaker
design tool
The Low Frequency Designer 1.0 is a
computer -aided design program, written
for IBM PCs and compatibles, that models
the LF performance of loudspeaker systems. It models five types of systems:
sealed HP, vented HP, sealed-vented BP,
double- vented BP and series -vented BR. It
calculates and plots the magnitude response and displacement for each type of
system. It also calculates a set of driver
and box parameters, alters the value of
selected driver and box parameters, varies

Circle (124) on Rapid Facts Card

AT field production package
AudioTechnica has introduced a stereo
field production package, containing the
AT4462 mixer, the AT825 X/Y stereo field
recording microphone and the AT804
ominidirectional dynamic. The package is
designed to give users an equipment combination for almost any application in the
field.
Circle (144) on Rapid Facts Card

Sanken COS -11BP mic
battery -pack version of the company's
COS-11 lavalier, the COS-11BP is designed
A

for field or remote applications. The mic
operates with AA batteries or 12V-52V
phantom power, contains a vertical diaphragm for greater effective area and
highest performance and protection
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CUTTING EDGE
Continued from page
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JVC parametric EQ
JVC's DS- LC900U digital parametric controller and equalizer is designed to emulate the feel of an analog EQ. Using a FIRtype digital filter, the unit provides 28 fixed

DIGITAL DOMAIN
Continued from page 22

ROADWORK
Continued from page 95

need to share the same hardware.
One of the advantages of sharing hardware is that all users could access the same
central sound library. SSL, NED and others
are already working in this area. Unfor-

well; in fact some of the cabinets once fell
five feet off a truck and nothing happened
to them. The flying hardware is extremely easy to use and they sound great:' Both

tunately, multi -user systems are difficult to
design, because of the difficulty to find a
true multi -user operating system capable

l

of performing the amount of simultaneous real -time operations that audio re-

quires.
A NEW WARMING TREND

frequencies available over four overlapping bands, which provides a total of 54
EQ points. In addition to shifting center
frequency, response sharpness and level
boost /cut can be varied. I /Os include JVCDAS, AES /EBU and SDIF -2. An RS-232 -C
port allow the DS-LC900U to be controlled
via a personal computer.
Circle (141) on Rapid Facts Card

Nady 1200 wireless
The Nady 1200 VHF wireless microphone
system features a mic ball sleeve with a
modular plug that snaps into the unit's microphone casing, allowing users to switch
capsules without soldering. Three standard mic elements are available Shure
SM 58, Electro -Voice N/D 757 and E-V
N/D 357 or the company will custom install a user's preferred mic element into
the system. Up to 20 systems can be used

-

-

on a single stage, according to the company, and lavaliers can be added to the system. Users can custom -select a frequency

when ordering.
Circle (143) on Rapid Facts Card
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me purists harp about the nee for
greafèr sampling rates. Sure, hig
sampling rates would bè nice, but let's not forget the fact that our release format has a
fixed sampling rate of 44.1kHz. And, if you
didn't already know, sample rate conversion is a destructive process.
So, what will it take to get die -hard analog enthusiasts interested? How about an
all -tube analog front -end for a digital recorder? Before you laugh, think again.
Everyone knows that the A/D circuit is
one of the most critical parts of the conversion process. Tube processors are
cherished because of the warmth they
bring to sound.
When was the last time you heard someone refer to digital as warm? But what
about the noise floor? Aren't tubes noisy?
Not necessarily; a well -filtered power supply fronting a good tube design is capable of more than 110dB dynamic range.
Finding a digital recorder with a lower
noise floor could be difficult considering
16-bit products are capable of a S/N ratio
with a theoretical limit of 96dB. David
Manley already markets such a product
with 20 -bit equivalent resolution.

Although manufacturers are presently
hard at work on second- and third generation products, it's good to note that
many of the current products have been
on the market for more than three years.
Because workstations are software -based,
manufacturers are able to continue making improvements without requiring the
users to buy all new hardware. This is one
of the biggest advantages of tapeless production.
The winners will be the companies that
provide the flexibility and ease of use of
analog, combined with the incredible new
functionality that digital technology can
offer. The race is on

....

the main and stage systems are powered
by Carver 1250 and 2.0 amplifiers. Wedges
are Klipsch's 2 -way (passive crossover)
KSM1 that sport a 15 -inch ported woofer
and a 1.5 -inch compression driver. Walker consoles are utilized in both FOH and
on stage. Recent equipment purchases include a Whirlwind 42 -pair blue Belden
snake and Klark Teknik Quad limiters and
noise gates.

Odds and Ends: Sound reinforcement
company Frank Mayes & Associates
just purchased another high -end 40channel ATI Paragon universal mixing
console. This is FM's second Paragon purchase this year ... London's Nomis Studios has become the first rehearsal hall
in the U.K. to install Ramsa's WR -S840
monitor console. Two of the 840s were
supplied by distributor Britannia Row for
the six -studio complex. Nomis also employs the T.C. Electronic 1128 programmable EQ system ... Clair Bros. (Lititz, PA)
had a very slow late winter season. For
awhile only two of its many systems were
out working. The two tours
Sting and
Paul Simon
feature the new Coherent
Transfer drive system and have been drawing rave reviews for audio quality (see the

-

-

article on Clair's Coherent Transfer System
in this issue) ... Proshow USA (Bellevue,
WA) just purchased 24 Electro -Voice MT4 main cabinets, bringing its MT-4 inventory up to 96 boxes. 56 MTs are for touring; the rest are installed at the Kingdome
in Seattle. Proshow also recently purchased a Soundcraft Delta monitor console ... A MacPherson LPM-2 monitor rig
was recently delivered to ABC (Burbank,
CA) for use on Rick Dees's "Into The
Night" Chicago's Media Control purchased
a complete 16 -box MacPherson main system and a 12 -mix MacPherson monitor rig
... Loudspeaker manufacturer Community Light & Sound just released the new
RM220 electronically controlled stage
monitor. It is horn -loaded with two 8-inch
speakers, a 2 -inch compression driver and
a 1 -inch feedback -sensing, wavefrontcoherent driver.

FOR SALE
BOOKS BY MAIL
AUDIO -VIDEO -ELECTRONICS -MUSIC
Books, Tools, Software, T-shirts, Video, Toys
for a free catalog call 24 hours.

1- 800 -899 -5940
Sound Words
6532 Cornell. Indpls., IN 46220-n46

WHAT COULD YOU HAVE IN COMMON WITH:
HIT FACTORY-NY, HIT FACTORY -LONDON, POWER STATK)N, LARRABEE
SOUND, BATTERY STUDIOS, GEORGETOWN VASTERS, THE TCY
SPECIALISTS, DREAMHIRE, STUDIO FX (SYDNEY'. STEVIE B, JON BON
JOVI, AND MANY OTHER OF THE WORLD'S FINEST STUDIOS, MASTERING
LABS, RENTAL COMPANIES, AND TOP RECORDING ARTISTS?

i

The Studio POP Filter
A

Great Improvement on a Good Idea!
Open up the sound of your vocals
and voice ovens without annoying
"POPS'' ruining your best take'
Standard mic stand
adaptor with threaded
brass insert
One piece plastic rims.

5" diameter -,n sky blue
or black

Only

$2400
With optional
Clamp and
Gooseneck

seen

ONE YEAR GUARANTEE

Piss shipping

AUDIO VISUAL ASSISTANCE
565 Sherwood Road,
Shoreview, MN 55126
Phone: 612-481-9715

1
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AVAILABLE AT
REDUCED PRICES
Audio

Design Research; Audio Kinetics O- locks, Pacers, & var. interfaces; B
& O; BGW; Calrec mics; Cipher Digital;
Dolby 365F; Dynex; Eventide H969; Harrison Pro 7; Hill amps; HME wireless;
Dyaxis; KRK; MDB; Micmix; Orban; Sony
wireless, MXP2000: Soundcraft 200 BNE;
SMPL; Valley 610; White x- overs; & lots
+

of used gear.

WESTLAKE AUDIO / (213)851 -9800

IN STOCK & WAITING FOR A NEW HOME ..
FAIRCHILD 670s, TeleFunken 250s, 251s, Piltecs, Teletronix
LA-2As, API CONSOLES, EQs, 4 x Telefunken U47s.

If you want it... we've got at least three.

WE ALWAYS HAVE TUBE NEUMANNs and AKGs, TJBE COMFRESSORS
& EQUALIZERS....PULTECS, LANGs, FAIRCHILD. API, NEVE, LA -2As ETC.
WE BUY, SELL AND TRADE-LIST YOUR FOR SALE EOU'PMENT FREE!!
WE HAVE LISTINGS ON CONSOLES AND 24 TRACKS, NEVE, SSL, AMEK,

TRIDENT, API, OTARI, STUDER AND MCI....

THE CONNECTION, THE SOURCE, THE PROFESSIONALS
TEL: 617 -784 -7610
FAX: 617- 784 -9244
Circle (69) on Rapid Facts Card

TUBE MICS

STUDIO WIRING

Only the finest in tube mies bought and sold.

LEARN SOLDERING

Call Bill Bradley

MAKE CABLES LIKE THE PROS
$39.95 PLUS SHIP & HAND

(216) 723.6494
FAX (216) 723 -6595

THE BEST VALUES IN
USED EQUIPMENT
Yamaha DMP7 and Sony MXP 3000 mixers
Ramsa WR8420 21 mono, 7 stereo, 4 tape
Adam Smith 2600 series, large selection Call
Akai S1000 Digital Sampler
Otarl MiR9024 24 track JBL 4430 speakers
Fostex 8 & 2 Irk ATRs, Sync, TC & mixers

Equalizers, compressors, amps & more!
The Best Values n Quality, used auáo equipment are in we
FREE catal 'Cal Faxa Write bda
I

MICOR VIDEO
5545 N Clark Sheet. Chicago. Illinois 60640 -1222
312 334 4300 Telex 910 240 9449 Fax 312 334 4385

VIDEO

RMS

RECORDING MAINTENANCE SERVICE
7161 Lindley "100 -201

Reseda. CA 91335

818-609-7915

Studio Liquidation Sale

STUDERS
A80 Mk -IV 24 trk, low hours, mint
this is the newest A80 in the U.S.
A810 w/center code track
B67, new heads, excellent

TRIDENT 80B

blonde English Ash trim, beautiful
18 months old, new condition

PLUS

Dolby SR, Neuman, Pultec, Lexicon,
JBL, AKG, Hafler, Yamaha, Valley,
too much to list

EVERYTHING NEGOTIABLE
Steve Payne (804) 222 -5905

SONEX -SOURCE
58 NONOTOCK ST., NORTHAMPTON. MA 01060

-

Your Source 'or Sonex Acoustical Foam'

Best Prices

Nationwide Delivery

800-484-1003 Ext. 0032
413-584-7944
Order
Fax or ilex
Credit Cards Accepted

FOR OVER 10 YEARS

YOUR BEST BUY IS USED

RECORDING EQUIPMENT
SYE MITCHELL SOUND

22301 CASS AVE.

WOODLAND HILLS, CA 91364
(818) 348 -4977

FAX: (818) 704 -7031
May 1991
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B

FOR SALE

TEF ANALYZERS for rent, USED TEFs FOR SALE

Excellent selection and rices
Also we broker STUDIO EQUIPMENT

SUMMER CLEARANCE

m cs.

EXPERIENCEDiA UDIO

¢gins Audio EMChang¢cB.A.E.n.,

1K MCI
600 m(_ :jles several
110's all formats
650 MCI
414E8 P48
U87 - Like new
5.5K Neumann
Allision Fadex -32Ch. Automation
27.5K Neumann KM -84
Amek
2500 -36 input/no auto
several models
CALL Neve
Ampex ATR 100 series /several
MX70's
45K Otani
Ampex ATR 124- 24trk. /like new
MX80's
CALL Otani
Ampex MM1200's /16&24trk's
A80 Mklll
725pr Studer
160's in pairs
dbx
sped
CALL Telefunken 251
140's several in stock
EMT
Fostex
4035 &4030sync &control 1350 Over 600 items available!!!
CAL
Fostex
E16- 16trk's /15 &30ips
23K
Harrision 3232-w /Autoset/32input
750 P.O. Box 101238
PEQ -2 /Pultec style
Lang
8.2K Nashville, TN 37224
Lexicon 480L-2Reverbs in one

8582 US Hywy 2C

B,

E

vs.

a65.'

iN

(219) 522-8346 OR FAX (219) 533-8800

CALL

Vocal Stressor

ADR

consoles. tape recorders etc

Contact Bill Landow (the TEF Broker)

CALL
1 2K

AKG

400
CALL
CALL
CALL
24 5K

Power supplies

for alnufst any tube microphone.
If you want your inic to sound the very best,
get it a new power supply. From
Call Bill Bradley

(216) 723.6494
Fax (216) 723 -6595

flee

.

Blevins Audio Exchange

(800)899 -2234 or (615)242 -0599

FOR RENT OR SALE
Soundcraft 800B 40x8x8x2
Ray Pro Sound
1902 Wharton Rd.
Jenkintown, PA 19046

FAX

Circle (58) on Rapid Facts Card

D.A.T.

215 -885 -8885

"The Incredible Clamp"

In Stock:

M -4

0,1z,

Unbreakable
Slip Proof
Lock Design
Quick Release
Telescopic
Adjustment
Arm

M-1

Digital Audio Tape In Stock
Analog Tape, Audio Accessories
Phone In Order, Ship Same Day

Great Quality

-

Great Price

Call us at

(313) 662 -0669
for prices on tapes & duplicating

74
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FLEX -EZE-

.1

GIANT

lAt.
Air

54" x 54"

Immediate
Shipping

lik

2" Reg 529 95 Now 519.99.3" Reg S39 95 Now $29.99!
KILL NOISE QUICK! High performance, full -size
sheets of high density Markerfoam. EZ mount. Blue
or gray. Super -effective sound absorption for studios.

1- 800 -537 -3491

Request Foam -Buyers Guide Catalog. specs & tree samples tocav
VISA MC AMEX COD PURCHASE ORDERS 0TV DISCOUNTS

MARKERTEK BLADE TILES'"
HIGH PERFORMANCE
LOW. LOW COST!
53.49 per toe 16k16x2

Pads
Fax 412 -344 -0818

America s best acoustic tae
value. only born Markertek'
Blue or gray Also avadab e
16x 16x3' as shown 54.49 e

11111111111

ÿ

lk

,

' foam adhesre
FREE with any Foam pur-

MARKERSTIK

ßU

chase m this ad' Limited offer
A $5.95 per tube value

SIZES:
10"

Audio Tape Distributors & Duplicators

Circle (59) on Rapid Facts Card

APIUNNESIVE!
MARKERFOAM ' ACOUSTIC FOAM

WARNING -Don t buy ow density bed size mattress loam mat
has no sound absorbing properties or specs Markedoam o'lers
best value looks prolessionaI 5 is proven in studios worldwide

Unlimited
Positioning
Shock
Absorption

World Class Tapes
670 Airport Blvd., Suite 1
P.O. Box 7611
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48107
(313) 662 -0669
(1- 800 -365 -0669 outside Michigan)

SALE!

20
olk

No Creak
No Glare
No Ridges

Smooth Texture
Black Finish
Stable Positioning
Standard Mic Threads

Products by

Ac-cetera

Ac- cetera, Inc.
3120 Banksville Rd.

Pittsburgh, PA 15216
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SONEX
:iirritill=
¡ ..,
tttxmttttt
OMMil

All the colors and sizes
plus great prices!

Get our FREE 150 -page catalog of
over 5,000 exclusive and hard -tofind supplies for audio & video.

x800- 522 -2025

America's most unique
for uvidatalog

MAR ERTEK
SUPPLY

145UISterAve Saud..
New York 12477
U _

VIDEO
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FOR SALE,

con't.

STUDIOWORKS

WHY

Recording & Broadcast Equipment

FACTORY DIRECT PRICES
ON 3M & AMPEX TAPE
AKG

ALLEN &

IIEATII
FOSTEX

JBL /UREI
LEXICON

RAMSA
SENNIIEISER

NEUMANN
OTARI

SOUNDTRACS
VALLEY INT'L

Over 70 Professional Lines!

SONY
Professional Audio

(800)438 -5921
(704)375 -1053
Sony used & demo sale
Sony 3036 loaded 32 /non -auto. $52K w /warranty.
Sony 3036 loaded 36 ,/nitn & bard drive. $75K.

Parting out Ampex MM1000
2" 16 trk recorder.
Heads, guides, motors, 440
electronics, power supplies, etc.

Contact Kevin (415) 255 -8442

GO

ANYWHERE ELSE

FOR ANYTHING AUDIO...

...when we carry a full range of professional audio and video
equipment to match every application and budget. With a focus on
personal service, and competitive pricing we can help you get the job
done easily S cost -effectively. Put our team to work for you and start
saving time and money today!
Take a look at some of our high quality lines...
ADAMS -SNII
All \; \ -kl ), \I : \I -l'I I:\ ALDII) AKAI AKG AMPEX
I

I

I

TAPE APHEX ART ASHLY AUDIO AUDIO- KINETICS BSS BRUEL &
KJAER COMMUNITY LIGHT & SOUND
dbx DDA DIC DAT
DRAWMER EVENTIDE FOSTEX GEPCO CML HAFLER HARDY
HILL AUDIO JOSEPHSONS ENGINEERING JUICE GOOSE KLARK-

TEKNIK

LEXICON MACKIE DESIGNS MILAB MOGAMI MRL
NEOTEK RANE SENNHEISER SOUNDMASTER SOUNDTRACS
SONY SUMMIT AUDIO SYMETRIX TANNOY T.C. ELECTRONICS
TCBI -I ( l I
L'RTLE BEACI I -YL; TEMS VALLEY l\"I II II
CALL FOR PRICES ON OUR NEW S USED EQUIPMENT SPECIALS
I

I

FOSTER R8, G16 & G24S AVAILABLE! SONY DAT IN STOCK! TANNOY PBM 6 5-SYSTEM 12 IN
STOCK!
DRAWMER DS201 GATES $759 DRAWMER 1960 STEREO TUBE MIC PRE /COMP
$2450 TUBE -TECH PE1C, CLIB, NOW IN- STOCK! SOUNDTRACS MRX, PC MIDI, & QUARTZ
IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE DDA CONSOLES SPECIALS AKAI SAMPLERS IN STOCK
SUMMIT EQUALIZERS COMPRESSORS MICS & PREAMPS IN STOCK
USED SPECIALS - 25 TUBE MICS IN STOCK NOW (2) TELE 251 E -LAM E MINT-CALL
(6) NEUMANN
U64 -CALL
NEVE 8068 32x24 -CALL
SSL 4040E /RECALL -CHEAP
TRIDENT 80C -CALL
TAC
SCORPIAN 36x12x24 W/BAYS $16K AUDIO FRAME CHEAP -CALL (2) MCI636 30x24 -AUTOCALL
TASCAM MS -16 PKGS START @ $5K FOSTEX B16D $GK (2) OTARI MTR-90 -II UNDER
$30K AMPEX ATR -102 $5K MCI JH -24 W /ALIII $22K STUDER A800 24 TRK -CALL AMS
AUDIOFILE (LOADED) $55K
24 TRACK 2" MACHINES STARTING
(2) U67 TUBE $4K AKG
$9K
TUBE $19K (NEW)
LEX 480L W/SAMPLING $9K
61 HAMMOND B3 W /LESLIE -MINT $3K
(2)
STUDER A80 MK IV 24 TRK UNDER $30K
HILL AUDIO DATUM CONSOLE 24x8x16 $10K
NEW AKAI SlOOO tID 4MEG $4K AMS RMX16 S5K CALL FOR LISTINGS!!!

a

THE DIGITAL AUDIO SOURCE

WHO USES THE

TUBE DIRECT
Walter Becker, George Massenberg,
Hugh Padgum, Stanley Clarke, Niko
Bolas, Ocean Way Recorders A &M
Records, Clint Black, Bonnie Raitt,

anything audio

professional audio and video systems
Equipment Sales

System Design

Installation

LIST YOUR FOR SALE EQUIPMENT WITH US FREE!!!

ALSO NOW AVAILABLE THE

TUBE MIC PRE -AMP
See Hugh Padgum interview
June 1990 issue

REP

DEMETER AMPLIFICATION/
INNOVATIVE AUDIO SYSTEMS

(213) 470 -6426

02210

Now You Can Afford
THE WORLD'S FINEST
AUDIO TRANSFORMERS

Browne, Crosby Stills, Nash, and
Young, Val Garay, Chet Atkins, Pete
Anderson, The Complex, Ry Cooder
Eddie Van Halan, Sting, & The Who

WHY NOT YOU?

63 MELCHER STREET BOSTON, MA
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Lyle Lovett, Brian Ahern, Jackson

THE TUBE DIRECT IS SIMPLY THE
BEST SOUNDING DIRECT BOX MADE!

CALL 617- 426 -2875
FAX 617- 426 -2763

Sony /MCI Trident
Tannoy Eventide
Yamaha Tubetech
Fostex Soundtracs
Beyer Roland Akai
Ramsa Panasonic

Mini Lease Program
New or used, trade-ins 24 -6U
months with buyout option
$5K -25k no financials
required min. 2 vrs in business

1- 800 -333 -2172

REICHENBACH ENGINEERING is now marketing their
Legendary audio transformers through
BAUER COMMUNICATIONS INC.
Reichenbach pioneered the technology giving you flat
group delay. and the besel response, with no overshoot or ringing Our low distortion core material
eliminates that muddy bottom end.
I

RE- 115K -E
RE -11P -1
RE -MB -C
RE -MB -D

$49.01

$46.66
$39.58
$69.23

25

Ion

40.46
38.69
32.82

31.26
29.75
25.24
44.15

57.41

ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES
INSIST ON A

REICHENBACH!
if t

i/

k

tf c'.vra77uNS,

Ph one (800) 627 -7277

Fax (818) 894-0715

formerly marketed as tense- transformers)
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FOR SALE
NEW, USED, DEMO EQUIPMENT

MITAM AUDIO
Foot Remote Control

"THE SOURCE"

16 Track
8 Track
Otari Sony /MCI Studer Etc.
Rec. Stop FF RW Zero Search
50 Foot Cord $250
Audio Arts (81 2) 423 -9248

24 Track

Play

sINCF 195'

CONSOLES
MULTI -TRACKS
MONITORS

AMPS
D.A.T.
MICS
EFFECTS
USED EQUIPMENT

USE
FI-E-P
CLASSIFIEDS

1470 Valle Vista Blvd.
Pekin, IL 61554

SINGERS!

REMOVE VOCALS

FROM RECORDS AND CDs!

The Mic Clamp
Super Cable Keepers
Atlas Stand Parts
Really Tall Mic Stand
Line to Mic Adapter
and so much more"

Ventura,

411

4

Box 106

CA

93002

-5557
AUDIO DEVICES (805)653

SING WITH THE WORLD'S BEST BANDS!

el

IMO

Buy

Sell

Service

Over 3000 items

BROADCAST

in

S10RE,INC.

inventory

3,4"

1

ADC TT PATCHBAYS

raw-maned. 144 point. lint' ntitl.
(
i
or,o)ln Sell $109.95 each.
Only i kit.
l or mort' $85.00.
RI Irfrni i', ,n dmLrhlr'.

Raman,

111

,

t

-

ti

Call

I.

i

Patrick Green

(916) 922 -5060

Loudspeaker Enclosure Design for the Macintosh,.
Di,pla), nnIunkl RnrymwIuunumilome\hxnmlnuwImpedan<eIaouplkla,
(aleulaln Im4wrtnimeman,IRnlangu4rkiraprmidalllenlDlmrnuan
i<alum. an;r Inner iban lu, eanm,lrr I nln \hukh I booed m l enled t ncbwm
l nln I1m, rnhm \lullipk Iln, m l enh Bent I rmunrr Ibign S149.00
I

I

MacSpeakerz
Tnr Image
1"

tin
I

ulmdldn. t ahennu 1212i

619.480.8961

ENDLESS WORD'
ADVERTISING PROMOTIONS
DISTRIBUTORS AND DEALERS WANTED
O.E M
ENDLESS CASSETTES 8 TELEPHONE ON -HOLD SYSTEMS
.

MADE IN U.S.A.- -OUR 14th YEAR
Call and hear the audio
Clear case allows visual inspection of tape & splice
clarity of our new On -Hold telephone tine adapter in combination with our Hold A -Call' Endless cassette player. also inquire about our new volume distributor
pricing on endless cassettes and On -Hold equpment

MANN ENDLESS CASSETTE INDUSTRIES
San Francisco. CA 94101
P. 0. Box 1347
Fax: (415) 387 -2425
(415) 221 -2000

REP
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CALL FOR EQUIPMENT FAX LISTING
EQUIPMENT LEASING AND SYSTEMS
SPECIALISTS -NEW AND USED COMPONENTS

EAR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO (602) 267-0600

SUPERCOUSTIC
ACOUSTIC FOAM

GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES IN THE COUNTRY
WE'LL BEAT ANY DEAL.

48"

48"

x

IMMEDIATE
SHIPPING

4 "- $27.50
Medium Blue or Custom Charcoal Colors.
Stop Sound Now! wish the Highest Density
Polyurethane Foam available anywhere.
Excellent sound proofing for all applications.
Custom colors arid sizes, also available.
Warning- Don't buy low dengity bed size mattress foam that has no sound absorbing properties or specs. Buy from the only company that
specializes in foam and Guarantees satisfaction)
Call now 'or FREE Catalog, Specs, 8 Samples

NATIONAL FOAM,
Ca' IN CA (213) 650-8906
6311 De Soto Ave.. Suite A

Woodland Hills. CA 91367

=
Chxk
c oD
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Reliable Music
Tascam

Soundcraft

Eventide

Otari

Yamaha

Technics

Panasonic

Ramsa

Stanton

Nakamichi

Alesis

Fostex

Neumann

AKG

Whirlwind

Shure

Crown

US Audio

AKAI

RTS

Countryman

BBE

Telex

ADC

Samson
Symetrix

Adam Smith

Monster

JBL
Tannoy
Zoom

Mogami

1

ii,m

Greens weep Productions

76

Oti

l':\

ti

LT Sound, Dept. RP- 3,7980 LT Parkway
24
Lithonia, GA 30058
2
LT Sound
Manufactured and Sold EzchMaaaMMl
4485
24 HOUR MOW DEMO LINE:1404

Burbank. CA 818.845 -7000
New York. N Y 212.268 -8800
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An Unlimited supply of Backgrounds from stardard
stereo records! Record with your voice or perform live
with the backgrounds. Used in Professional Performance
yet connects easily to a home component stereo. This
unique product is manufactured and sold Exclusively by
LT Sound - Not sold through dealers. Call or write for a
Free Brochure and Demo Record.

VIDEO /AUDIO /RF

Consign

I

1

2'- $15.50
3 "- $23.50

Cello/ write for e free cetelogi

BLACK

kl TI:II)L \T
\tit \\1

R.\I

NFFI

We offer a line of unique products described by
many as the most eclectic in the industry. Many
are our own design and manufacture. When you
need something special, call us.

Tall Mic Stand
RFI Trap
Boom Weight

u

(309) 346 -3161
800 -334 -8187
FAX 309 -346 -6431

WE'VE GOT THE GOODS!!

The Mic Pole
Cable Keepers
AKG Boom Parts

LARGEST SELECTION OF CONSOLES,
RECORDERS AND OUTBOARD EQUIPMENT

UREI

Auratone

Haffler

Carver

Used OTARI DP 4050 / 0M $4495.00

(704) 375 -8662

FOR SALE, con't.

db ' V--

S14 _incoln St.
Suite 103C
Boston, MA 02134

ENGI'JEERING
The oldest brokeron the East Coast
CONSOLES
SS L

I

24+ Tracks; Studer A800, $45K;

40E/G, $150K; 4048 A80, $20K; MCI JH24, $20K; JH16/
6064E & more, CALL. Neve 24, $14K; Otari MX80 call; MTR90
8048, S57K; 8033, $35K; II $30K Mitsubishi X850, ca11.16 Tr
Neotek Elite 44/24, $44K. MCI JI-24/16, $11K; Otari MTR90,
Trident 80B, $33K;CALL for prices $16K; Tascam MS16, $5.5K. 2 Tr
on Trident, API, Anek, DDA, Otari NTR -12, $4.5K, Studer A80,
,

&

.

Otari &Tascam authorized service

4C

TAC, MCI Harrison

THE
NEAT
WRAPPER

WE NEED YOUR CLEAN
USED 24 TRACK !!!

Soundcra-t. $3.5K; Ampex ATR -102; $5.9K.

MICROPHONES& etc.
Neumann U89, $1.4K; KM84, $275;
C-414EB/BULS from $500.TUBES:
TELE 251, Neumann M49, AKG
C12, call; AKG C12A, $1.5K; AKG
THE TUBE, $1.8K; KM56, $450.
Pultecs, CALL; Adams -Smith 2600
2 -mach sys, $5K; Zeta III, $2.2K.

immit Audio tube EQ & compressors, Eventide, Aphex, Tannoy,
Mllab, AKG & Adams -Smith. dbx noise reduction in stock.
(617)782-4833
List Your For -Sale Items Free II fax (61 7) 782 -4935

New sp3cials on S

Circle

``
C.3

SOUND REINFORCEMENT,
MULTI -TRACK RECORDING
DIGITAL AUDIO
SPECIALISTS
COMPETITIVE PRICES
EXPERT TECHNICAL
SUPPORT & SERVICE
DESIGN AND INSTALLATION

U

TekCom sells virtually every
product on the market with
mid -Atlantic excljsives on
the full line of Otan tape
recorders. Tridert and DDA
consoles. Disk Nix &
J
Cooper automation
systems, and ProDisk direct
to disk recording editing
system.

CI0

iY

CCAND

SOUND REINFORCEMENT
AND VIDEO SYSTEMS
HEADQUARTERS

(215) 426-6700

ORDER
1

-800 -522.5787

CALL FOR INFO

1708.336.6787

AUDIO
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HELP WANTED

VIDEO

SONY
.1NASONIC JVC
VICON
SHARP

BOGEN
DUKANE
HITACHI

0O

I

WANT YOU
BUY YOUR

REINFORCEMENT
GEAR FROM

GET YOURSELF A TAPE SUPPLY
CATALOG

OPUS

DAT RECORDERS
IN STOCK

Major NYC studio seeks audio chief engineer with knowledge and experience in
sweetening (mandatory). You will be
responsible for running the technical division of the audio dept. Send cover letter along with resume in confidence to:

Box #2228
Dept. ASW
New York, NY 10108 -3030

JOIN
1

1020 N.Delaware Ave.

Philadelphia PA

TIDY

RIP -TIE

CALL TO

ASHLEY HAFLER ATLAS
BRYSTON
JBL
ORBAN
CARVER
RANE
TOA
CROWN SHURE LEXICON
APOGEE
EV
PARADIGM
JUICE GOOSE

JAVELIN

EASY

Velcro Cable Wraps

.

1

FAST

on Rapid Facts Card

(641

THE LIST OF SATISFIED SOUND REINFORECMENT
CUSOMTERS: MARRIOT LINCOLNSHIRE, HOLIDAY
L,tì BEARS. WHEATON COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OF .L
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. US ARMY. US NAVY. AND MANY.

P.O.

'. +ANY MORE

SERVICES

.ALIG

\ED

.AUDIO INC.

SUPER QUALITY
101.

Audiophile Record Pressing
CD Replication
Real Time and High Speed

Cassette Duplication
Direct On -Shell Imprint in Colors

CO

:PLETE PACKAGES

Cal Today for your Free Catalogue

ea--

i

on

1

FAX

1

800 -669 -6561
718 -788--6969
718-4 9 9-0 4 21

MIMIN(;

A

STUDIO °°

STUDIO & ACOUSTICAL DESIGN
COMPLETE STUDIO PLANS
WIRING SYSTEM DESIGN
STUDIO INSTALLS & PRE -WIRING
OTARI & TASCAM SERVICE
Have your new room or facility designed
& built by audio professionals with over
20 years experience as mixers, producers, musicians & studio owners.

db ENGINEERING
Boston, MA (617) 782 -0648

MASTERING
REPLICATION

PRINTING

COMPLETE CD AND CASSETTE PRODUCTION
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FOR THOSE WHO HEAR THE DIFFERENCE
GRAPHIC DESIGN ART

STUDIO=

TOTAL PACKAGING

IMPERSONALIZED EXPERT

SERVICE=

212-333-5950
101
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SERVICES
RCA MICROPHONES -Repair
service on all models. Complete
sound and cosmetic restoration.
We also repair other ribbon types.
ENAK Microphone Repair, 420
Carew Avenue, Pitman, NJ 08071.
(609) 589 -6186.

K

EUROPA
MASTERING

/

SID

JBL
PS

*

AR

LOUDSPEAKERS -EXCLUSIVE
Warranty/Non Warranty Repair
Factory Authorized Center
Professional-High Fidelity
Four Day Turnaround For Stocked
Kits. All Work Done By Factory
Trained Technicians.

PRICE STEVENSON ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
15Ú1 Brnnd Rol Rd
Dowingtown. PA 19335 12151 3811083

MANUFACTURING

20 -year reputation for the finest quality.
Call for our information -packed brochure.

EUROPADISK, LTD.

"SUPERLATIVE SERVICE"
Swiss trained in servicing all open reel and
cassette tape recorders, CD players. and other
Studer /ReVox equipment. Over 12,000 units
serviced Nationwide since 1978. Fast 48.72
hour service w /90 day warranty. Huge parts
inventory. Capstan shaft resurfacing & head
relapping service. New & used machines
available w /warranty. Visa /MC.
STUDIO -SONICS CORP.
2246 N. Palmer Dr., #100

Schaumburg,

75 Varick Street. New York. NY 10013
(212) 226 -4401 FAX (212) 966 -0456
II

II

MENT for Audio, Video, Time
Code, Duplication. 29 years of
head design experience. IEM,
350 N. Eric Dr., Palatine, IL
60067; tel (708)358 -4622.
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REVOX

FACTORY AUTHORIZED SERVICE CENTER

Cassettes
Compact Disc
Printed Graphics
Vinyl Records
Digital Mastering Studios
The U.S. most complete facility with a

HEADS- RELAP /REPLACE-

CQ9,0

STUDER

LTD:

RECORDING

MAGNETIC

60173

Phone: (708) 843 -7400
FAX: (708) 843 -7493

-9oo-ysJ-KARD
G,.y.G:,4
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DUPLICATION SERVICES

DISC MAKERS
The Professional Choice
In Cassette Duplication
Each order
customized
to fit your budget
and your total needs

High speed
&

Realtime
DAT Replication
-

Cassette
Duplication
Record Pressing
CD Replication
Video Duplication

y

MAKERS
DISC North
4th Street
PA 10019

Call For
Free Sample

CASSETTE TEK, INC.
SPECIALISTS IN PROMOTIONAL
CASSETTES FOR

ARTISTS-PRODUCERS-AGENCIES

AUDIO & VIDEO CASSETTE DUPLICATION
Every Tape Checked for Quality Control!
Real Time & High Speed Complete Packaging
3/4", VHS, Hi -Fi, S -VHS, DAT

1-800-365-TAPE (8273)

AUDIO/VI

78
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AUDIOPHILE REAL TIME
CASSETTES ON TDK -SA

COMPLETE PRINTING
AND PACKAGING

EASTERN
STANDARD
PRODUCTIONS, INC
26 BAXTER STREET
BUFFALO, N Y 14207
TEL 716- 876 -1454
FAX 716- 877 -6395

1- 800 -633 -0455

-

CO REPLICATION

HIGH SPEED CASSETTES

CALL FOR OUR FREE FULL COLOR CATALOG
1- 800 - 468-9353 (In PA: 215-232-4140)

Philadelphia.

LORAN

CD'S AND TAPES
COMPLETE
PACKAGES

Complete Packages

1328

N/o,IRI,

h

ESP

I

rec, Corainu

Highest quality custom blanks audio and
video VHS cassettes
Duplication of audio and video
EMBOSSED on- cassette printing using
the PRINT RITE system
Direct mail services
Reasonable pricing
Fast service
1605 THOMASTON AVE.
WATERBURY, CT 06704

TEL. (203) 757-4848
FAX (203) 756 -8585

1- 800 -527 -9225

1

-800- 527-9225

FOR A FREE BROCHURE

PHONE

Renée Hambleton
Information

for Classified Advertising

(913) 888 -4664

REAL ESTATE

EQUIPMENT WANTED

AVAILABLE

Wanted: Dead or alive

San Francisco Bay Area's

Premier Tracking Facility!

Home to the Stars

BUY OR TRADE
YOUR USED MULTITRACK RECORDERS
AND CONSO_ES

Dan Alexander

5935 Market St.

$880,000.00

EQUIPMENT WANTED

Pultec, ITI, Lang, Sontec EQs. Telefunken,
Neumann, AKG or RCA mics. UREI, dbx, UA,
Teletronix, Fairchild limiters and other gear.
Boxes or tubes; API or Neve consoles and old
guitars.

415 -644 -2363

EAR PROFESSIONAL AUDIONIDEO
(602) 267-0600

Oakland, CA 94608

Fax 415 -644 -1848

contact

0. Tony Diosi
(41 S)

499-1800

RENTAL EQUIPMENT

WELCOME TO AMERICA

WANTED

Sell us your NeVEs and SSLs, your
Pultecs and Fairchilds, your huddled Neu manns and AKGs.
"this is not a problem."

NEVE -SSL -API TELEFUNKEN-SONY
NEUMANN- OTARI- MCI -PULTEC -URIE -AMS
OR ANY USED CONSOLE, TAPE MACHINE,

VINTAGE MIC OR PROCESSOR YOU WANT

Mercenary Audio

TO SELL -CALL

ANYTHING AUDIO

617-426 -2875

Tel: 617-784 -7610 Fax: 617 -784 -9244

TOTAL EFFECT

A

FINANCING
Eventide

H -3000 SE

<New

T.C. 2290 (32 sec.)

T.C. 2290 (32 sec.)
T.C. 1210 spatial ex.

Publison Infernal 90
AMS S-DMX
AMS RMX-16
Eventide SP 2016

c

Lexicon 480L
480L Larc & Manuals

Includes
remote
patchbay.
24 hr.
service
7 days

a week

All for $300 a day
or $1200 a week!
(That's $171.43 a day!)
Call for advance bookings today

(818)345 -4404
Encino, CA

EQUIPMENT FINANCING

LFCI
Equipment Leasing

"LOANS BY PHONE"
NO FINANCIALS REQUIRED FOR
TRANSACTIONS UNDER $35,000
NEW OR USED EQUIPMENT
$2,000 TO $200,000

Up to $75,000

NO DOWN PAYMENT
SALE -LEASEBACK EQUIPMENT
FOR WORKING CAPITAL
TO APPLY OR REQUEST
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
CONTACT MARK WILSON

-

MI

EXCHANGE
NATIONAL
FUNDING

New & used equipment
Generate capital by selling
& leasing back equipment
Nationwide
Dealers welcome
Over 10 yrs in the A/V
industry

Nationwide

FtN t

$5k to SImm

t!yuipment Leasing
(214)644 -3297

Provides:
Off-balance sheet financing
Tax benefits

(800) 275 -0185
FAX: (214) 235 -5452,

LANDMARK
RK
'IAI.
GROUP

with credit

application only

Apply by phone

(800) 626 -LFCI

Financing

FAX (2141699 -7893

Circle (87) on Rapid Facts Card

The Nation's #1 Co. for
Live Console Rentals:
ATI Paragon "'NEW!!!
Yamaha 3000. 1800
Gamble EX56, HC40. SC32
Yamaha 2800, 2408M
Ramsa 852. 840
Soundcraft 800, TOA RX -7
TAC

Scorpion & II
+ other console models!
'MacPherson LPM monitor rigs/'R -DATs
'Intersonics SDL -5 subs / 'various EFXs
I

HI TECH AUDIO SYSTEMS
Long & short term 415-742 -9166

Classified Advertising is available by the column inch (Classified Display): $40 per inch. per insertion, with frequency discounts available. 1" minimum, billed at vA" increments thereafter. 10" maximum per ad. Blind ads (replies sent to REP for forwarding) $25 additional. Reader Service number
$25 additional. Ads 4" and larger will receive a free reader service number and your company's
name listed in the Advertiser's Index. Spot color (determined by magazine) $150 additional. No agency
discounts are allowed for classified advertising.
Contact Renee Hambleton, 913-541-6745, for information on frequency and pre -payment discounts,
or send your order and materials to:
Renee Hambleton

REP
9221 Quivira Rd.
Overland Park, KS 66215.
Fax your ad to: 913 -541 -6697
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Number
Ac cetera

58

74

33
Akai/IMC Pro Emi
27
Alesis
77
Aligned Audio
6
Ampex Recording Media
75
Anything Audio
37
Aphex Systems Ltd.
31
Apogee Sound Inc
67
Sam Ash Professional
60
AudioControl
73
Audio Visual Assistance
76
The Broadcast Store Inc
74
Blevins Audio Exchange
58
Bryco Products
Community Light & Sound Inc.... 48A -D
54
Countryman Associates, Inc
IFC
Crown International
61
CT Audio
54
DAT Store
77
DB Engineering
67
Disc Makers
43
Eastern Acoustic Works
51
Eltekon Technologies Inc.
60
Fast Forward Video
69
Full Compass Systems
61
Hardy Co.
45
Hill Audio /IMC
55
Hollywood Edge
75
Innovative Audio Systems
47
Intersonics, Inc.
13
JBL Professional
44
Jensen Transformers Inc
59
KABA Research & Development
5
Lexicon Inc.
74
Markertek Video Supply
73
Mercenary Audio
17
3M /Magnetic Media Division
M.T.U.

National Foam Inc
Otari Corporation

Ramsa/Panasonic
Peavey Electronics Corp
Polyquick Corp.
Pro Audio Asia '91
QSC Audio Products
Recording Industry Source
Seam Tech
Shure Brothers, Inc.
Sonic Solutions
Sony Professional Audio
Soundcraft U.S.A.
Sound Trax Recording
Tannoy North America Inc.
Tascam
Technical Audio Devices
A Total Effect

Woodworx Audio Enclosures
World Class Tapes
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Number

58
76
29
56,57
IBC,15
55
70

18
15

66
7
60

20
21

46
41

55
62
56
33
27
36
1

43
37

64
45
23
34
42
49
44
25
29
61

26
9

24
38
6

57
69
11

32
63
16

30,31

2,10
28
50

19

12

70
77

51

11

8

21

13

35
BAC

19

1

65

3

4

23

14

40 -41

22

2-3
79

53
74

5

67

35
59

Advertiser
Hotline
412/344-1520
817/336 -5114
213/467-8000
718/788 -6969
415/367 -3809

541x4 Ottrzze4
CLASSIFIEDS
Renee Hambleton
913 -888-4664
9221 Quivira Road

Shawnee Mission, KS 66215
Telefax: 913 -541 -6697

617/426 -2875
818/767 -2929
707/778 -8887
212/719 -2640
206/775-8461
612/481 -9715
818/845 -7000
615/391 -0429
818/783 -9133
215/876 -3400
800/669-1422
219/294 -8000
800 /CTA -UDIO
213/828 -6487
617/782 -4838
216/232 -4140
508/234 -6158
313/462 -3155
714/852 -8404

SANTA MONICA, CA
Herbert A. Schiff

800/356 -5844
312/864 -8060
817/336 -5114
800/292 -3755
213/470 -6426

888 Seventh Ave.
New York, NY 10106
Telefax: 212 -332 -0663

312/272 -1772
818/893 -8411
213/876 -0059
415/883 -5041
617/736 -0300
914/246 -3036
617/784 -7610

612/733 -1110
919/870 -0344
213/650 -8906
415/341 -5900
714/373 -7478
601/483 -5365
708/390 -7744

714/645 -2540
213/841 -2700
415/861 -6011
800 /25S -HURE
415/394 -8100
800 /635-SONY
818/893-8411
615/929 -0402
519/745 -1158
213/726 -0303
213/816-0415
818/345 -4404
919/855 -5432
313/662 -0667

213 -393 -9285

Jason Perlman
213- 458 -9987

Kelly Daugherty
213 -451 -8695
501 Santa Monica Blvd.

Santa Monica, CA 90401
Telefax: 213-393-2381

CHICAGO, IL
David Ruttenberg
312 -435 -2360
55 East Jackson Blvd.

Chicago, IL 60604
Telefax: 312 -922 -1408

NEW YORK, NY
Stan Kashine
212-332 -0634

38th Floor

OXFORD, ENGLAND
Richard Woolley
Roseleigh House
New Street

Deddington, Oxford
OX5 4SP England
Telefax: +44(0) 869-38040
Telephone: +44(0) 869 -38794
Telex: 837469 BES G

FREWVILLE, SOUTH
AUSTRALIA
John Williamson
Hastwell, Williamson, Rep.
Pty. Ltd.
109 Conyngham Street

Frewville 5063
South Australia
Phone: 799 -522
Telefax: 08 79 9735
Telex: AA87113 HANDM

TOKYO, JAPAN
Mashy Yoshikawa
Orient Echo, Inc.
1101 Grand Maison
Shimomiyabi-Cho, 2 -18
Shinjuku -ku, Tokyo 162, Japan
Telephone: 03- 235 -5961
Telex: J -33376 MYORIENT
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We've Added
Something
To The t'4ix.
There's something

more to making
music than the act
of playing, singing or mixing
well. There's the spirit, that
pin
illusive energy that lifts your performance to new heights,
producing music that exceeds your expectations.
1
That same energy is the essence of Soundcraft's newest line of
multi -track and sound reinforcement consoles, the Spirit line.

S

t

With price tags that rival semi -professional entry-level consoles,
Spirit makes available Soundcraft's innovative technology to
anyone with a need to produce truly professional sound. The
same sound that has distinguished Soundcraft in top recording
studios and concert halls throughout the world.
Spirit Live consoles, with a unique mono bus, come in three
models: 8x3, 16x3 and 24x3. Spirit Studio consoles, with inline
tape monitoring, come in two models: 16x8x2 and 24x8x2.
For the price, you won't find a fuller array of professional
features than those in the Spirit line. To add Spirit to your mix,
visit your authorized Soundcraft dealer.

SoundcraM1

itSPIRIT
Soundcraft USA/)BL Professional
8500 Balboa Boulevard, Northridge, CA 91329

11 A Harman Internatoonal Company
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